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The role of Japan in any U.S. strategic policy will be

decided from the outcome of tr{o debates. These two debates, the
Japanese security policy debate and the American strategic
policy debate, have been conducted h'ithin the leading groups of
each country. The debates, both independently and at their
points of interaction, illustrate the dynanic nature of the
problem of forecasting the kind of security role Japan will
perform in any future Anerican strategic policy for the
Northeast Asian region.

Against a background of a Soviet regional military build-up
and increasingly strident American cal1s for Japan to improve
its defence capabilities, the Japanese debate signal.s a growing

consensus for an enhanced security role. Hosever, this trend
must be severely qualified by the enduring impact of certain
constitutional, political and economic constraints upon security
policy-making. The importance that certain leading Japanese

groups give to t.he domestic determinants of policy seems to have

been discounted by many leading Americans.
Any enhancement of Japan's security role nust be

accommodated by the Japanese domestic political environmentl an

environment which retains strong pacifist sentinents. The

recent novernent towards a rnilitary alliance between the two

countries needs to be balanced against the continuing relevance
that a good proportion of leading Japanese and the Japanese

public hold for a minimum defence posture supported by the
American security conmitment, as embodied in the U.S.-Japan



t reaty ,

The American strategic poiicy debate is concerned with two

main policy arguments. The unilateralist,/maritime supremacy

argument sees the world in essentially bipolar terms and seeks

to augment American power so as to be able to overcome a

potential enemy, solely through the use of U.S. power. The

coalition/defence argument views the world in multipolar terms

and believes that deterrence against an enemy should suffice and

that this can best be achieved through the util-ization and

management of allied as well as Arnerican forces.
The examination of the policy arguments within each of the

debates reveals that each is in an insufficiently developed

stage to greatly assist our predictions as to Japan's future
security role in any Anerican strategic policy. Arguments that
Japan is willing to accept specific regional security nissions
are easily countered by equal.Iy valid ones which foresee no

direct secu.'ity role within any Arnerican strategic policy of the

near future.
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INTRODUCTION

Japan and the United States, while having many political
and econornic interests in common, do not necessarily hold the
same geostrategic outlook. Within the parameters of lhe Japan-
U.S. Treaty and the arrangements it prescribes, there is a good

deal of divergence of opinion over the two fundamental issues of
whether a threat exists to Japan's security and what, if
anything, should be done to meet such a threat.

Americans cannot expect that Japan's security policy will
automatically take its lead from their own, even if such a

policy was clearly and unequivocal).y articulated. Even i f
Japanese perceptions of the external environment were identical,
which they are not, Japan, Iike the United States, is a liberal
democracy and the domestic determinants of its security policy
have an important function. This paper will examine both the
issue of the Soviet'threat'and the issue of the interaction of
the Japanese security policy debate and the American strategic
policy debate. In so doing, it will throw some light on to the
subject of the extent to which any Japanese security role wiII
be deternined by the denands of its domestic environment and

those of the Japan-U.S. security relationship.
American strategic policy tonards the Northeast Asian

region, as with its global policy, has been the subject of much

debate within U.S. security planning circles. Beset by

confusion and indecisiveness in the late | 970s, the United
States has not been able to unravel its global and regional
strategic problens despite the coming to power of Ronald Reagan
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with his 'peace through strengthl solutions. The 1970s marked a

turning point in terms of America's relations with both its
aIIies and the rest of the world. Not only did many Americans

believe that the United States had lost its strategic nuclear

superiority over the Soviet Union, but to them, "the postwar

order was itself breaking down during these years".rFor many

influential Americans. this order had been Iargely the creation
of the United States and had depended for its sustenance upon

Anerica's continued military, political and economic supremacy.

It had been replaced by a new order which required the United
States to seek the cooperation and collaboration of its aIIies.

The classic cotd war scenario had ceased to have any

relevance and Anerica's allies rrere no longer prepared to accept

American leadership as unquestioningly as they had before. In a

world of loosening western al-liance arrangements and increasing
instability and unpredictability, America began to turn its
attention, increasingly, to those regions where vital economic

interests trere at risk and where the addition of her military
forces could have a decisive impact. Northeast Asia rras a

notable candidate for such attention.
Northeast Asia had already bequn to take on increased

importance, both econonically and rnilitarily, in American eyes.

By the late 1970s, U.S. trade across the Pacific had exceeded

that across the Atlantic2 and nany Americans were coning to view

Robert w. Tucker,
p.47
T$o-way U.S.-Japan

The Inequalitv of Nations (Nen York, 1977')

trade in 1982 surpassed 560 biIlion.
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Japan as both its greatest trading partner outside the Western

Hemisphere as well as its greatest economic rival.
MiIitariIy, the gro$th of Soviet military power in this

region impelled America's leaders to consider a revised security
policy for Northeast Asia as an essential ingredient of a global
policy to match the Soviets. To the Americans, each military
region was prinarily important for its place in the overall
globaI pattern, Like its superponer rival, the U.S. suffered
the temptation of seeking to answer any strategic gains in one

region, obtained by some kind of military intervention, not only
by direct counteractions but also by counterstrikes in other
distant areas. Both superpowers exhibited a tendency to embrace

a policy of horizontaf escafation.3
Since the 1950s, Japan had been the most inportant of

America's security interests - in Northeast Asia. This
relationship, initially formalised in 1952 became in 1960, with
the Treaty of Mutual Security and Cooperation, something more in
the nature of a political,/diplomatic coalition than a military
aIIiance. As is the case with most alliances and coalitions,
the Japan-U.S. security arrangements arose out of a conflict
situation. They were also living evidence of postwar Japanese

weakness and American strength. In essence, these arrangements
prescribed that the United States would take an unequal share of
the burden for Japan's defence and for that of the neighbouring
area in return for Japan's membership of the western camp.

Kurt w. Radtke, "GlobaI Security andof Northeast Asian Studies vol.2 No.1
Northeast Asia",
(March t983) p.59.

Journal



As Japan developed into an economic power in the postwar

yearsr its ]eaders and America's leaders acquired overlapping
strategic and economic interests which they sought to protect by

means of the security arrangements. The conmitment of each to
the other rernained unequal but the arrangements appear to have

transformed the relationship into a "defensive aIIiance."
Paradoxically, while becoming the economic success story of the

postwar years, Japan renained under the American national
security umbrella and exhibited great reluctance to provide more

than bhe minimum for her own defence. Perhaps, as has been

suggested recently, there is to be found some causal connection

between Iow defence spending and high levels of growth.l
while the Japan-U.S. security arrangements were the prime

manifestations of a poritical,/diplomatic coalition, their
military purpose was never far below the surface. In times of
crisis, or rnore cornmonly of potential security threats, the

nrilitary forces deployed on and about Japan pursuant to the

Treaty would appear to give the "alliancen a distinct military
significance. In George Liska's words, "alliances are against,
and only derivatively for, soneone or something."t In terms of
the Japan-U.S. relationship, Liska's words would find their
testing in the decade of the 1970s.

J.K.Gatbraith suggested in October 1981 that Japan should state
publicly that high levels of nrilitary expenditure are
incompatible lrith econonic arowth:Quoted in Kenneth
Pyle,iChanging Conceptions of Japan's Internationaf
RoIe'(Unpublished Seminar Paper, 1984) p.9
G.Liska, Nationli in Alliance: The Limits of InterdeDendence(Baltinore,19ffi
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The 1970s was a period of crisis and, in the views of many

influential Americans and Japanese, of a potential security
threat to Japan and the Northeast Asian region. The early years
witnessed the Sino-Soviet split and the Nixon nshocks", which

affected Japan diplomatically and economically. As weIl, the
crisis of oil supply and access hit Japan directly. However, it
was the massive Soviet military build-up in this period which
was to have more serious and lasting effects upon Japan's
security policy thinkers. In East Asia, this quantitative and

qualitative improvement of Soviet military forces and their
capability for force projection nas part of a global build-up.

In .its Far Eastern theatre of operations, which includes
Northeast Asia, the Soviet Union has acquired a strong maritime
capability to project its power and influence over the vital sea

lanes of communication which pass through the region and upon

which both the U.S. and especially Japan, depend for essential
trade and energy supplies. while the Soviet Union has improved

both its strategic and conventional military capabilities, it
stiII faces nany limitations, including geographical ones, upon

the exercise of that power.s If, as sone writers suggest, the
Soviet Union non poses a direct nilitary and an indirect
political threat to Japan and to the region, then an examination
of both its enhanced military capability and the perceptions of

Earl RavenaI, nPerceptions of Anerican Power" in Franklin D.
Marqiotta (ed. ), Evolvinq strateqic Realities:Inplications for
u.Sl Policvmakers
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Ieading American and Japanese commentators is in order.?
Chapter Two will outline the extent to which this Soviet

nilitary build-up, in both its regional and global contexts, has

been perceived by American and Japanese commentators as well as

by the respective governments, as constituting a threat to
American and Japanese interests in the region. The chapter wiII
demonstrate that although the enhanced Soviet military
capability has tended to solidify the U.S.-Japan nalliancen, the

differing perceptions of that threat between the two nations has

exacerbated tensions beteeen the two over the nature and leveI
of Japanese contributions to the relationship.

The soviet invasion of Afghanistan coupled itith the Iranian
nhostagen affair pronpted the United States to ileploy some of
its Pacific-based naval forces to the Persian Gulf and to the
Indian Ocean in 1979. As a result. those U.S. forces remaining

in the Asian-Pacific theatre were left somewhat depleted.
Contrasted to the growing Soviet forces' these thinned forces
provided further evidence, at least in some influential Anerican

eyes, of the need for Japan to increase its defence

contributions.
The calls for an increase in Japanese contributions, coning

as they did fron a number of leading groups in both Japan and

the United States, were being made at a time when the U.S.

Adninistration was embarking on what Jeffrey Record terns a

nvorldnide sar strategyn. As Record points out, this strategy
fails to reveal to its allies, including Japan, any list of

Scalapi no
and James

( 1 982) , Jacguclinc K. DavisE. Dornan Jr in Foster,For exanple, Robert A.in Morrison (ed. ) ( 1 983) ,
Dornan et.al. (eds. ) ( 1979)



strategic priorities,s
recently noted3

7

As tvro American commentators have

nlnsofar as the Administration seems to have a grand
strategy, it appears to incorporate requirements for
fighting wars of every kind, al1 at once--global
conventional war against an unspecified range of
adversaries, offensive conventional operations against
the Soviet homeland, and a victorious nuclear war
against the Soviets."e

The globalist approach of the Reagan Administration with
its emphasis upon horizontal escalation makes the bold
assumption that its al1ies and the aligned countries will view

the threat from the Soviet Union in the same light and be more

than prepared to contribute, in whatever $ay is deemed

necessary, to meet the challenge. In the same vein, this
arnbiguous strategy has been criticized as assuming that regicnal
conflicts canf or at least should, be subordinated to a

"strat.egic consensusn, anongst the aIIied,/aligned countries,
that the threat to international security is the Soviet Union.ro
Perhaps it is simply that this Administration is being more

expJ.icit about how an "aIIy" is viewed by a superpower, and that
as the senior partner, the United States expects uncritical
aLlied contributions. Henry Kissinger in his work on the Nato

alliance offered a similar view:

8 Jeffrey Record, nJousting $ith Unreality" in International
Security vol.8 No.3 (winter 1983/84) p.3 at 5e Barry R.Posen and Stephen van Evera, "Defense Policy & the
Reagan Administration: Departure from Containmentn in
International securitf' vol.8 No.3 (winter 1983/84, p.3 at 42to@usting with unrealityn and Ba'rry Posen and
Stephen Van Evera, nDefense PoIicy & the Reagan Adninistration".
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"There is a tendency for allies to be considered by
the superpoh'er as factors in a security arrangement
and their utility is measured in terms of their
contribution to a common effort. " I I

The security arranEement that exists today between the

United States and Japan is, in terms of its distribution of
benefits and obligations, IittIe changeo from that established
in 1950 with the signing of the revised Treaty. The Treaty

established an asymmetrical relationship between the two nations
ascribing vastly different military capabilities and national
security burdens to each. Behind the protective shield of
American nuclear and conventiona.I defence capabilities' Japan

remained a passive client state ltith only a minimal SeIf Defense

Force.
The security system established by the Treaty does not

operate under the usual alliance assumptions of mutual and

collective defence. As an unequal-burden treaty, the MutuaI

Security and Cooperation Treaty explicitly obliges the Anericans

to come to the aid of the Japanese should they be attacked or

find themselves subject to any forn of political coercion. The

Japanese, on the other hand, are placed under no such obligation
should the Americans be attacked. where the Treaty arrangements

do provide something of a quid pro quo for the United States is
in the provision of bases and other facilities for American

forces as well as in giving it permission to station troops on

rr Henry A. Kissinger, The Troubled Partnership (New York, 1965)
p.23
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Japanese territory.
In contrast to the 1951 accoro whi.ch had been a "treaty of

security" for the provision of facilities, the 1 960 treaty
stressed mutuality and cal1ed for joint defence as weIl as

political and economic cooperation. In addition to the
provision requiring that the U.S. defend Japan and that the

Iatter provide the forner with bases and facilities to support
the American commitments both to Japan and throughout East Asia,
there are other important provisions which directly affect the
nature of the two nations' security relationship. In
particular, Japan agreed to build a moderate-sized, conventional
defence establishment and to defend the territories under its
jurisdiction; the u.S. agreed to consult with Japan before
deploying any American troops (based in Japan) to combat outside
of Japan and before it made any major deployrnents to Japan or

made any major changes to its combat equipment in Japani and

Japan agreed to support Anerican security efforts in Korea.

Rather than create a mutual responsibility for security in the
Northeast Asian region, these provisions have in fact been

interpreted in such a way as to entrench that inequality of
burden which was originally prescribed but has ceased to be

necessary.
The unique security position in which Japan found itself

after the Second world war is no better illustrated than by

reference to the legal. prescription for Japan's permanen!

demilitarisation nhich was incorporated in Article Ix of the
revised Japanese Constitution. This Article proclaimed that the
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Japanese people nforever renounce rrar as a sovereign right of
the nation and the threat or use of force as a means of settling
international disputes" and asserts that "Iand, sea, and air
forces, as well as other war potential, wiII not be rnaintained".
This constitutional provision, while imposed upon the Japanese

by the Americans, has ironically been used by the pacifist
elements in Japan to forestall, if not prevent. the expansion of

Japan's defence forces.
As the region where the interests and capabilities of four

great poners converge, Northeast Asia constitutes a vital
theatre of war should hostilities arise between the United

States and the Soviet Union. The U.S., while geographically

detached fron the region, has vital political and economic

interests to protect there. Chief amongst these interests is
the stability and security of its regional friends and allies.

There has been a tendency in the postrvar years for the

United states to view this region of the world rnore in economic

than security terms. Recent U.S. Administrations, however,

have come to appreciate that just as there is a need for a

global rather than merely a regional view, so there must be

found a permanent link between the United States' economic and

security interests.r2 High ranking Congressmen echo these

sentiments and enphasise the need for the United States to
maintain a strong military presence in the region. As

I 2 Secretary of state George
speech given in early 1 983:
Partnership for the Future"ApriI 1983, pp.31-35.

Schultz reiterated this view in anThe U.S. & East Asia: A
in DeDartnent of State Bulletin
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Congressman c. llilliam whitehurst (Republican, virginia) of the
House Armed Services Committee recently said:

"...I believe that U.S. policy toward the region must
include maintaining a strong military presence, in
conjunction with our East Asian allies, promoting the
extension of democratic institutions and political
freedoms and encouraging continued economic growth
within the framerork of free trade.nr3

Japan's role in the maintenance of America's military
posture in the region is emphasized in two respects. From an

economic perspective, Japan is viewed as both a trading partner
and as a source of aid for the less devefoped countries of the
region. Frorn the security perspective, Japan's role is Iikened
to that of an "unsinkable aircraft carriernr! from which the
U.S. can use its forces to project power around the perimeter
of the Eurasian landmass.

In recent years, stresses and strains have appeared in the
U.S.-Japan relationship. Since the late 1960s, Japan and the
U.S. have experienced nasive trade inbalances which have

favoured Japan. By .|985, the U.S. trade deficit will have

reached between 30 and 40 billion dollars and this has sharpened

concern in the U.S., especially in Congress, over Japanese

reluctance to open its markets to Anerican goods. As rdell, and

not unrelated to these trade difficulties, Ieading groups in the
U.S. have accused the Japanese of having a nfree ride" at the

r3 Letter from G. William Whitehurst to ther3, r98{.rr Japanese Prine Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone
saying this in The washinqton Post March 20,

writer, dated August
was first guoted as
| 983 p.c5
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expense of the American defence effort in Northeast Asia. l'lhat

is of special concern, however, is that this recent friction
betneen the tno countries has reveal-ed that the U.S.-Japan

security relationship is itself based on paradoxes,

nisunderstandings and diametrically opposed views of how the

benefits and costs of the relationship are distributed.
Chapter Three wiLl analyze the Japanese security policy

debate in an attempt to assess the likelihood of Japan adopting

an enhanced defence posture either within or outside of the

Japan-U.s. security relationship. This study will refer to the

nature and rnissions of Japan's SeIf Defense Forces, efforts made

to improve their capability, and the domestic political and

other constraints upon such efforts.
The Japanese debate over its future defence posture and its

future role as an "a11y" of the United States, both globally and

in Northeast Asia, occurs within a complex domestic context.r5
Domestic political opinion, both rrithin influential groups and

within the general public, has been evolving in the direction of

greater support for both the Treaty and Japan's Self Defense

Forces. Hordever, thi s increase in support for a stronger
defence capability is not without qualification and, in Japan,

there are a number of weIl-entrenched constraints upon an

expanded defence role.

r5 Participants in this debate include Yukio Satoh, "The Evolution
of Japan-ese security Policy' ( 1982), Masataka Kosaka, "Japan's
Role in the world" ( 1984), osamu Kaihara, nJapan's Defense
Structure & Capability' ( l98l ), Mike Mochizuki, "Japan's Search
for Strategy' (1983-84).
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Defeat in World War II and the actual experience of nuclear
bombing have created exceptionally s!rong antimilitary
sentiments and have encouraged the adoption by many of an

insular outlook. while the people have come Lo accept, and the
courts have recently affirned, that forces for self-defence are
perrnitted by the "peace" Constitution, a prudent fear of a pre-
World War II militarist revival remains over the use of nilitary
force. This fear has been translated into strong opposition to
any use of the Japanese forces outside cf the home islands.

Increased Anerican ca11s, from both the Carter and Reagan

Adninistrations, for an enhancement of Japan's defence effort in
Northeast Asia have met with encouraging responses from the
governments of Zenko Suzuki and Yasuhiro Nakasone. However, the
extent to which this desire to be accommodating finds substance
in increased military spending and the assignment of ne\d

missions for Japan's SeIf Defense Force, is constrained by the
opposition of political groups to the presence of U.S. forces
and bases on Japanese soil as weII as by the exercise of fiscal
restraint by the powerful Japanese Finance Ministry.

Since the late 1970s, Japan's Self Defense Force has been

assiqned the mission of defending the home islands against
smaII-scale aggression. Japanese defence planners emphasize
naval and air over ground forces, and inproved weaponry over
increases in rnanpower. In their view, the primary mission of
the SeIf Defense Force is to 'buy tirne' until Anerican forces
intervene to overcorne the eneny.

Within Japan, there are to be found varying perceptions of
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the Soviet regional military build-up as weIl as differing
opinions over what the nation's deience posture should be. A

good proportion of Japanese opinion appears to be very much at
odds with the views of rnany American commentators, be they

strategic thinkers, legislators or members of the current U.S.

Administration. In general, American opinion holds that because

Japan is an "aIIy" of the U.S., its defence forces should be

expanded and assigned missions which would give them a leading
role in Northeast Asian regional security. This role would

enable Japan, so the argurnent cont inues, to perform

complementary military functions within a developing strategic
design.

Chapter Four wilI exanine the nain arguments of the

American strategic debate and briefly assess the feasibility of

Japan performing those particular missions prescribed for it in
the debate. This assessment wiII illustrate not only the limits
of the Japanese SeIf Defense Force, but more importantly, show

the extent to which American perceptions of the Soviet threat
nay well have overwhelmed a realistic consideration of the

Japanese position.
This American debate has been conducted since the early

1970s. It has produced two main argurnents for a U.S. global.

strategic policy based on a conventional warfighting capability.
Chapter Four will examine these argunents, the

unilateralist/maritime supremacy strategy and the coalition/
defence strategy and their variants, as they apply to Northeast

Asia and to the role of America's allies.
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The proponents of each of these arguments are concerned
with the global Soviet military build-up and, as they see them,

the unfavourable force trends in Northeast Asia. AIso, both
acknowledge an increasing instability in certain vital areas of
the world, particularly the Persian Gulf and the t"tiddle East.
In addressing what each sees as the growing Soviet threat, the
policy arguments are concerned with common strategic problems.
In particular, this concern relates to the achievement and

maintenance of a certain level of deterrence in any given
theatre of operations; the ability to project power on to the
Eurasian Iandmass; and the achievement of escalation dominance.

The unilateralist/maritime supremacy argument, which has

found favour with the Reagan Administration, prescribes that the
United States take full advantage of its geopolitical position
as a maritine poner, bordered by friendly neighbours, and

concentrate on building up its naval forces as the prime

instruments of force projection throughout the globe. As a

region on the periphery of the Eurasian landmass, Northeast Asia
is viewed as a theatre of operations where allies can best be

used as bases and staging points from which the United States
could forward deploy its naval and air support forces for
projection on to the Asian continent in times of ernergency or
conflict.

Chief anong the proponents

Secretary John F. Lehman Jr argues
nclear rnaritime superiorityn over
enable the U.S. to Drotect the sea

of this policy, U.S. Navy

that the U.S. nust seek a

the Soviet Union chich would
lanes of connunication and
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access to Anerica's friends and allies. In advocating a force
structure which emphasises flexibility, mobility, simultaneity
and offensive conbat, Secretary Lehman argues that a U.S.

st rategy :

"..based on forward maritime defense is essential in
drawing down enerny forces, keeping pressure on the
enemy's interior Iines of communication, preventing
his concentration of forces, and buying time for the
capabilities of the industrial democracies to mobilize
and come into decisive play.r'15

The other policy argument is the coalition/defence
strategy. Robert w. Komer, a former U.S. Under Secretary of
Defense for Policy, is one of the leading advocates of this
policy. As postulated by Korner, America's stralegy should be

based upon a rejuvenation of its alliances coupled with the

adoption of a coalition defence of thobe areas around the
Eurasian periphery. lT This policy emphasizes the importance of
acquiring a strong consensus amongst America'' s allies which

would then create a potential trdo-front threat-in-being against
the Soviet Union.

Rebutting argurnents of the unilateralist/maritine school,
the advocates of this strategic policy argue that should a

conflict erupt between the U.S. and the Soviet Union, then

warfighting would inevitably occur on the Eurasian landmass and

rG John F. Lehnan Jr, Testimony before the U.s.congress. House.
Armed Services Committee, Militarv Posture Hearinqs 1982
(washington, D.C., l98l ) p.554r7 Robert w. Komer, "Maritirne Strategy v Coalition Defense",
Foreion Affairs vol.50 No.5 (Sumner 1982) p.1127 at 1 133
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the Soviets could be more effectively challenged if a multiple
front war in both Europe and Asia was established with Arnerica's
allies. In contrast to the other school's naval emphasis, this
policy stresses the use of land-oriented and ground forces.
Sufficient number of these forces would be acquired and placed
in a forward defence-in-place posture. They would then be

increased, more through a rational and effective burden- sharing
amongst the allies than through a uniLateral Arnerican build-up
of its nilitary forces.

The American description of the Soviet military build-up as

a threat to Japan, as well as to America's regionaL interests,
is not a realistic basis upon which to exanine Japan's role
within any American strategic policy. This basis is simply the
product of Anerica's conception of its own world role and of the
place it ascribes to Japan as an ally within the performance of
that role. The purpose of this study is to show that any role
advocated for Japan by any American strategic policy must take
account of the realities of Japan's geopolitical position as

well as its domestic pol-itical environment.
Japan's security is not sirnply a derivative of the U.S.-

Japan security arrangements but must also reflect the
complexities of its own dornestic political context. Within that
context, one finds both skepticism about perceiving the Soviet
military build-up as a threat, and rnore particularly, many

constraints upon Japan performing the kinds of roles advocated
within the Arnerican debate. An exanination of Japan's security
role hrithin a broader American policy, rill illustrate two
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issues: the importance of the domestic politica] environment to
security poJ-icy-making i.n a liberal- democracy; and the limits to
the power of a superpower protector (patron) over an allied
client state in that security policy-making process.
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II. THE SOVIET THREAT: AMERICAN & JAPANESE PERCEPTIONS

A. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The debate over a U.S. strategic policy for Northeast Asia
and the rel.ated issue of Japan's role in such a policy has been

conducted within the context of groring Soviet military power in
the region. This Soviet military build-up has mainly occurred
since 1965 when Sino-Soviet rivalry was nilitarised and when the
Soviets realised that Khrushchev's removal had not altered Mao

Tse-Tung's hostility toward the Soviet Union. r8

tlhil.e there is general agreenent that this Soviet regional
military build-up was part of a global enhancement of their
military capabilities, disagreement renains as to whether the
Soviets had an overall strategy.re V.V. Aspaturian argues that
". .Soviet policy amounts to sonething less than a master
plan...yet it is something more than a sequence of responses to
targets of opportunity."'o Others, such as Jacqueline Davis

argue that "Soviet politicoeconomic and nilitary policies,toward
Asian-Pacif ic basin states form part of a gIobaI strategy

1 t Harry Gelman, Testimony before the U.S.Congress, HouseConnittee on Foreign Affairs, Subconmittees on Europe and the
Middle East and on Asian and Pacific Affairs, The Soviet RoIe in
Asia (Washington, D.C.: USGPO,1983) p.352

I e-Eh-is diffeience of opinion was - revealed in the I 981 U.S.National Security Affairs Conference, The 1980s: Decade ofConfrontation? p.5.zo V.V. Aspaturian, "Soviet Global Policies & Correlation ofForces" in Problems of Conmunissr vol.29 No.3 (May-June 1980)
2 r- Jacqueline K.Davis, "Soviet Strategy in Asia:A U.S.Perspective' in Charles E.Morrison (ed.), Th

East Asia-Pacific (Lexington, ltass.: t983) p.
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characterised by several broad objectives."2l
By the late 1950s, leading Americans believed the U.S. had

Iost its strategic nuclear superiority over the Soviet Union and

rqgional threats to both the stability and interests of the U.s.
and its allies had to be taken more seriously. The geopolitical
contest between the U.S. and the Soviets becane a military one

at both global and regional LeveIs.2 2 The theatre military
balance now took on added importance in terns of the capacity of
either the U.S. or the Soviet Union to project power and extend
political influence.

I{ith the steady increase in Soviet rnilitary expenditures

over the past 15 to 20 years, there has been both a quantitative
and qualitative gronth in the Soviet Union's naval, air and

ground combat forces.23 This growth and modernisation has been

sc substantial,2a that many were prepared to argue that, in the
words of one, nthe Soviet military build-up in East Asia is
not... exclusively for defensive purposes."25 For example,
given China's weakness in modern weaponry, the guality and

quantity of Soviet forces positioned along the Chinese frontier

22 willian Hyland, "The Soviet Union in the American Perspective:
Perceptions and ReaIities", in Adelphi Papers No.l74 p.52 at 5923 Jane! E. Dornan , Jr., "rhe ch5fr-6'fiE---SEturity Enviionment in
East Asian in Richard B. Foster, Jarnes E. Dornan, Jr., and
WiIliam M. Carpenter (eds.), Strateqv a4d !€!lt!j!_yj4 rtheast
nsia (New York: Crane Russak &2r-!6? exanple, in the East Asian theatre, Soviet forces went from
20 divisions and 210 fighter-attack aircraft in 1965 to welI
over 40 divisions and nore than 1000 such aircraft in 1978.25 For exanple, Ra1ph Clough, "The Balance of Poner in East Asia
and the western Pacific During the I 980s: An Anerican
Perspective" in U. Alexis Johnson, et al., (eds. ), !!@.gSecurity Interests of Japan, the United States, and Nato(Canbridge, Mass.: 1981) p.27 at 29.
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appear to be nuch stronger than would be needed to cope vith a

Chinese attack.
Since the Second WorId war, United States strategic policy

tonard the Asian-Pacific region has been motivated by a desire
to contain one 6r both of the Communist porders on the Asian

continent. In its efforts at containment, the United States has

fought two h'ars on the Asian continent and has conmitted U.S.

military power, either directly or through defence treaties rith
allied,/aligned nations, on and around the continent.

Until the early 1970s, it was the Chinese who were viewed

as the prirnary target of the U.S.'s containment policy and, as

Franz Schurmann points out, there was never a shortage of
influential political or miliEary figures in the U.S. who

discerned an intinate connection initially between China and the
North Koreans and then with the North vietnamese. Such figures
remained eager, almost to the end of the vietnam war, to extend

this war, by means of U.S.naval and air forces into China

itself. ? 5

President Richard Nixon's establishment of friendly
relations with china in 1972 inpelled those in Congress and in
the military who had viewed China as the main threat to U.S.

regional security interests, to turn their attention to the

Soviet Union. The adoption of the Soviet Union as America's
primary g1oba1 and regional opponent, together with the
requisite strategies to meet this 'new threat', understandably

26 Franz Schurmann, The Loqic of World Power (New York: 1973)
p.520.
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did not occur overnight or without the aid of external factors.
For example, the Soviets'achievenent of nuclear parity hrith the
U.S. as well as the attainment of a nunber of technological
improvements 2 7 enabled those who so wi shed, to picture the
Soviet threat as a global one.

The U.S. strategic debate is not only about developing a

policy effectively to protect worldwide and regional interests
but also about the nature of the forces required for such
protection. It thus cones as no surprise to find bitter rivalry
betneen the different armed services over which forces are to be

used to counter the Soviet challenge. This interservice
rivalry, while in existence since World War II, was heightened
by the prosecution of the vietnam war.28

Members of the armed services, particularly the powerful
U.S. Navy, perceived the problems presented by the increased
Sovie! military build-up in the Asia as an opportunity to pursue

their own geopolitical views and strategic policies for the
projection of U.S. poner. The vested interest of the arned
services in nplaying upi an external threat, coupled with the
Soviet Union's policy of accentuating their power, resulted in a

view of the Soviet rnilitary build-up as a threat to U.S. global

27 For exanple, at about this time, the Soviets demonstrated thatthey had nastered the technology of MIRv (MuItiple Independently
Targetable Reentry Vehicles) .2r Moiton Halperin ind David Halperin, nThe Key west Key," &Ie:igPoIicv No.53 (winter r983,/84) !. rra. of couise, narrai'anil-ffi!rivalry does go back into history.
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and regional interests, 2 e

As perceived by a majority of American commentators, the
Soviet threat to U.S. and al1ied interests in Northeast Asia is
of both a direct and an indirect nature. The threat to
America's allies is seen by American commentators to be largely
dependent upon the geographical position of each country
concerned and the nature of the American and/or allied interesr
to be protected.3o To remain credible, any such threat must

ultimately be backed up by effective use of military power and

this itself will very much depend upon how propitious the
circumslances are for its use.

For the Soviet Union to be able to realise its potential
for expanding its influence in any particular region, there must

be some degree of instability or some opportunity for it to aid
and influence regional states. In the view of many American
comrnentators, the Soviets may well use subtle means of
persuading and coercing Asian allied,/aligned states. U.S.
Adrniral Noel Gayler sums up this view of the Soviet threat when

he says that:

"we think of security as protection both from externalmilitary aggression and from coercion under the threator inplicit threat of such aggression... IC]omrnon toall Istates of Asia] is a general interest in theuninterrupted flow of commerce and resources.n3l
2e Soviet Militarv Power op.cit. p.667. Examples in recenthffietsaccentualingtheirpoierwouldinclude

Soviet efforts to play up the alleged bomber and missile gapsnith the United staEes.3o Robert A. Scalapino, nThe Uncertain Future:Asian-PacificRelations" in Charles E. Morrison(ed. ), op. cit., p. 5.3r Admiral NoeI Gayler, nsecurity ImpliciTioiF6? - ttre SovietMilitary Presence in Asia, n Richard H. Solomon (ed. ) , AsianSecurity in the 1980s (Cambridge, Mass.: 1979) p.54.
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Lacking close culturaL ties or other means upon which to

build enduring relationships with the states and peoples of the

region, it has been argued that the soviets tend to prefer to
attempt to influence by means of the use of military power.32

There is evidence that the Soviets see their military forces as

the doninant component of their power and have simply extended

the area of their application to challenge the econonic as weII

as political interests of the West. In the Northeast Asian

region, this extension means that the sea lanes of communication

and trade routes, so essential to the U.s. and its allies in
the region, are subject to potential Soviet interdiction.
Countries such as Japan, which rely so heavily on the merchant

shipping passing along these routes for both their essential
energy supplies and their trade of

manufactured goods, are particularly vulnerable to such

interdict ion. 3 3

The ability of Soviet military forces to interpose
thenselves between Japan and its energy suppliers or buyers in
the developed world would not only indicate a capacity to
challenge Japan's energy security, but equally importantly, it
would mean that the Soviets could challenge the westrs (read the

United States) capacity, through its principal instrurnents of
collective defence, to respond in a coordinated and effective

32 Hiroshi Kimura, Soviet PoIicv Toward Japan working Paper #5
(Providence, Rhode Is.: I 983) p.5!3 For example, one estinate has it that for every 50 -nauticalmiles betieen the Middle East and Japan, one finds a ship taking
goods to or from Japan.
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fashion. 3 |

B. SOVIET AND AMERICAN MILITARY FORCES IN NORTHEAST ASiA

I f the rapid growth in Soviet military power in the
Northeast Asian region can be viewed as constituting a threat,
or at Ieast a potential threat, to the security and stability of
United States and Japanese interests in this region, then that
view nust be tested by initially examining the nature and extent
of that poner. In other words, one should analyse the increases
and improvernents the Soviets have made to their military forces,
globally, and then take account of these forces which have been

deployed to the Northeast Asian region.3s
The concern of the current U.S. Administration over the

build-up of Soviet military capability in this region of the
world is unmistakable. According to the 1984 edition of the

U.S. Departrnent of Defense's Soviet Military Power, Soviet
military forces in the Far East constitute approximately 308 of
total Soviet forces.36 The U.S. Administration believes that
the Soviets have now turned the nilitary balance in this part of
the world very nuch in their favour.37

of prime importance to the balance of forces in the Far

have proportionate economic power or political influence.
Soviet Militarv Power (Washington, D.C.: 1984) p.49

nberger, U.S. Secretary of Defense, in testimony

3r Jeffrey Record, "The ceostrategic Crisis" in Rethinkinq U.S.
Securit! PoIicy ior the 1980s lStionai securfi--rrf e-Ei?e
@:1980)p.5735 Paul Dibb, Soviet Capabilities, Interests & Strateoies(Canberraz 1982), p.4. PauI Dibb argues that Soviet po$er inthis reqion must be viewed in nilitarv terms for it does not

36
37

before the U.S. Congress, House Conmittee on Armed Services,Military Posture Hearinqs 1982 (washington, D.C.: 1981) pp.382-3
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East theatre is the increase in numbers and quality of the

Soviet Pac i f ic Fleet. According to the U. S. Defence

Department, this fleet is now the largest of the 4 Soviet fleets
with at least 86 major surface ships,38 l5 missile destroyers,
48 frigates and 80 subrnarines.3e Commander-in-Chief-Pacific,
Admiral Robert L.J.Long has argued that this constitutes a

qualitative increase of l3t for the Soviets since 1975 compared

to a 5t reduction in U.S. Far East naval forces for the same

period.'o
Over the period of the late 1970s to the early 1980s. there

appears to have been four major improvements in the Soviets'
pacific naval forces. The Soviets have deployed their first
nuclear-powered surface combatants; new classes of nuclear-
powered attack submarines; a new class of nuclear-powered
aircraft carrierl and a new class of amphibious assault ship.at
The U.S. Administration believes that these force improvements

have the combined effect of enhancing the Soviets' ability to
pursue "a broad range of sophisticated sea-denial missions from

anticarrier operations to interdiction of the sea Ianes of
communication."r2 According to the American Government, the

38 ibid. p.383. This force conponent includes one WOL(VerticaI
TaleoEf or Landing) aircraft carrier of the Kiev cIass, the
Minsk .

3 e-TE-i=' force includes 1 9 nuclear-powered cruise missile
submarines and l5 nuclear-powered attack boats.ro Admiral Robert L.J. Long, in testimony before the
U.S.Congress, House Armed Services Conmittee, Militarv Posture
Hearinqs 1982 oD.cit. p.705

I I BotI -Ie new classes of submarines (MIKE and SIERRA) and thenew class of aircraft carrier have qualities that areparticularly useful in the Third world.r2 Caspar W. weinberger, Militarv Posture t{earinos 1982 pp.386-7
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effective fulfilment of such missions would enable the Soviets
to gain sea control of the waters contiguous to the Soviet Union

to a distance of 2,000 kilometers.a3
If the increase in the numbers of the Soviet naval forces,

coupled with these qualitative improvements, can be said to
constitute a potential threat then that threat would come

prinarily lrom the Soviets' general-purpose submarine force.as
Another significant force to be reckoned with is the highly
effective land-based bombers which, with their antiship
missiles, operate to augment the Soviet naval forces in the
region.q5

In support of its Pacific Fleet, the Soviet Union has

developed a basing structure that includes facilities on Soviet
territory,r6 anchorages off Taiwan and an important base at Can

Ranh Bay in Vietnam.
Viewed on a worldwide basis, the U.S. Department of

Defense believes that the U.S. and its allies retain a

favourable balance of maritime pohrer over the Soviet Union.rT
Apart from the advantages in naval aviation and in amphibious

r3 The U.S. Department of Defense believes that to assist them inthis role, the Soviets have comnitted thernselves to larger
displacement warships, and increased sea-based air capabilities,giving them aII greater firepower, endurance and sustainability:
Soviet Military Power op.cit. p.5ln.@riyinthidiesel-poweredc1asses,greatfy
outnunbers those of the U.S. They consist of both torpedo-
attack and cruise-missile units.r5 The Soviet land-based bombers are of 3 modern and effective
classes: the BACKFIRE, the BADGER and the BLINDER.| 6 These facilities include Nakhodka, Vladivostok and
Petropavlovsk on the Kanchatka Peninsula.r7 Soviet Military Power op.cit. p.67
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assault forces, the Defense Department also cites qualitative
improvenents in underrray replenishment ships and antisubmarine

warfare. I I The U. S. fleet has been enhanced with the

introduction of a new class of frigates, a new class of
submarines and a new class of helicopters.4e There has also been

modernisation of America's maritime patrol aircraft (Iand-based)

as welI as improvements in its carrier-based F-14 aircraft.so As

well, improvements have been made in U.S. capability for anti-
air warfare and for anti-ship warfare and these have been given

to those U.S. forces operating in the Northeast Asian region.
U.S. naval forces norrnally assigned to the Pacific theatre

include 6 aircraft carriers, 87 surface combatants, 44 nuclear

and diesel attack submarines, 1 fleet ballistic missile
submarine,3l arnphibious ships and l2 antisubmarine warfare
patrol squadrons. s I Horrever, only 2 aircraft carriers are

routinely assigned to the U.S. Pacific FIeet with their
associated air wings and accompanying surface combatants.

Together these forces represenE. approximately 30t of the active

r8 The underway replenishment ships add to the long distance and
endurance captbility of the U.S. Navy and are important both in
the open oceans and for the protection of the sea lanes of
comnunication: ibid.re There have UE6--Sa new FFG-7 frigates, the new LoS ANGELES
class attack helicopter as weII as the nei{ LAMPS MK III
helicopter added to the fleet. The U.S. Defense Department
believes that this wilI substantially increase its antisubmarine
capability.5o Improved torpedoes and antisubmarine warfare rockets for these
airiraft are now in production: Soviet Militarv Power op.cit.
D. 695r- Admiral Robert L.J. Long in testirnony before the U.S.
Congress. House. Cornmittee on Armed Services, Militarv Posture
Hearinqs 1982 op.cit. p.1001
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operating force of the U,S.Navy.52

Soviet ground forces in the Northeast Asian region are
prirnarily deployed along the Sino-Soviet border and are directed
toward the containment of the Chinese.53 These forces which

consist of tank and motorized rifle divisions have been upgraded

since the mid-1950s, when they began to be deployed to this
region in significant numbers. For example, the Soviet Unionts
recently developed T-80 tank features nuclear, biological and

chenical protection and enhanced firepower and survivability
while its helicopter upgrades emphasise improvenents in
armaments, flexibility and survivability. s a

Globally, the U.S. recognizes that the Soviet bloc has a

quantitative advantage in the ground forces it deploys.
Honever, the U.S. Departrnent of Defense lays emphasis upon what

it sees as the qualitative superiority of its olrn ground

forces. s s There has been a restructuring of the U.S. Marine

Corps to increase both its firepower and tactical rnobilitii,55 as

well as improvements in its nissiles to enhance guidance and the
penetration of new Soviet armour. Emphasis has been laid upon

s 2 Report to the U.S.Congress.Senate Foreign Relations Connittee
by the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, Japan's Contributionto Stability in Northeast Asia (Washington, D.C.: 1980) p.54

s s nsist of 52 tank and rnotorized
rifle divisionS and 3 artillery divisions: Soviet Military Power
op.cit. p.58sr A new rnore agile HAVOC class helicopter has been deployed in
the region in support of its ground forces: ibid. p.5055 The u.s.'s light and heavy ground force divisions are being
rearmed and restructured to enable sustained, continuous conbat
operations: ibid.tt biL p.5t-l-Tdr example, additional Tow antitank nissile
platoons in each regiment.
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inproving the antitank abilities of the U.s. Army's attack
helicopters and in deploying the M-l ABRAMS main battle tank
with its improved mobility, survivability and antiarmour
firepower. A new fighting vehicle has been introduced which
wiIl increase the mobility and firepower of the Marine Corps.sT

In the Asian-Pacific theatre, the U.S. Army's combat force
Ievel is about 53,000 and is comprised of an infantry division
in South Korea as well as one in Hawaii.58 In the Pacific, the

U.S. has two brigades of the Marine Amphibious Force in Japan

and a third in Hawaii.
In the Far East theatre, the Sovie! Union has modernized

its air force with the deployment of its late-model FENCER and

FLOGGER aircraft. Of the 170 long and mediun-range bombers

deployed in the Far East, 40 are the highly effective Backfire
bombers. The U.S. Department of Defense calculates that, in
total, the Soviet Union has sorne 1800 aircraft deployed against
China and Japan. s e

In terms of its global air power, the United Stat.es claims
to have a qualitative advantage over the Soviets in aII the
categories of aircraft, weapons, personnel and training.so A new

HARRIER aircraft for the Marine Corps is due to be operational
by 1985, and the currently deployed F-15 and F-15 aircraft have

57 These vehicles are armed with 2snrn autornatic cannon machine
guns and antitank neapons.58 Adrniral Robert L.J. Lonq, oo.cit. p.1002se Soviet Military Power op;;iE- p-7 '

50 There are deployed on over 80* of the U.S. Navy's aircraft
carriers, F-14 aircraft which have been desiqned for fleet air
defence and air-to air combat. ibid.
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received radar modification to enhance their air-to-air target
detection ranges plus modifications to carry advanced medium

range air-to-air missiles.5 1

In the Northeast Asian region, the U.S. has deployed a

squadron of F-4Es and one A-10 close air support aircraft in
South Korea, an F-15 tactical fighter ring in Okinawa, Japan,
and an F-4E and a F-4G squadron in the Philippines. Okinawa
al-so bases a sguadron of E-3A AWACs52 aircraft. According to
Admiral Robert L.J. Long, total forrard-based aircraft under
his Pacific Cornrnand stands at 216.53

Having sketched Soviet and U.S. conventional military
capabilities in the Northeast Asian region, it is important to
note some ot the linitations that the Soviet Union suffers in
the projection of its military power into the region. If Soviet
naval power poses the greatest 'threat', then we need to be

aware of certain logistical problems.In particular, navigation
at the principal Soviet naval bases at Vladivostok and Nadhotka

is hanpered by ice much of the year.
Another logistical problem faced by the Soviets is that for

their naval forces to nove out of the Sea of Japan to the
Pacific Ocean, it is necessary for them to pass through three
narrov straits over which Japan has control.6r If these 'choke
points' were blocked, then Soviet naval forces trapped in the

6 1 ibid. D.5852 ETFS6rnL warning and control Aircraft.53 op.cit. p. 10026r The U.S. bases in Japan and at Guam and in the Philippines are
nuch better located for the purpose of deploying air and naval
power into the western Pacific: Ralph Clough, op.cit. p.30.
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Sea of Japan, while perhaps not vulnerable in themselves, would

have difficulty in being used extensivel.y to project Sovl.et
power.5s while the base facilities aL Petropavl.ovsk on Kamchatka

Peninsula are free from ice year-round, they have to be

resupplied primarily from the sea and thus renain vulnerable to
interdiction from U.s. and allied forces. s 5

In Northeast Asia, the Soviet Union, unlike the United

States, is geographically favoured in that it has territory
centrally located within the region which can provide it eith
domestic locations for military bases. Houever, the Soviet
Union has to contend with potentially threatening neighbours and

many of its regional forces are 'tied down' checking these

neighbours.5T China is of course the nost powerful and

po!entially most dangerous of these neighbours and shares a

4,000 mile long land border h'ith the soviet Union.
The U.S. Departrnent of Defense acknowledges an Anerican

naval superiority in force capability, a qualitative advantage,

even if not a quantitative advantage in its ground combat

forces, and a qualitative advantage over the Soviet Union in aII
categories of air po$er. Yet, both members of the Reagan

Adninistration and the armed services view the recent Soviet
moves in East Asia as so threatening as to require both an

65 Richard L.Sneider. "U.S. Interests and Policies in Asia and
the western Pacific in the 1980s" in U.AIexis Johnson, op.cit.
p.71 .66 The land connection to Petropavlovsk by either the Trans-
Siberian or omar-Baykal railways is neither reliable nor
eff icient.57 Ralph Clough, op.cit. p.30.
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American military build-up and allied force inprovements. Add

to this the logistical and other geographical Iimitations upon

the Soviet Union's ability to project its force in this region,
and one is left highly skeptical as to whether the Soviet
Union's force improvements, by themselves, could constitute
sufficient military power as to pose a threat to Anerican and

allied interests.
while it is beyond doubt that the Soviet Union has greatly

enhanced its military capabilities and potential for force
projection in Northeast Asia, the direct translation of this
capacity into a threat, tenpting as it may be for some, must not
be nade precipitously. Power itself should be seen in relative
rather than absolute terrns and there wouLd be appear to be good

reason to question whether the Soviet Union has a relative force
advantage over the United States in this region of the globe.

Quantitative ana).ysis, aIone, is insufficient to enable one to
assess whelher particular military or other forces can be

translated into a security threat. To assess whether the Soviet
Union's power can properly be translated into a threat to
America and Japan it is necessary to consider certain intangible
variables--in particular, the various interpretations or
perceptions of the Soviet Union's military build-up, as

presented by American and Japanese observers.
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C. AMERICAN PERCEPTIONS OF THE SOVIET 'THREAT'

Over the period of the 1970s, the United States may well
have acquired a diminished worldwide perception of its own power

in both absolute terms and in relation to the Soviet Union.68
During the same period, the U.S.'s perception of the Soviet
Union, as given by most American commentators, h'as one of an

expanding and militarily more threatening rivaI.
American reference is made not only to the enhanced

mi I i tary capabi I i ty of the Soviets, both gIobalIy and

regional}y, but to their increased attention to areas on the
periphery of the Eurasian landmass. This 'threat' wiII be

activated by the Soviet Union taking advantage of regional
instability as well as by the use of its potential to intirnidate
through the interdiction of the vital trade and supply lines of
the U.S. and its allies. s e

Testifying before the U.S. Congress, professor Thomas

Thornton argued that there was no evidence of the Soviet Union
having a specific policy design for Asia. However, as Asia was
none place nhere the inlerests of the nilitary world powers

intersected", he believed the U.S. should see this as part of a

global expansion and be prepared to rnaintain its onn global
capabilities.To

58 EarL Ravenal, nPerceptions
5 e Thomas Thornton, Hearings
- Role in Asia op.cit. p.t1
7 o-Tffi;eE--Ti6rnion, Heirings

p.25

of American Power",
before the U.S.

on the Soviet RoIe

op.cit. p. 145
Congress, Soviet
in Asia op.cit.



WhiIe there appears to be some Arnerican consensus over the
growth of Soviet nilitary power over the past decade, there is
none to be found over the implications of such a build-up for
America's security and other interests in Northeast Asia.
Pierre Hassner and WilLian Hyland have each commented on the
various 'belief systems' or attitudes prevalent amongst U.S.
Ieadership groups. Tr Hassner refers to the three contrasling
views amongst American leadership groups on how to deal with the
Soviets: containment. rollback and cooperation. Hyland
percej.ves tno contrary views amongst these groups on the same

issue: those who consider that the Soviets must be resisted at
every turn and those who believe that the USSR, like other
nations, is susceptible to diplornacy, bargaining and compromise.
while the groupings of these two writers are of course not
definitive, they indicate the potential diversity of views of
the Soviet Union that are held within.Anerica's leading groups.
At any given time, a particular perspective wiIl be found to
predominate and wilI have a decisive impact upon American
security policy-making at that tirne.

within these U.S. Ieadership groups, argurnents are
presented as to rhy a certain Soviet force capability is more

dangerous, and implicitly why priority should be given to
countering it with specific U.S. and alIied forces. For

7r Pierre Hassner, "America's policy Torrards the Soviet Union inthe 1980s: Objectives and Uncertainties" in Adelphi papers
No.174 (spring 1982) p.35; wiLliarn Hyland, "rhe Sov-GT-8T6,fr-Tnthe American Perspective: Perceptions and Realities" in ibid.p.52
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example, prominent anongst these groups are those nho refer
specifically to the Soviet nava] deploynent in the Asian Pacific
region and the increased emphasis on antisubmarine warfare. T2

other emphases include the deployment of SS-20s and ICBMsT3 in
esia and the basing of the highly effective Backfire bonber in
the Asian theatre.

Soviet objectives in Northeast Asia, as attributed to them

by Arnericans, have ranged from 'insuring the safety of Soviet

territory and the development of Siberia' to the more comnonly

emphasized objective of 'the projection of power and

influence'.7r Jacqueline Davis' listing of Soviet objectives
probably enconlpasses conventional Arnerican thinking. They are:
(t)to enhance the security of the USSR by developing a network

of buffer states along its borders; (2) to decouple, politically
and militarily, the United States from its allies and friends in
the region; and(3)to extend Soviet influence over strategically
important Third WorId states.Ts

This listing ascribes to the Soviet Union objectives that
are both broad and basically hostile to American interests.
This American view is to be found, albeit in varying degrees of
intensity, in academic and legislators' statements as well as in

the pronouncenents of nembers of the Reagan Administration.
In testirnony before the U.S.Congress in October 1983,

72 Richard L.Sneider, op.cit. p.7l
7 r Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles7| Ralph Clough, Testimony before the U.S.

Arsred Services Committee, op.cit. p.12973 Jacqueline Davis, op. cit. p.23.
Congress. House.
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Professor Donald Zagoria said that he believed that the nSoviet

military build-up IwitI J certainly increase. . .unti] the Soviets
hrere satisfied that they can neutralize the military combination
of all their potential adversaries,"Ts other academics

testifying at the same hearing were less charitable to the

Soviet Union. Professor Thomas Thornton, for example, said that
the "USSR cannot Ias an Asian power] be satisfied simply by

manipulating the balance of potter. . . I their ] goal must be

hegenony.'7 7

Democratic Senator John Glenn, Chairman of the senate

subconmittee on East Asian and Pacific Affairs, in reference to
the response required of the U.S.in Northeast. Asia, also did not

treat lightly what he saw as a growing worldwide Soviet threat:

"Wherever we turn, whether to Asia, Africa, or Latin
Anerica, we find an imperialist Soviet power actively
seeking to exploit local 'targets of opportunity''.re

Members of the Reagan Administration view Soviet objectives
in even nore s€vere terns and tend to assign Moscolt a pervasive

responsibility for international disorder. Testifying before

the Senate Foreign Relations Conmittee in June 1982, Deputy

Secretary of State walter J. Stoessel Jr. made the following
statement:

76 Donald Zagoria, Testimony
Armed Services cornmittee,?7 Thomas Thornton, op.ciU.

'I John Glenn, 'Defending(Winter 1982) p.25 at 28

before the U.S.
^h ^il ^ EiEr'"'p. l4
the New Japan" in

Congress. House.

washinqton Quarterly
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"The Soviet objective in East Asia is to seek
positions of naxinum geopolitical strength from which
to project power and influence...Specific Soviet
objectives in the region include neutralizing Japan in
any future conflict by intinidation and by undermining
the U.S.-Japan aIliance, diminishing the security of
the sea lanes by positioning forces to interdict the
shipment of petroleum and other key commodities..."Te

Even critics of this present Arnerican 'confrontation
consensus' such as Vladimir Petrov,8o do not challenge what

appears to be conventional thinking that the Soviet military
build-up, both in Northeast Asia and globalIy, has gone beyond

the requirements of a defensive strategy. As a hegemonic power

and as the other superponer which shares the global stage nith
the United States, the Soviet Union obviously sees a need to
have nilitary forces capable of projecting power far beyond its
own frontiers. Like the U.S., the Soviet Union seeks to
maximise its globaI influence in an attenpt to support its
friends and aIIies and to neutralise those allied to the

opposing superpower. For the Soviet Union, its defence is
inextricably tied to the maintenance of its global security
network. This has nade it necessary for the Soviet Union to
develop military forces of offensive capability which can be

projected into regions which offer either problems to be solved

or opportunities to be exploited.
The Anerican debate over the imolications of the Soviet

7 e l.lalter J. Stoessel
Senate Connittee on
Focus on the Pacific ,8o@ew
Franklin D. Margiotta

Jr., Testimony before the U.S.Congress.
Foreign Relations, East-west Relations:([{ashington, D.C.: 1982) p.3
Dinensions of Soviet Foreign PoIicy" in(ed.), op.cit. p.13 at 14.
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nilitary build-up for U.S. security can no longer be seen in
terns of Pierre Hassner's contest of pro-detente Iiberals and

anti-Soviet conservatives.sr It has moved to the right and now

is not so much over irhether the build-up constitutes a threat,
but rather over the nature and extent of that threat. As an

extension of the political contest between the U.S. and the
Soviet Union for worldwide influence, the tendency in American
leadership groups appears to be to assess Soviet military
capabilities in particular regions and in particular force
categories, and to then infer motives to the Soviet Union. From

this assessment, the Anericans would then draw certain
conclusions about the state of Western defences.
D. JAPANESE PERCEPTIONS OF THE SOVIET 'THREAT'

In recent years, the Japanese have engaged in a debate over

the implications for their security of the Soviet military
build-up. This debate, no Iess vigorous than the American one,

has been part of a nuch larger debate over Japan's defence
policy and the international role it should adopt in the years
ahead. civen Japan's geographical proximity to the soviet Union

and to the Asian nainland, its nilitary weakness, its economic

vulnerability (in particular, the importation of the great
proportion of its energy and other natural resources), and its
high population density, it will come as no surprise to discover
that the Japanese debate has followed a different path to that
of the American debate. To place the Japanese debate in

I I Pierre Hassner, op.cit. p.36
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context, a brief revie\r of the Soviet views of Japan and the
Japan-U.S. security relationship is in order.

The Soviet Union's perception of Japan is a complex one.

On the one hand, Soviet scholars and commentators call for
improved relations between the two countries, while on the other
hand. they view Japan as being firmly within the Western camp

and embracing an American policy of confrontation with the
Soviet Union.

Igor Latyshev's differentiation between Japan's 'ruling
circles'and the general public is typical of Soviet comnentary.
The writers argue that Japan's leaders are motivated by either a

desire to "win the favour of washington and to soften discontent
in the U.S." or by pressure from the Americans to maintain a

hostile stance towards the Soviet Union.82 The Soviets see Japan
becoming more militarily and strategically involved in an

alliance with the U.S. They argue that this presents a dual
danger from both the grorrth of Japan's own military potential
and from its contribution to the ndestabilising U.S. strategyn
in the region. 8 3

The Soviet writers believe that Japan's ruling circles view
the Soviet Union as the hypothetical enerny and foist upon the
Japanese public the "threat from the North" as the pretext for
increasing military spending and for giving the SDF an offensive

82 Igor Latyshev, "Soviet-U.S. Differences in their Approaches to
Japan" in Asian Survev Vol .XXMo. I I (November | 984) p. I 153

8 3 Konstanti;--T;---EFisov, nJapan & the U.s. in Asiai in Asian
Survev Vol .XXMo.I I (November 1984) p. I174
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capability.sr The nSoviet military threatn is seen as something

which the ruling circles adopt from the Americans and then
proceed to imitate and present to the Japanese public.

In Northeast Asia, they argue, the anti-Soviet propaganda

campaign attempts to portray the nroutine updating of weapons

carried out by Soviet armed forces, ordinary conbat training and

l-ocal troop movement" as "fearsome evidence of war preparations
directed against Japan."8s The "chauvinist and revanchist
forcesn rithin Japan are seen as using the "threat" as a trick
to justify Japan's escalating military build-up and to bring the
country's policy nore in Iine with American and Chinese foreign
policies. Part of this propaganda campaign is nhat the Soviets
see as the 'illegal and groundless territorial claims" of the
Japanese to the KuriIe Islands.s5

The Japanese SDF is seen by the Soviet writers as becoming,
increasingly, nan appendage of U.S. hrar machinery" designed,
like the U.S. forces, to combat the Soviet Union. As well,
Japan is viewed as performing an integral, and primarily
economic, role in America's Asian strategy. In the Soviet view,
this American strategy prescribes a certain degree of tension in
Soviet-Japanese relations in order to maintain and justify the
U.S.-Japan security treaty. 87

The Soviet writers present a unified view espousing the
possibility of establishing both goodneighbourly relations uith

8r N. Nikolayev, "For Good-Neighbourliness
the USSR & Japann in International Affair

8 s v. Dalnev, "Inpedinents to
& Cooperation BetYeen
No.2 (1978) p.38

panese Relationsn in
EI

As ian Pol icy" in
58

International Affairs No.2 ( l98l ) p.49 at
'.@t. p.4o
I 7 D. Petrov, "Japan's Place in U.S.

International Affairs No.10 ( 1978) p.52 at
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the Japanese and of eventually signing a peace treaty. However'

they argue that with rrhat they see as the militarisation of

Japan and its growing involvenent in America's Asian strategy'
they think it unlikely that Japan will provide the necessary

reciprocity. only . by Japan adhering to its 'peace'
Constitution, distancing itself from the U.s., in both its
perception of the Soviet Union and in its military,/strategic
p1ans, and in renouncing claims to the KuriIe Islands, do the

Soviets believe that relations can be substantially improved.

Many within the leading groups in Japan may well hold the
view that the soviet mititary build-up does not constitute a

threat to Japan. However, the relevance of this view is
obviously discounted by the Soviets as they argue that
prevailing opinion within Japan's leading circles holds that the
Soviet Union is the major, if not the onlyf threat to Japan.

The predominant Japanese vien, in contrast to prevailing
American opinion, sees military capability and the intention to
use it as being of egual importance. As explained by Hisashi
Owada and Michael Nacht:

"...in Japan there is a marked tendency to stress the
distinction between the physical capabilities and the
intentions to use them. Threat is perceived to exist
only when these tuo elements of corDus and animus are
present. " 8 I

Until the late 1970s, the Japanese Governnent had sought to

88 Hisashi Owada and Michael Nacht, nSecurity
Framework" in Proqran on U.S.-Japan Relationsr98t) p.27

Issues: A Broader
(Cambridge, Mass.:
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follow what has been termed an 'omnidirectional' policy of
friendly relations t{ith all nations.8e So long as the overall
political climate between washington and Moscon did not involve
too much confrontation, Japan believed that it could pursue its
interests, that is primarily economic, with the soviet Union

without going against the policy objectives of the United

States. For example, while the 1975 Defense White Paper

described the soviet Union as a'potential threat', Japan could
point out that there were other strategic considerations which

had the effecL of Iimiting the fulI impact of the Soviet
military build-up. As two conmentators point out, the Soviet
limitations include the geopolitical position of the USSR, the
clirnatic conditions of the UssR territory found within the
region, and the three strategic 'JaPanese controlled' straits.eo

Prevailing opinion in Japan appears to view the Soviet
military build-up with some concern, but does not perceive it as

being nearly so menacing as the orthodox American view. This
latter view appears to be much more prepared than the Japanese

to translate Soviet military power into .political leverage.
Hiroshi Kimura, an adviser to the Japanese Governnent, is
representative of the Japanese view. Kimura considers that lhe
Soviets have several distinct political objectives in Northeast
Asia,including the most obvious one of atternpting to weaken the

8e John K. Ernrnerson, "Securit and Energy in Northeast Asia" in
( Sumnervol.l3 No.2

eo R.B. Byers and Stanley
Far Side of the Alliance"
Vol.37 No. 1 p. I 53 at I 66

C.M. Ing, "Sharing the Burden on the
in Journal of International Affairs

Journal of Inter
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anti-Soviet alliance system led by the U.S.e1 However, Kimura is
eager to point out that the soviets have been unable to turn
their growing military power to political advantage in the
region, and r{arns against either the Japanese or the Soviets
overestimating the importance of the accumulation of military
power. e 2

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in '1979 coupled with the
intimidation of Poland of 1980 and increased Soviet force leveIs
in East Asia had, according to one Japanese professor, na

remarkable influence on the Japanese people as a whole, leading
to an open discussion of the Soviet threat".e! This view is
echoed, though not so strongly, by Professors Lee and Sato, when

they refer to a 'changed attit.ude' toward defence in Japan,

'greater realisrn' in security discussions within Japan, and the
adoption of a more pragmatic approach to Japan's security by the
opposition and communist parties. er

WhiIe Japanese opinion, in general, is prepared to
acknowledge t.he political and military nature of the Soviet
nilitary build-up in the area around Japan and along the sea

lanes of communication, this is not perceived as a direct
nilitary threat.e5 Yukio satoh, a Japanese foreign service

t 2 ibid. p.26" rDlCt. D.Zb
e ! SETnkichi Eto, "Japanese Perceptions" shrnkrchr Eto, "llapanese Perceptrons

Charles E. Morrison (ed. ), op.cit. D.53
e I chae-Jin Lee and Hideo SEtol-u.3.e I Chae-Jin Lee and Hideo Sato, U.S.

Korea (New York: 1982) p.131
9 5 ui -^-L: u: -..-- ^^ -: ! ^ a,

trHiroshi Kinura, Soviet Policies in the Asian Pacific Reqion: A
Japanese Assessmen
1984) pp.8-9

of National Threatsn inat 54
Policy Torard Japan and

nTroshi Kimura, op.cit. p.24
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officer, endorses this opinion and argues that the build-up of
the Soviets' military forces does not mean that an attack on

Japan is imminent. In his view, nthe question of whether the

Soviet Union will attempt a direct armed attack needs to be

considered in a much wider context than that of the narrord

military balance around Japan."e6

It should be noted that a body of opinion exists in Japan

which argues that there is no realistic military threat to Japan

from the Soviet Union and that no serious conflict exists
betneen the two countries which would make an armed Soviet
attack even remotely possible.eT This argument of the 'unarned
neutralists' finds an opposing view in arguments proposed by

such persons as former Director-General of the Japan Defense

Agency, Makoto Momoi. Momoi argues that the Soviet military
build-up in Northeast Asia does constitute a threat to Japan and

says that nthe Soviet Union hopes to discourage Japan fron
inproving its defense capabilities through military
i n t irni da t i on . " e 6

Japanese commentators agree that there has been a shift in
the Japanese defence debate in recent years. This shift has

resulted in a change in emphasis on how the Soviets are viewed

e5 Yukio satoh, "The Evolution of Japanese Security Policy" in
Adelphi Papers No. 'l 78 (Autumn 1 982 ) p. 1 0e7 Mike M. Mochizuki, nJapan's Search forVoI. 8. No. 3 (Winter

refers to this group as
eE Makoto Momoi, nStrategic Thinking in Japan in

1980sn in Robert O'Nei1I and D.M. Horner (ecls.).

St rategy , "
1983-84) p.152
the 'unarmed

the 1970s and
New Directions

neutralists'.

in Slratgqic ThiqSlS (London: 198r ) p.169 at 176
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and includes the attaching of greater significance to the growth

of its regional military power. No longer is it sufficient for
Japanese cotnmentators merely to dismiss the Soviet presence, A

sizable proportion of Japanese opinion now believes that the
potential inpact of the enhanced Soviet military presence must

be taken into account and Japan must adopt an active posture in
reply. The debate continues over exactly what that posture
should be.

It has become one chiefly between t.lro groups, classified as

the 'military realists' and the 'political realists'. Both
groups contain influential members, they both endorse the need

for some response to the Soviet presence and believe in the
maintenance of the U.S.-Japan security arrangements. Horrever,

that is where their similarity ends and their differences begin.
In terms of perception, the 'nilitary realists' emphasise

capabilities over intention and view the Soviet military build-
up as part of a global and regional threat to Japan. This
group, which includes Makoto Momoi , e s Hisahiko Okazaki , t oo of
the Japanese Foreign Ministry and Admiral Naotoshi Sakonjo,rol
view both the Soviet military build-up and their propaganda

campaigns as threatening and caII for a joint defence strategy
with the United States.

et Makoto Momoi, nAre There Any Alternative Strategies for the
Defense of Japan?n in Franklin B. Weinstein (ed.), U.S.-Japan
Relations and the Securitv of East Asia: The Next Decade

I oo Hisahiko Okazaki, nJapanese Security Policy: A Tine for
Strategy" in International Security vo1.7 No.2 (Fall 1982) p.188

'ot Naotoshi saffirtheast Asia" in Journil of
Northeast Asian Studies Vol.2 No.3 (September 1983) p.9J
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The 'political realists' have a longer history than the
'nilitary realists' and represent that opinion which is
currently holding sr{ay in Japan. Members of this group
enphasise the Iimitations of Soviet.military power and refer to
the fact that as a land-based empire, the Soviet Union is both
'defensive' and 'internally vulnerabler. ro2 This group, which
includes prominent scholars and government advisers such as Mike
Mochizuki, Yukio Satoh, Hisashi Owada, Masatake Kosaka, yonosuke

Nagai, and Hiroshi Kimura, is primarily concerned with the
political and dornestic implications of Japan's security
policy.ro3 !.?hiIe the Soviet rnititary build-up is seen as being
capable of constituting a threat, they argue that this threat
nust be seen in political rather than nrilitary terms. Generally
speaking, they believe that the Soviet Union has the potential
to take advantage of internal upheaval as well as regional
conflict and instability in the Third World.
E. AN ASSESSMENT

The differences in perception betneen the United States and

Japan are not simply the differences between the U.S. and the
'political realists'. while the 'rnilitary realists' lay greater
ernphasis on U.S.-Japan defence cooperation and are closer to the

1o2 Yonosuke Nagai, "Beyond Burden-sharing" in Progran on U.S.-
Jaoan Relations-(Cambridge, Mass.: 1983) p:17ro-IfTE-t6Ef,TZ;ki, op.ci!., yutio satoh, i:p.cit., Hisashi owada,
"Japanese Perceptions of.the U.S.-Japan Relationship' in BIggon U.S.-Japan Relations (1980-81), and Masataka Kosaka, nJapenrs
ffirospect f or a Lightly Armed economic
Giantn (1984).
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American view ,in seeing the Soviet threat as a military one

which must be countered by military neans' they are not unaware

of Japan's own geopolitical vulnerabilities.They, like the

'political realists', do not viett U.S.-Soviet relations in zero-
sum terms and see no advantage to be gained from unnecessarily
antagonizing the soviet Union.

The 'political realists', whose views are generaIIy

endorsed by the Japanese governnent, stress certain cultural and

historical as well as political factors which have a key role in
designing a Japanese view of the Soviet military build-up. This
perspective is regionally based and addresses Japan's economic

and security interests in Northeast Asia, which includes
accommodating the Soviet Union as an Asian poner' also with
interests in the area. As a global economic power, and one

chiefly dependent on energy and other resource imports' it is
keenly aware of the potential political threat that is posed

through the Soviet capability to interdict its sea lanes of
commun icat ion.

Both of the predominant Japanese views of the Soviet
military build-up are faulty. The military realists tend to
equate Soviet military power with a threat to Japan's interests,
in siurilar tone to the prevailing American opinion. They

unwisely believe that simply by Japan increasing its defence

forces, the American conmitrnent to Japan and to Northeast Asia

wilt be effectively maintained.
On the other hand, the political realists have faith in the

potency of Japan's econonic power and discount the effect of the
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Soviet Union's military build-up. They have yet to adequately
face the fact that nilitary power has the inherent capability to
influence, if not intimidate. Their optimism is unwisely
extended to cover the continuation of American defence efforts
on their present level and assume that American calls for
increased Japanese contributions need not be fully heeded. In
the light of the Soviet view of Japan, the political realists
should shon a Iittle more concern for the possible effects of
Soviet military power in their region. If the two dominant
Japanese attitudes are based on doubtful premises as to the will
and capability of the United States and the Soviet Union, then
Iikewise there are problems with the prevailing American
perception of the Soviet threat.

There is undoubted evidence that the Soviet Union has

deployed a substantial number of its rnilitary forces to the East
Asian region. I"tith the increase in numbers has gone a

qualitative improvemeht of its forces hrhich together have made

for the nore efficient and effective projection of its power

into the region.
Prevailing Anerican opinion tends to be pessimis!ic about

the overall force trends in the region and believes the Soviet
force inprovements have upset the regional balance of power.
The Anericans emphasise the Soviet Union's military power and

ignore its regional political weakness. They are reluctant to
admit the rnagnitude of the Soviets' failure to persuade, or even

intimidate, Japan into releasing itself frosr its close
relationship with the U.S. For the Anericans, the presunption



is that the Soviet military build-up in Northeast Asia must

constitute a threat to American and allied interests. Likewise,
they presume that America's alIies see the build-up in identical
terms and will be prepared to join the U.S. in countering this
threat.

The American perception of the Soviet threat is primarily a

global- one and is coloured by the superporrer rivalry between the
two nations. This view of the Soviet Union as a threatening and

opportunistic power which seeks to use its military por{er to
destabilise and intimidate is encouraged by the American armed

services. Conrnanding an important position in the American
national security apparatus, the armed services have a vested
interest in promoting the idea of an external threat which must

be contained, if not eliminated. The persisting rivalry between

the services, and especially betr{een the navy and the air force,
has intensified moves for an American nilitary build-up to
combat the Soviets.

Power, be it military, political or economic, can be

accurately neasured only in relative terms. The Americans
conveniently ignore their own qualitative improvements which
have been introduced into the Northeast Asian threatre, and

refer to the Soviet nilitary build-up as though it has occurred
in a political and strategic vacuum. American forces-in-place
in Northeasr Asia, its important regional alIies such as Japan,
the politically important Sino-Soviet rivalry as well as the
Soviets' own logistical Iinitations and political ineptitude
within the region, must all be taken into account.
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The perception of the Soviet Union in Northeast Asia by

Japan's leading groups is, on the other hand, too optimistic and

naive. Given their professed inclination to consider both
capability and intention when assessing erhether a threat exists
to Japanrs security, these groups have simultaneously downptayed
the obvious build-up in Soviet military power and exaggerated
the importance of Soviet statements that this build-up is purely
defensive.

. The Japanese are also unduly optimistic about America,s
overriding commitment to Japan's defence. The leading groups in
Japan exhibit insufficient awareness of the recently changed

American attitudes as to the role of its al1ies. The Reagan

Administration's alloLment of specific missions to Japan's
defence force is indicative of this change of attitude. Japan
nust recognize this new attitude and be prepared to adjust its
view of the external environnent accordingly.

The 'threat' perceptions of both America's and Japan's
leading groups are defective. The Japanese base their
perception on a belief system which naively prescribes that so

long as Japan is friendly to all nations, they rill each

reciprocate. This view is, however, being gradually surplanted
by a more realistic, less optinistic viehr. The Anericans, on

the other hand, exaggerate Soviet nilitary power and ascribe the
nost sinister of notives to the Soviet Union in Northeast Asia,
as elsewhere. They are, horever, inconsistent in that while
they refer to the qualitative superiority of Anerican forces,
they refuse to adnit that these could provide an effective
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counterweight to the Soviet miLitary forces in the region.
Japanese military forces are not inconsiderable, but the
Americans Iikewise, do not place these on to the regional power

scale.
Evidence of a Soviet intention to harn American and allied

interests in Northeast Asia is at best scanty.ro4 The Americans,
who derive intention directly from Soviet military capability
and the Japanese who separate the two features, both fail to
present a properly balanced view of the Soviet Union's present

and potential impact upon the region.
A more realistic assessment would seek to discover the

relative capabilities of the Soviet and American military forces
in Northeast Asia and then add to the scales any other comniLted

forces. Intention should neither be derived solely from nor be

divorced from the Soviet Union's relative military capability.
Evidence of the Soviets's intention should be the product of a

realistic assessment of Soviet capability in and statements
about Northeast Asia.

The Anericans and Japanese have different belief systems

which shape their perceptions of the outside world. Their
countries have different geopolitical positions and different
historical and cultural backgrounds. These affect their
respective views of the international environment and of the
role that each will seek to play in it. If Japan is to perform

ror With respect to Japanese interests, the Soviet occupation andpartial militarisation ot the Kurile Islands would appear as the
only probable evidence of such intention.
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a role within an American strategic policy in Northeast Asia,
then the differences in their perceptions of the Soviet Unron's
military build-up must be noted along with an examination of
various Japanese views of its security role in the region. It
is to this exaninalion that we now turn.
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THE JAPANESE SECURITY POLICY DEBATE

Japan undoubtedly has a part
continued stability and security

play in ensuring the
Northeast Asia. Its

significance in the region is a direct reflection of its global
as weII as regional economic power. This great economic power
has not, hogrever. been translated into military power and

despite a sizable SeIf-Defense Force, Japan remains tied to a

low security posture, relying more on the deterrence provided by

United States forces than on the defense value of its own

forces.
The .|970s and the early 1980s have witnessed in Japan a

nunber of changes in the at.titudes of both the leading groups

and the general public. These changes have J.argely been in
response to a number of external 'shocks' and crises, lo5 and
have intensified the Japanese debate over its security role.

This chapter will examine the contemporary debate in Japan

by analyzing four interlocking issues: Japanese views of the
U.S.-Japan Mutual Cooperation and Security Treaty; Japanese
reactions to U.S. calls for a Japanese defence build-up;
Japanese views of 'security' ; and Japanese views of the
inportance of the internal constraints upon such a build-up.
The chapter will also briefly discuss various views of Japan's
future international ro1e.

Prelininary to examining the debate, it is necessary to

III
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lo 5 For example,
and the Carter

the Nixon'shocks' of 1971,proposal to withdraw troops
the 1973 oil crisis,fron South Korea.
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briefly analyze the nature of the Japan-U.S. MutuaI Cooperation
and Security Treaty and the defence contributions made by each
country.
A. THE UNITED STATES-JAPAN TREATY

After the initial postwar occupation period, which included
U.S. efforts, from .|948 onwards, to rernilitarize Japan,
Japanese Prime Minister Yoshida and U.S.president Truman signed
a peace treaty in 1950. This treaty granted the U.S. the right
to retain its arned forces and military bases in and about
Japan. The U. S. assumed, under the treaty, a de facto
responsibility to protect Japan against external armed attack.
Article 1 of the Treaty gave U.S.-based forces an extenslve
brief. It stated, inter alia:

"...Such [U.S. land, air and sea forces] may beutilized to contribute to the maintenance ofinternational peace and security in the Far East andto the security of Japan against armed attack fronrrithout...'lo6

Japan gained her independence in 1952, but coinciding as it
did with the Korean war and the U.S. adoption of a containment
policy towards conmunist movenents in Asia, the vestiges of the
patron-client relationship persisted. Japan remained a

unilateral and unconditional dependant of U.S. military
protection. The existence of American forces and facilities
upon Japanese soil is arguably evidence of Japan's subservient

Quoted fron Chae-Jin Lee and Hideo Sato, gELlL: p.t8
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role.
January 1960 saw the revision of the 1952 Treaty and the

signing of the Treaty of MutuaI Cooperation and Security between
the trro countries. This Treaty, while quite overtly unequal in
the responsibilies it delegated, did produce one notable success
for Japanese Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi: it required
American-Japanese consultation on the deployment of U.S. forces
and equipment. i nto Japan. t o 7

The revised treaty of 1950 was both a 'stepping stone' on

the path to a true alliance as well as a device to
institutionalize the protector-client relationship which had

existed since the Second WorId War. WhiIe the new treaty better
reflected, in T.B.MilIarrs words, "the formal political equality
of the tno states,nl08 it was not a rnutual security agreement,
as that tern is normally understood. Article V commits the U.S.
to defend Japan but Japan does not have a corresponding treaty
obligation to defend the U.S.roe The political price exacted
frorn Japan for Anerican extended deterrence is that Japan must
lend consistent support to U.S. policies and actions so that
the U.S. security conmitnent wiII retain its viability. t to

WhiIe the treaty spelled out fairly clearly rdhat nas
expected of the U.S., it left it open as to how Japan would

rot Mike M. Mochizuki, op.cit. p.3ro8 T.B. Millar, nAlliances in the 1970s and t980sn in RobertO'NeiIl and D.M. Horner (eds.), op.cit. p.122foe Yukio satoh, op.cit. p.25rro. PauI F. r,angir, "Cha-nging Japanese Security perspectivesn inRichard H. solonon (ed.), Asian Securitv in the 1980s(Canbridge, Mass.: 1979, p.72
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contribute. Perhaps this was because of Japan's then limited
military and economic capacity.It has remained, in this form, as

the legal basis for the trro countries' contributions to Japan's
defence. Let us nohr examine what in fact these rnilitarv and

related contributions have been.
The U.S. forces based on or near Japan's home islands

constitute the mainstay of the forces which are designed to
protect Japan. These forces, be they ground combat, naval or
air, do in fact serve two purposes: not only are .they so

stationed to assist Japan defend its own territory but they are
the crucial element of America's fornard defence strategy in tlre
East Asian region. l rt U.S. Senator John Glenn believes that
these American forces fulfiI the three functions of providing a

buffer against North Korean adventurism; protecting America's
Southeast Asian friends and allies; as well as giving Japan the
benef it of Amerlca' s extended nuclear deterrence. | | 2

At the beginning of the 1980s, U.S. troops stationed in
Japan totalled 46,000 and were distributed at 118 facilities and

bases.rt3 erimarily, these forces cone under the comnand of the
Air Force and the Navy. The 5th Air Force Comnand naintains one

wing in Okinawa and and has deployed E-3A airborne early warning
and control aircraft. The 3rd Marine Division and lst Marine
Air wing in Okinawa and Iwakuni have combat- ready forces while

'r I I Mike M. Mochizuki and Michael Nacht, nModes of Defense
Cooperationn in Proqram on U.S.-Japan Relations AnnuaI Summaries
1980-81 Cambridgrf2 John Glenn, op.cit. p.27I t3 This compares with 260,000 U.s. troops in Japan in 1952.



at the Misawa Air Force base, there are aircraft with
antisubmarine and intelligence capabilities. The U.S. also has

some 40 naval facilities in Japan including the significant
Yokosuka complex which is horne to the U.S. aircraft carrier
Midway.rlr

The bases and facilities are not only the most visibl,e but
also the most significant aspect of the U.S.-Japan security
arrangements. They provide concrete evidence of the U.S.'s
commitment to Japan's defence and, for the U.S., they are
important in that they perform logistics and communications
functions for America's forward-deployed forces in the whole
East Asian- Pacific region. According to both Anerican and

Japanese commentators, Japan plays an inportant facilitating
role with respect to the Japan-based U.S. forces: Japan spends

over gl billion annually in support of the U.S. forces,
contributing to the housing and facilities as well as to labor
costs involved in rnaintaining the bases.rr5

A Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) for cost-sharing
between the U.S. and Japan is in effect. While arguments have

been presented by some Japanese to the effect that the
Agreement's provisions have been interpreted in a way most

favourable to the U.S., the operative ArticIe, Article XXIV,

places lirnits on rhat Japan is expected to contribute but not on

rr4 AIvin cottrell Thomas Moorer, nc
Problems of P
HiIIs: 1971) p.45rr5 Yukio Satoh, op.cit. p.27 and
before the U.S.Congress. House
Asian and Pacific Affairs, March

WilLiam H. cinn Jr., Testimony
Foreign Affairs subcomrnittee on

17, 1982
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the share expected fron the U.S. However, the operation of the
Agreement has, so Yukio Satoh has argued, been most favourable
to the U.S. for it requires Japan to furnish "without cost to
the U.S." all facilities and areas to be used by the U.S.
forces. I I 5

B. THE JAPANESE SELF-DEFENSE FORCE

Japan makes direct contributions to its own defence through
the operation of its Self-Defense Forces. I I 7 The nature and

capabilities of this Force have renained a subject of some

contention partly because of a lack of a clear constitutional
definition of what was meant by "self-defense", and partly
because the issue of defence and the use of military force is
very much an issue of doxnestic public debate.

At issue today with respect to this linited self defence

effort is not so nuch its acceptance by the Japanese people as

the character of and mission or missions to be assigned to this
Force. As Paul Langer points out, the prohibition against the
development of 'hrar potential' is so vague that there is anple
scope for divergent interpretations over what is 'defensive' as

opposed to 'offensive' . I 1 I Despite the apparent constitutional
restrictions and its lirnited defence budget, Japan has come to
possess one of the larger military forces in the world, having

r6 Yukio satoh, op.cit. p.2717 These forces have existed since
Police Reserve Forces which U.S.
at the tirne of the outbreak of ther8 Paul F. Langer, op.cit. p.72

I 954 and grew out of the
General MacArthur established
Korean war.
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approximately a quarter of a million nen in uniform.tl e

According to one Japanese commentator, the air, maritime and

ground forces of the Japanese are capable of meeting what the
1976 Japanese Nalional Defense Program Outline calLed "Iimited
and smalI-sca1e direct aggression," but are not welI coordinat'ed
to integrate their differing strategic emphases.r2o For example,
while the Air Self-Defense Force is able to cope weII with
Soviet military aircraft encroaching on Japanese air space and

the Maritime SeIf-Defense Force covers daily the peripheral sea

area and the inportant straits to the Sea of Japan, they have
yet to find a way of working together.

By the 1980s, a near universal acceptance had developed in
Japan of the need for the Self-Defense Force (SDF).r2r However,

a question remains as to the SDF's geographic scope and

capabilities. The success of Japanese governments in leading
public opinion into accepting the expansion of these forces has

been conditional upon an acknorrledgment that it is only a

defensive force and does not contravene the prohibition against
the development of rwar potential'. In the words of Keiichi
Ito, former Secretary-GeneraI of Japan's NationaL Defense
Counc i I :

Ithe] basic defense position...places primary

I rt- The Japqnese defence budget is almost gf2 billion, making itthe third Iargest aurong the non-nuclear po$ers: WilIiam w;tts,
The United States and Japan : A Troubled partnership (Cambridge,
Mas;.jj-t9EaT;;6'-120 Masashi Hisirihara, "Expanding Japan's Credible Defense RoIe"in International Securiq Vol.8 No.3 (winter t983-84) p.180 at
r 87.-r2r A 1981 public opinion poll found 7?* in favour of the SDF butonly 24* in favour of revising the Constitution to nahe it rnoreoffensive oriented.
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ernphasis on a defense posture of 'exclusivelydefensive defense'. Although such a posture may nol
be advantageous from a military srandpcint, it is
considered as the solely permissible defense structurewithin the framework of the minimum necessarv defense
^^^^Li1:... n122LaPaurrrLI.

The Japanese public's ambivalence over national security
and the strength of pacifist sentinent in the country neans that
government leaders nust tread very warily in deciding upon the
nature and scope of the SDF's missions. Despite major changes
in Japan's international environment in the 1970s, commentators
refer to a lack of public support for the adoption of a regional
military role for the SDF. I 23 These changes did, however, have
an irnpact upon the Japanese security policy debate and should be

briefly considered as they help to explain why this debate has

'moved groundr in recent years.
C. CHANGES TO JAPAN'S EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

1971 was a benchmark year in terms of Japanese perceptions
of U.S. policy towards the Northeast Asian region. In July of
that year, U.S. President Nixon 'shockedr Japan by announcing,
without any prior consultation, his intention to visit China.
One month later, Nixon suspended the convertability of the U.S.
dollar bringing hrith it the imposition of a t0t surtax on

inports into the U.S. and thereby forcing Japan to revalue its

t22 Keiichi Ito, "Japan's Defense policy" in Asia Pacific
Community (ra11 r980) p.1 at t2

'?rF;uf-T: Langer, op.;ir. p.i22r Yuan-li Wu, U.S. Policy and Strateqic Interests in thewestern Pacif ic (tew !6fr:J975)-iF-Western Pacific (tlew YorF: p.
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currency upward. r2 r These sudden initiatives
effect upon Japan, and as put by Fred Greene:

profound

'... Ittrey] intensified the uncertainty in Japan about
the durability of U.S. concern for Asia, the
constancy and continuity of U.S. policy, and the
degree to which the United States, despite its verbal.
reassurances, actuall-y values Japan. " I 2 5

These shocks, coming as they did close on the heels of
American force reductions in Asia in 1970-71, forced Japan to
begin a process of realignment in its relations with Moscow,

Washington and Peking. Confusion about the 'common-enemy

thesis' arose in Japanese thinking, and it became clear to Japan

that it would no longer be able to take American patronage for
granted. | 2 5

As the 1970s progressed, Japan found itself confronted rrith
even more challenges. The 1973 oiI crisis underlined Japan's
economic vulnerability and dependence upon oiI from unstable
regions of Lhe worId.r27 As well, the fall of South vietnam and

the withdrawal of American troops (and the Carter ldministration
announcement of the withdrawal of American ground combat forces
from South Korea) aroused misgivings about the reliability of
the Anerican cornmitment.

From another perspective, Japan's economic success combined

with China's new support for Japan's SDF and the growing sense

125 Fred Greene,(I{ashington, D.C. ! 1
I 25 v,,L:^ c6!^L ^^ ^lr25 Yukio satoh, op.cit.
1 27 As Fred Greeneinternational base that

n 1l
p.4

argues, Japan's economy reliesit cannot control: op.cit. p. t4
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in some influential Japanese circles, of a Soviet 'potential'
threat all encouraged greater public support for the SDF. r28

with this increased support appeared renewed demands from within
Japan that more be done to protect the Japanese home islands and

the immediately surrounding sea and air space. This perceived
need for increased security was later reinforced by events rhich
again accentuated the important link for the Japanese between

energy and security: the Iranian revolution and the Soviet
invasion of AfghanisLan in 1979, and then later the Iran-Iraq
sar.

Against the background of the Japan-U.S. Treaty and given

the turbulent nature of the 1970s, an analysis of the Japanese

security policy debate should begin with a discussion of various
views of the Treaty and its security arrangenents, as expressed
by Japanese protagonists nithin the debate.
D. JAPANESE VIEWS OF THE U.S.-JAPAN SECURITY RELATIONSHIP

Categorizing scholars and comnentators into 'schools' or
'camps.' is always a dangerous exercise, and it is no less so

with respect to this Japanese debate. t{ith the proviso that a

writer's views may be accornnodated in rnore than one camp,

efforts will be nade to link writers who express similar views
and to drar the lines of difference rhen these are found to
exist.

Predorninant Japanese opinion seens to indicate that

and Energy in Northeast Asia' in
| 3 No.2 (Sunmer

John K. Emnerson, "Securit VoI.
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management of the Japan-U.S. all.iance must remain an important
dimension of Japanese security policy in the 1980s. Any efforts
to enhance Japan's international role would thus have to be made

within the framework established by the Treaty. Yet, variations
are found wit.hin this perspective and an exarnination of these
views of the U.S,-Japan security relationship wiII folIow.

Those most in favour of retaining the Japan-U.S.
relationship in its present forn and who see Japan adopting an

expanded international role, primarily through the build-up of
its military forces. are the 'military realists'. For exarnp)-e,

Adniral- Sakonjo argues that "...Japan is not fulIy responding !o
U.S. requests that Japan assume a suitable share of the defense

burden in order to protect free nations against the Soviet
threa!."r2e Sakonjo calls on Japan to hold up its enC of the
alliance and improve certain defects in its defence capability:
in particular, its antisubmarine, air defence and logistical
support capabilities. t 3o

This view finds support frotn xeiichi Ito who argues that
while the U.S.-Japan security systen is the core of Japan's
defence, it must possess sufficient military strength to make

the system function effectively. | 3 I Defense analyst Makoto

Monoi, in disnissing the idea of an independent Japanese nuclear
deterrent (for prinarily geographical reasons) believes Japan

has little choice but to base its security on a variation of the

r2e Naotoshi Sakonjo, op.cit.| 3o ibid. p.96r3r Keiichi Itof "Japan's

p.87 at 88

Defense Concept and its l98l Defensel98l) p.103 at 106White Paper" in Asia Pacific community (FalI
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existing system and continue to rely heavily on the United
States. I 3 2 Again, Mornoi , Iike the tno previous writers, Iays
particular emphasis on how Japan can play a greater role simply
by increasing its defence capabilities.

Taketsugu Tsurutani, another military realistr agrees that
Japan should expand its defence capability only within the
context of the existing Japan-U.S. security arrangements.
Hovrever, he does suggest that these arrangements be revised so

as to ensure equity and reciprocity to accommodate Japan's
enhanced capabilities.l33 In his view,these revisions mus!

include integration of the Japanese and U.S. forces so as to
involve the U.S. automatically in the defence of Japan.

In seeking to strengthen Japan's defence posture within the
framework of the existing Japan-U.S. security arrangements, the
military realists are joined by the predominant school of
security thought in Japan: the 'political realists'. Members of
this school profer general statements of support for the U.S.-
Japan relationship and argue that not only does the 'alliance'
form the basis of Japan's security but it also stabilises
Japan's position in the international arena.r3l

For the political realists, the issue is one of managing

the relationship and to uraintain the American security

132 Makoto Momoi, nAre There Any Alternative Strategies for the
Defense of Japan" in Franklin o. Weinst.ein (ed. ) op.cit. p.7l
at 83133 Taketsugu Tsgrutani, Japanese Policy and East Asian Security(New York: l98l) p.145

| 3r Masataka Kosaka, nJapan's Rolen; Mike M. Mochizuki, op.cit.;
and Yoshio Okawara, nThe Underlying Concept in Japan's DefensePolicy" p.33, are representative of this view.
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guarantee, rather than simply one of calling for the improvement

of Japan's own defence efforts. They stress the irnportance of
the western alliancers 5 but at the same time, many of their
number openly question the U.S. commitment. t3s However, for the
political realists, the reduced American comnitment is seen not
as the result of Japanese defence 'free-riding', but due to
expanding American cornrnitnents elsewhere. Unlike the nilitary
realists, the political real.ists believe that both the U.S. and

Japan need to increase their capabilities, and in doing so,
communicate and consult with each other. t37 The irnportance of
increased communication so that each can understand the
opportunities and constraints that each faces is endorsed by a

number of American scholars. I I I

As the inheritors of the Yoshida Doctrine, there is a

tendency within the ranks of the political realists to maintain
a low defence profile and to stress the domestic implications of
security poJ.icy. They are conscious of the strong pacifist
sentinents within Japanese public opinion which viev the Japan-
U.S. alliance as serving American global interests nore than
Japan's security. They consider that the basic domestic defence

r35 Japanese trilateralists, such as Nobuhiko Ushiba and Takakazu
Kuriyarna, are to be found within their ranks.

1 35 Masashi Nishihara, op.cit. p.180 at 182: The 1977 JapaneseDefense White Paper openly expressed doubt about U.S.protection, endorsing this view.r37 Chae-Jin Lee and Hideo Sato, op.cit. p.145133 For exanple, Robert A. Scifliino, op.cit. p.14; and RichardH. Solomon, nBast Asia and the creat Power Coalitionsn in
Foreign Affairs vol.50 No.3 (1981) p.708
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consensus remains Iargely a matter of political compromise.l3e
As to Japan's defence contributions to the alIiance, the

political realists diverge from the military realists by arguing
that whiLe the SDF should be improved qualitatively, t.o its
f'orce levels as outlined in the National Defense Program Outline
are appropriate for Japan's present purposes. They call for a

moderate defence build-up within the pararneters established by

the present Constitution. In their view, public opinion, while
shifting very much in favour of endorsing the current Japan-U.S.
security arrangements, has not gone so far as to call for an

improvement in Japan's SDF that would give it a deterrent
capabiJ.ity.rr I The ernphasis remains on the political
implications of the security arrangements and on enhancing
mutual political benefits rather than on sinply increasing
military capabilities. They refer to the working out of common

objectives with the U.S. taking into full account the problen
of donestic political adjustnrent. | .2

'Unarmed neutralists', nho constitute a rninority view, seek
an end to the Treaty and to the Japan-U. S . secur i ty
arrangenents. | | I In referring to a global U.S. nilitary

| 3 e Yonosuke Nagai, 'Beyond Burden-sharing" in AnnuaI RevieuHarvard Institute t982-93 (Canbridge, r,rasi.: t9g3J-ETt-aeffi
1"kyfg, "Perceptions cap.Between rokyo anC Washingtoni i; Asia

..Pagific ConBunitv No.17 (Sunrner r982) p. t9exanple, by providing for an infrastructure which would
9119y l?pid urobilization in times of emergency: Mike M.Mochizuki, op.cit. p.lGlrf r ibid. D.tiz| | 2 Hisasii Owada, "Japanese perceptions of the U.S.-,lapanRelationship" in prooram on U.S.-Jaoan Relations (Canbridie,Mass.: 1981) D.2{t'3 Exanples of- unarned neutral.ists are to be found in theopposition Japanese Socialist party and amongst schol,ars ofinternational relations.
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strategy, adherents of this view argue that policy restraints on

a defense build-up should not be relaxed and greater efforts
should be made in the direction of arms control and

disarnament. rr I The strength of the unarmed neutralists nould
appear to be in their ability to spearhead the pacifist
sentiment that exists in a good percentage of the Japanese
population. They have been not nearly so effective in directly
inf luencing government thinking.

Another minority group is the 'gaullists' who also wish to
see a revocation of the Treaty, but for quite different reasons.

Like the military and political realists, the gaullists identify
rrhat they see as a new sense of self-confidence amongst the
Japanese and increasing nationalism in the country. Hordever,

rather than calling for genuine military or political
consultation and cooperation rrith the Americans, the gaullists
doubt that .the American conmitment is worth pursuing. The

gautlists call for the development of a military force which

would give Japan an independent capability for both power

projection and deterrence. I I 5 Support for the gaullists would

undoubtedly be found amongst groups which Kenneth PyIe

identifies as those emphasizing Japan's uniqueness and the
resurrection of traditional values. I r6

rrr Quoted in Mike M. Mochizuki, op.cit.rr5 An exanple of the gaullist view can be
"Passive Diplomacy Reconsidered" in(winter 1978-79) p.4l

I | 5 Kenneth B. PyIe, "ChangingInternational RoIen, Unpublished Seminar
Washington, 1984) pp. l0-12

p.155
found in Kei Wakaizuni,Asia Pacif ic Corununitv

Conceptions of Japan'sPaper (University of
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while it remains doubtful whether the gaullists wiII be

able to channel Japanese disaffection with the U.S. security
guarantee into an independent military build-up, at Ieast in the
imrnediate term, there is some fertile ground in the public mood:

American calIs for a Japanese defence build-up rnay well conbine
with Japanese feelings of econonic superiority to promote a

movement for such a build-up. As well, those who caII for an

independent Japanese foreign policy could find common ground
with the gaullists. ra7 Should an external threat materialise,
the gaullists could prove to be a key rallying point for any

resultant shift in public opinion.
E. JAPANESE CONCEPTS OF SECURITY

Integral to any discussion of Japanrs security role must be

an examinat.ion of what exactly the Japanese mean by 'security'.
Just as we find obvious divisions in Japan over how the Japan-
U.S. Treaty and security arrangements are viewed, so too do

divisions appear over this issue. 'Comprehensive security',
with its enphasis on econonics and non-rnilitary con!ributions,
is supported by the political realists and remains predominant.
The view of the military realists, closer to the American view
and emphasising nilitary security is, however, gaining in
support.

The Yoshida Doctrine, which reflected the first postwar

Japanese Prime Minister's emphasis on economic Arowth and

t'7 Igarashi Takeshi,
Japan Echo VoL.X No.2

nFareweIl
(r983)p.2r to theat 24

Peace-Ioving State?n in
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political passivity and r{hich became the predominant view in
Japan until the mid-1970s, produced a view of security quite
different fron that shared by other western democracies. This
view was nore comprehensive and referred to economic and

diplonatic as well as military instrurnents of power. While this
view underlay government policy, it was rarely articulated. One

example was the cornmissioning by Prime Minister Ohira of a

Report on Comprehensive National Security in the 1970s. This
study, conducted by a group of officials and academics concluded
that the security of a nation involves much more than military
defence and that problems such as 'energy security' , 'food
security' and 'crisis management systensr hrere also
impor!ant. lr I

Adherents of the 'comprehensive security' view can be found
predominantly within the ranks of the political realists.
However, support for this view can also be found within other
groups. Yukio Satoh refers to this concept of security as "a

reflection of the Japanese understanding that security
requirernents for Japan range broadly from the East-West military
balance to regional stability in Asia and to international
energy and foodn.rre The comprehensive security concept rests on

the triad of diplonacy, defence and econonic assistance. The

mixture of military and nonmilitary is viewed by sone adherents
as a necessary conpromise between the need to have a substantial

I I I The Conprehensive National
Conprehensive National Securityto

Security Study Group, Report on(Tokyo: 1 980)



defence capability and the need to acguiesce to constitutional
and domestic political constraints. Foreign economrc
assistance, for exanple, is seen as a rneans of contributing to
the economic and hence political stability of Northeast Asia.
Even military realists such as former Director-General of
Japan's National Defense Council, Takuya Kubo, have acknowledged
its importance:

"Security expenditures to be borne by Japan should notbe limited to defense funds alone but should beconsidered as including funding for economiccooperation and technical development...stability inAsian nations is based on internal peace, ordei andecononic development, a major increase in Japanese
econonic assistance expenditures to these nations willcontribute to their stability and, in turn, to thestability of the region. nrso

One supporter of the comprehensive view of security, former
Ambassador to the U.S., Nobuhiko Ushiba, has emphasised Japan's
contribution to regional and global stabitity through giving
economic aid. Writing in a Trilateral Cosrmission publication,
Ushiba says that while Japan needs to do more in all areas--
economic, political and milit.ary--its major share will be

economic, and other western countries should be able to
appreciate this contribution. I 5 |

Masataka Kosaka, a political realist, argues that the
conprehensive security policy has arisen because pohrer in the
international systern is, itsetf, not based exclusively on

rso Takuya Kubo, "Security in Northeast Asian
Solornon (ed.), oo.cit. D.93 at 107r5r Nobuhiko usiriEilllcii. p.5

Richard H.
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military capabilities. rs2 However, Kosaka does acknowledge that
the 'comprehensive security' view has attracted supporters
amongst those who would increase not only Japan's economic aid
but also its defence budget.r53

Other political realists such as Daniel Okimoto and

Ambassador Yoshio Okawara argue that most Japanese believe that
their security hinges more on economic relationships than on

military ones. 1 s I They further argue that Japan makes an

appreciable contribution to international peace and security by

means of its foreign economic assistance. lss

Professors Lee and sato see this concept of security as a

reflection of domestic, and especially political, constraints
upon the Japanese governrnent to increase its defence spendingrs6

In their view, the concept thus represents nore a political
compromise than a determined economic policy. This view is
endorsed by two American commentators irho see this concept as a

mirror of the political reality of what is acceptable to the

Japanese public. It provides the Japanese governmenL with areas

of activity (economic or diplomatic) where they can freely
engage without either constitutional or political constraint or

r52 Masataka Kosaka, op.cit. p.l0r53 ibid. pp.l5-15
| 5r Daniel okimoto, "Security Policies in the U.S. and Japan:

Institutions, Experts and MutuaI Understanding" (19791 p.46 aE
59 and Yoshio okawara, "The Underlying Concept" (1981) p.33t55 Official Development Assistance from Japan more than doubled
to $3.3 billion in the 3 years to 1980: A Japanese Foreign
Ministry official, quoted in The New York Times June 30, 1981.tse g56g-Jin Lee and Hideo sato@-llT39-
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controversy. l s7

Despite its political appeal, the'comprehensive security,
concept is not viewed by alI Japanese scholars and commentaEors
as the most appropriate for the governing of Japan. Taketsugu
Tsurutani rejects the notion of comprehensive security and

argues that there can be no substitute for a security policy.
In his view, Japan accepls that it is a major power and must
accept the responsibility that goes rrith that. In doubting the
American commitment, Tsurutani calls for Japan to be able to
defend itseLf militarily. In his opinion, it is this which
const i tutes Japan' s real secur i ty. | 5 I

Makoto Momoi, while less critical than Tsurutani of the
American commitment, believes that Japan's rnilitary capabilities
are the most significant aspect of its security efforts. Momoi

refers to the military and diplomatic neans at Japan's disposal
as being together the effective recipe to prolong the 'holding
time' until the U.S. can intervene to overcome an attack.
Honever, his view of security clearly places the emphasis on the
use of military resources and accords an inferior role to
diplomacy to forestall an attack until certain inherenr
vulnerabilities can be overcome. I se

Another military realist, Keiichi Ito, argues that it was

only because defence issues became internal potitical problems,
that the role of Japan's defence capability was deenphasized.r5o

t57 Philip Trezise, "The Japan Relationship" in isia pacific
Comnynitv No:8 (Spring t980) p. I ar l0l John K;G;;son,op.cit. p.227 at 235lss Taketsugu Tsurutani, op.cit. D.lg4I s e Makoto ttomoi , "ere rh6ili! Aiternative Strategies for the

. _Defense of Japann op.cit. p.9lr5o Keiichi Ito; op.cit. p.ri3
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By implication, Ito is arguing that defence capability should be

the most significant ingredient of any Japanese recipe for
security. He stresses the importance of defence awareness

amongst the people and calls for Japan to "assume a share of
defense efforts appropriate to its strength..r. I 5 I

While the conprehensive concept of security remains the
prevailing view in Japanese government circles, there may weII

be a movement towards a more military oriented view. The

increasing influence of 'realists', and particularly 'military
realists' may weIJ- reflect an increasing reliance on American

concepts, including their concept of security which emphasises

military and strategic issues.r52 current Prime Minister
Yasuhiro Nakasone may welI have recognized this novement and he

has already indicated that he is prepared to reconsider the
Yoshida Doctrine and to adopt a more active defence policy.
Nakasone has recently referred to the need for Japan to align
its security more closely with that of the western

dernocracies. t53 Nakasone has also advocaLed a strengthening of
Japan's own defence forces. At his first nens conference, he

cal]ed upon Japan to defend "our own country with our own

military efforts, which have not been adequate. " I 5a Later

statements by Nakasone such as his suggestion that Japan become

r5r ibid. p. 114
rG 2 Daniel. Okimoto, op.cit . p.64
r6 3 shinichiro Asao, "Japan's Defense Policyn

February 29. 1984: Asao, Japan's Consul
refers to statements made by Nakasone at the
economic sunrnit.

| 6 | Yonosuke Nagai, op.cit. p. 1 7

The New York Times
ce n e-i5f-ii-f'fr-To?Il

1 983 Williamsburg



"an unsinkable aircraft carrier" to combat Soviet backfire
bombers, appear to confirm Nakasone's emphasis upon the military
as opposed to the nonmilitary contributions that Japan can make

to g1oba1 and regional security.
Opponents of the comprehensive security concept believe

they are in the ascendant. Not only do they have a receptive
Prime Minister, but more inportantly, public opinion has swung

over in recent years in favour of a greater defence effort. The

extent to which the comprehensive view wiIl be able to survive
this movement intact, is hard to telI. What can be said,
however, is that regardless of whether it is caused by an

inability of the Americans to appreciate Japanese econornic or
diplornatic contributions or a growing perception of Soviet
'potential' threat, opinion is growing for a security concept
which lays greater stress on military contributions.
F. JAPANESE DOMESTIC CONSTRAINTS

An important and related issue in the Japanese security
debate is the place that is to be ascribed to the internal
constraints upon the building-up of Japan's defence

capabilities. These internal constraints, be they economic or
political, continue to have an inportant influence upon Japanese

security policy-naking. Public opinion, itself a constraint,
has noved, in recent years, in favour of greater defence efforts
by Japan. However, this movernent has been gradual and has not
been without gualif ication.

The political realists are the group who attach greatest
importance to these domestic constraints. Professors Lee and
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Sato express views typical of this group when, in drawing out
what they see as the "significant differences between the
defense consciousness of the public in Japan and the U.S.",they
argue that the Japanese are less willing to fight for their
country and to pay more taxes for increased defence spending.r6s

The devastating loss of World War II as well as postrrar
American protection conditioned the Japanese public to oppose

increased defence spending. This has bred insularity in
Japanese society as well as ernphasising the need for domestic

harmony. Despite the fact that Japan has witnessed a more open

and realistic discussion of security questions and growing
support for its SDF, these factors remain significant.rs6 PubIic
attitudes have indeed been changing, but there remains a core of
pacifism in Japan which does not appear to have been seriously
eroded. I 6 7

Even mi).itary realist Keiichi Ito is prepared to
acknowledge this antimilitarism. He states that "..it is a fact
that the Japanese people today dread the resurgence of Japan's
militarism even more than the foreigners did ..."r58 According
to another military realist, Masashi Nishihara, the
constituencies for increasing rnilitary spending are weak and

this is clearly illustrated by the poor public support shown for

r5s Chae-Jin Lee and Hideo Sato, op.cit. p.133156 Masataka Kosaka, "Japan's n5fFTn-th! WorId:a Prospect for a
_ _Lightly Armed Economic Giant", oD.cit. p.2167 An Asah! lhinbul survey of ua?EI-1381 indicated that only 22$

of res!6itGiG-TEvoured the then government's proposed scall ot
development of the SDF. Quoted in Nishihara, op.cit. p.192r58 Keiichi Ito, op.cit. p.l at 2
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any increase in either the capabilities or geographical scope of
the SDF.16e Nishihara is joined by Tadeo Takubo who says that
for any defence policy to be carried, there must be an

appreciation of its importance by people across the nation.rTo
Since the Second World war, Japan's defence po).icy has not

only been a sensitive domestic issue but also a partisan
political one. There has been greater political distance
betneen the governing Liberal-Democratic Party and the Ieftist
opposition over the retention of the Treaty, than between the
covernment and the people. WhiIe the opposition political
parties have recently moved over to giving gualified support to
the Treaty and the SDF, there remains firrn opposition to any

defence build-up. For example, the Japanese Socialist Party
(JSP) and the Komeito Party now state that while the Treaty
would be abrogated, should they come to poner, this would be

done 'without damaging friendly relations beth'een the U.S. and

Japan'.171 In the view of one prominent government adviser, this
firm opposition, and the significant proportion of public
opinion which supports it, has impelled government leaders to
make any increases to the defence forces very carefully and

graduaIIy.rT2
The 1946 'peace' Constitution with its important Article

Ixt73 has been used as a constraint upon any effort to enhance

I 5e Masashi Nishihara, op.cit. p.192r7o Tadeo Takubo, op.cit. p.22.tll Quotea f rom Lee and Sato, g!3 p.t3t172 Masataka Kosaka, "Japan's nofE-l op.cit. p.2r73 This Article forbids Japan fron developing an offensive
capability.

force
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the role of Japan's SDF. It has served as something of an

'ideological flagpole' around which the 'unarned neutralists'
and sections of the public could gather to oppose any increase

in Japan's defence forces. The importance of the Constitution,
in this capacity, has not been missed by either the military or
political realists.

Tsurutani, a military realist, comments with some concern

on the impact of the Constitution when he says n..the pacifism

of the posti{ar Constitution and...Ithe] idealistic Iiberal view

of international relations,...becane virtually internalized in
the collective national psyche." In his view, the Constitution
has encouraged this 'politophobiar. | 7r In operational !erms, he

believes the Constitution has also been effective in keeping out

of Japan's SDF, "bornbers, cruisers, battleships, aircraft
carriers and everything else that could be construed as

possessing offensive capacity." As well, he considers that it
has constituted the basis upon which the Three Non-Nuclear

Principles were established. It should be noted that the

military realists believe that these three principles serve no

relevant purpose and should be abolished.rTs
The political realists, on the other hand, believe that the

Constitution reflects enduring Japanese public opinion which

only endorses the use of military forces for self-defence. The

r7r Taketsugu Tsurutani, op.cit p.3t7s ibid. p.75. The ThrEe Non-Nuclear Principles are that .JapannoE--!5ss-ss, not produce and not permit the introduction of
nuclelr weapons into the country. They were enunciated by Prine
Minister Sato in 1957.
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continuing public support for the Constitution indicates the
unwillingness of the Japanese public to see Japan becone a

military power. However, opinion is divided amongst the
political realists as to whether U.S. tactical nuclear weapons

should be introduced into Japan for the purposes of both
deterrence and defence. | 7 5

While the late t970s and early 1980s witnessed dranatic
changes in Japan's external environnent which aided those
advocating a urilitary build-up, economic problems were appearing
which sere to irnpact upon the governnent's fiscal policy.
Economic growth had slowed down and there was a rising national
clebt in Japan. Together with the longstanding budgetary
practice of liniting defence spending to a maximun of 18 of
Gross National Product (GNP), these economic circumstances added

weight to the argunents of those rho called for fiscal restraint
and for the giving of no special treatment to the defence

budget.
Political realists refer to the Japanese Government as

being "faced rith an . unprecedented challenge to its fiscal
policies"ltt and "facing nounting dourestic pressure to control
the countryrs deficit financing". r7r In this econonic clinate,
the public perception of an external threat ras not sufficient
to counter the poeer of the Finance Ministry to allow the
government to increase its defence expenditure by any sizable

ftG Yukio satoh, op.cit. p.2rtt Yoshio Okavara, op.cit. p.32
I t r Lee and Sato. op.cit. p. I 35
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anount. The l98l defence budget increa.se of 9.7* nust be seen

as an exceptional achievement of the Defence Ministry and was

not repeated in the 1982 or 1 983 budgets, evidencing the
effectiveness of the Finance Ministry's policy of fiscal
restraint. I 7 e

Even the nilitary realists acknowledge the importance of
f iscal restraint as a constraint upon increasing defence
spending. Admiral Sakonjo, in referring to the ,|983 budget

deficit as totalling the equivalent of tro years of nilitary
budgets, argues that there must be fiscal restraint. r8o Keiichi
Ito refers to the "government's financial state" as one of the
factors restraining the execution of the then Suzuki
governnent's defence policy and one which ras in need of
attention. t 3 |

Given what appears as the public's continuing sensitivity
to defence spending, it is unlikely that the lt barrier will be

overcome in the future.182 The Nakasone governnent has a $eak

position in the Japanese Diet and is unlikely to be so bold as

to increase defence expenditures above that leveI. Both
political and nilitary realists seern to agree that in a climate
of fiscal restraint the chances of there being an increase,
whether desirable or not, appear highIy unlikely. Anerican

r7e The 1981 increase of 9.71 conpared to a 7.5* increase for
general expenditure. In 1983 the defence budget had returned to
0.98t of GNP.Refer: Masashi Nishihara, op.cit. p.192r8o Naotoshi Sakonjo, op.cit. p.88tEr Keiichi Ito, op.cit. p.115rE2 Defence expenditure has not risen above l8 of GNP since the
mid- | 960s.
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conmentators endorse this view that budgetary restraint serves
as a powerful domestic constraint upon any government moves to
spend more on the military.r83

The conbined internal constraints reveal themselves as
formidable obstacles to any novement tonard an increase in
Japanese defence spending. Whether viered as one side of the
ntightrope that the Government of Japan rnust rralk betrreen
Japan's domestic poJ.itics and its Japan-U.S. alliance
politics", I 3. or as "exceedingly convenient pretexts fqr
avoiding difficult decisions that ought to be maden, I r s they
retain a strong influence over Japanese defence policy-making.
G. JAPANESE RESPONSES TO AMERICAN CALLS FOR A MILITARY BUILD-UP

with the installation of the Reagan Administration in l9gl,
U. S. calls for increased Japanese defence spending became

Iouder and more frequent.ls6 A central issue in the Japanese
security debate is the nature of the responses which these calls
have produced in Japan.

In recent years, not only members of the U.S.
Administration but also prominent nenbers of the U.S. Congress
have expressed concern at the rapidly widening trade deficit
between the U.S. and Japan and at the inability of U.S.

Long-Tern Outlook for United States-Japan Coolerationn (rggS)
. -p.31 at 38 and John K. Emmerson, op.cil. p.n4r8r Lee and Sato, op.cit. p.194f8s Taketsugu tsurilTEnTl-op:cit . p.j6r85 The cal1s were als6-lE-lTtalively different in that the newAdninistration stressed the roles ana missions that Japan'sdefence forces could play.
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exports to penetrate the Japanese narket. t{ith the econonic

recession, the link between Japan's low defence spending and its
economic success nas one which nrany Anericans felt inpelled to
rnake.

As to be expected, Japanese responses to these calls have

been mixed. They reflect varying perceptions of the external
environment, the nature of the U.S.-Japan relationship, and of

the ability of the Japanese political systen to respond in the

manner desired by the U.S. The Suzuki and Nakasone governnents
have most assuredly indicated their willingness to accommodate

these renewed calls.r87 However, the Japanese governrnent is yet

to produce on these statenents and shen we exanine the debate,

we find nuch Japanese opinion not nearly so acconmodating.

The political realists are wary of acceding rholeheartedly
to U.S. demands for a Japanese defence build-up. Yukio Satoh,

for exanple, while admi!ting inadequacies in Japan's SDF and a

general need to increase defence spending' believes that the

U.S. nust be more understanding of the Japanese donestic
context.rrs In his opinion, to do otheruise and apply too nuch

pressure for a srilitary build-up might welL provoke a negative
public reaction. Another political realist, Yoshio Okawara,

argues that "nany Japanese, while increasingly convinced of the
need for the steady expansion of the country's defence
capabilities, have considerable reservations about the pace of

r87 Suzuki's pledge to improve
Nakasone's statenent that
"unsinkable aircraf t carrier'It3 iukio satoh, op.cit. p.39

Japan's defence capabilities and
he would make Japan into an

have inpressed the Anericans.



such expansion.."rEe
Satoh, Okarrara ano Mochizuki I e 0 are aI1 concerned that

American irnpatience with Japan's rsteady expansion' may prevent

the fornation of a national consensus, which they believe is
already underway and which they deen necessary to enable the
Japanese to work this expansion out for themselves. Mochizuki,
together h'ith Michael Nacht, writes elsewhere that he believes
this question of pace of expansion to be the real issue in
dispute betrreen the U.S. and Japan.r'!

Another concern of the politica). realists is that U.s.
pressure could damage the alliance by encouraging the adoption
of a more independent and nilitaristic foreign policy by Japan.

In the words of Professors Lee and Sato:

" . .hi9h1y visible U. S. attempts to pressure Japan
into undertaking greater rearmament that disregard
that countryr s delicate domestic and regional
political. environment may backfire and produce a nlore
nationalistic Japanese defense policy,...possibly
divorced from the United States-Japan security
system.nl92

The need for the U.S. to be subtle and persuasive in its
endeavours to have Japan increase its defence spending is seen

by a number of Japanese writers as imperative for, in their
view, it is the Japanese public and not just the Japanese

I te Yoshio okawara, op.cit . p.32reo Mike M. Mochizuki, op.cit. p.177
t er Mike M. Mochizuki and Michael Nacht, "Modes of Defense

Cooperation" in Proqran on U.s.-Japan Relations Annual Report
l98l-82 o.129 at 137.te2 Lee ani sato, op.cit. p.19,|
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government who must see Anerican requests as being fair and

reasonable. For example, Takakazu Kuriyama of Japan's foreign
ministry, refers to America's persuasiveness as the determinant
of Japan's future participation in trilateral cooperation hrith
the U.S. and western Europe.le3 Another political realist,
Hisashi Owada, argues that the U.S. and Japan need to keep in
nind their fundamentally different political cultures. He

believes that the U.S. should be made aware that in Japan there
is a gap between "..what has to be accepted on the international
front and what tacitly prevails as consensus on the domestj.c
scene. . r . I e I Yonosuke Nagai joins these writers and together
counsel the two nations to pay greater attention to the Iarger
interests of the relationship so as to prevent their differing
perceptions about the other from causing a schism in the
al.Iiance. I e 5

The earlier, almost unanimous, criticism of the Americans
by the political realists for their perceived inability clearly
to communicate to Japan what they wanted in terms of a defence

build-up, has at least partially been overcome. The Reagan

Administration's requests have been more specific and Iess
equivocal than those of its predecessors. Criticism remains as
to both a lack of specificity over what the U.S. expects and

its habit of frequently changing the demands it presents to the

1e3 Takakazu Kuriyama, "Sharing Gtobal Responsibilities:A Japaneseview" in Trialoque Special (Summer,/FalI l98t) p.t4 at 16tef Hisashi-G?iEl-p.iit. p.25re5 Yonosuke Nagai, op.cit. p.281e5 Tadeo Takebo, op.cit. p.22
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Japanese. I e 5

Fuji Kamiya argues thac this problem is exacerbated by what
he sees as an enduring lack of consensus in the U.S. ovej: what
is actually wanted from Japan.reT This lack of consensus is a

direct reflection of the Anerican political system which, by its
very design, involves a nunber of disparate groups in its
security policy-making process. This view is endorsed by some

American commentators who add that the U.S. shouLd recognize
that the Japanese have made some progress in the direction
sought.reB One American writer, in particular, calIs on the
Reagan Administration to present Japan with a clearer strategic
policy with respect to the Northeast Asian region.les

Recent American caIls for a greater Japanese defence effort
have been acconpanied by accusations that Japan is taking a

'free ride' with regard to its defence. These ,caIIs, many of
which have come from members of the U.S. Congress, irnply that
Japan's economic success can be largely ascribed to its low
mii.itary spending. However, as yonosuke Nagai points out, these
accusations could themsel.ves provoke a backlash in Japan because
the Iinking of economics and defence spending may encourage a

view in Japan that American notives are based, not on collective

Lre!ense" 1n
1983)p.196

:quoted in T. Hasegawa,nternational Affairs Vol.3737 No, I (Summer
paneseof International Af

t" lyji Kamiya, nU.S.-Japan Relations in Retrospect and FutureChallenges" in U. Alexis Johnson et. al. (eds. ), op.cit.p.l3l at 140
I 9 I F^- ^.,^--1 ^ 6: -L - -r! For example, Richard L. Sneider, U.S. Securi!y Relations: AnHistorical Perspective :quoted in -Tl- ffi

I ee Norman Levin, "In Search of Strategy: The ReaganAdministration and Security in Northeast Asian, Jlmes C. usuing(ed.), U.S.-Asian Relations (New lork: 1983) p.19 at 29
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defence calculations, but rather on selfish economic ones.2oo It
would be difficult to say with any certainty whether American
calls are based on security or economic motives. To be fair,
strident American calIs for an increased Japanese defence effort
cannot in themselves be classified solely as the results of
American economic grievances. In any event, the Japanese, and

especially the political realists, should be made aware of the
increasingly intense feelings of Japanese ingratitude which have

been surfacing in the United States.
The lack of specificity in the American message would seem

to encourage the view that U.S. pressure for a Japanese defence
build-up has not, itself, promoted any of the divisions that
have appeared in the Japanese security policy debate. The

nature of the American political system encourages a diversity
of views as to the rol.e Americans wish Japan to perform in
regional, and even gIobaI, affairs. The Reagan Administration
has clearly indicated that it wants Japan to increase its
defence spending to fuIfiI certain specified tasks such as air
surveillance, mine laying in the straits leading from the Sea of
Japan, if necessary, and the protection of the sea lanes of
communication to a distance of 1000 miles fron the Japanese home

islands. However, leading groups in the United States renain
ambivalent as to whether they want the Japanese to greatly
increase their defence expenditure. There is obvious concern
that Japan not become a military power and provoke instability

2oo Yonosuke Nagai, op.cit. p.25
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in the Northeast Asian region.
The military realists, who have used the American calls to

add weight to their arguments for a defence build-up, ascribe
greater inportance to externaLities such as the Soviet 'threat'
and the U.S. defence posture, and pay less attention to what
the political realists stress as the internal constraints. The

differences in the nature and extent of the responses between
the two groups would seem obvious. However, both groups share a

common concern that for lack of specificity and consistency,
these calls nay weII prove, in lhe long term if not the
immediate term, to be counterproductive for the U. S. -Japan
security relationship.
H. JAPAN'S FUTURE INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ROLE

The discussion of Japanese perceptions of Arnerican calls
for a defence build-up leads us inevitably to a consideration of
the larger i ssue of Japan' s global and regional role. The

Japanese debate over Japan's future role would seem to exist
between three separate groupings of Japanese writers: those,
chiefly the military realists, who believe Japan needs to expand
its international roIe, primarily through military meansi those
who believe that the role needs to be expanded, but primarily in
a nonmilitary and more Iirnited manner; and those who adhere to
Japan's present passive role and argue that an expansion of that
role is neither desirable nor necessary.

Military realists such as Tsurutani and Momoi stress the
need for Japan to establish closer coordination with the U.S.
and to continue to rely heavily upon the U.S. for its nalional
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In their view, Japan should undertake a

"significant and susrained expansion of its defence spendin9.."
and play a Iarger role in suppJ.ementation, but not in
substitution, of the American role in Japan's defence.2oz other
military reatists argue that Japan should develop a capacity to
be able to defend itself and not withdraw back into its present
passive defence role. 2 o 3

Of the military realists, Makoto Momoi has a somewhat more

lirnited view of Japan's wartime role for he believes that it
woutd simply be to deny and resist and'buy time' until the U.S.

can intervene. Thus, the expansion of Japan's defence forces
would only be necessary to the extent required to prolong this
holding time.2o{ Keiichi Ito, on lhe other hand, takes a broader
view of Japan's defence role and argues that Japan's defence

efforts nust reflect its strength so as to keep the U.S.-Japan
security system ef fectively operating. 2o5

Momoi and Ito argue for an enhancement of Japan's military
role, albeit within the U.S.-Japan security framework, from a

globa1 perspective. On the other hand, Tsurutani, who also
caIls for an enhanced military role, enphasises Japan's
contribution to the security of the East Asian region. For

2or Taketsugu Tsurutani, op.cit. pp.141-2i Makoto Monoi, op.cit.
^ Ol

2o? Tsurutani, ibid. p.143; Momoi, ibid.2o3 sase Masamori and Fukuda Tsuneari: quoted in Kenneth B. Pyle,
op.cit.p.2t2or Momoi, op.cit. p.912o5 Ito, op.cit. p.114. rto calls on Japan to tackle the task ofacquiring an appropriate level of high guality defence
capability.
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Tsurutani, Japan should focus its attention on its own region
and make its contribution to international stability through a

regional military rol.e. 2o6

Military realists who argue for a global contribution from
Japan find a kindred spirit in trilateralists, such as Nobuhiko
Ushiba, who caJ.I for Japan to share global responsibility with
other members of the 'Western camp'.2o7 However, Ushiba. unlike
the military realists, advocates an expansion of Japan's role
which would lay emphasis upon economic and political rather than
military contributions. Other trilateralists such as Takakazu
Kuriyama, while referring to the need for Japan to take a more

active role through enhanced economic, political and military
contributions, express concern that increased military
contributions not be of such a nagnitude as to encourage
neighbours' fears of renewed Japanese militarism.2os where the
tr i lateral i sts are clearly di st ingui shed f rom the mi I i tary
realists is in their emphasis upon cooperation with the other
western industrial democracies for positive mutual benefit
rather than in terms of.joining in a comnon defence against the
Soviet I threatr .

Masataka Kosaka is another advocate of an exDanded

international role for Japan. A political realist, he believes
that this role should have a limited rnilitary dimension. WhiIe
Japan is a large econonic power, he argues that this should not

2o6 Tsurutani. op.cit. p.1842o? Nobuhiko ushiLa, op.cit. p.52o8 Kuriyama, op.cit. 16. -Nobuhiko
concern: op.cit.5. Ushiba vents a sirnilar
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mean that it should acquire a large military capability for such

a capability wiII "revive (the) unpleasant menories and

suspicions of its neighboursn.2oe In Kosaka's opinion, Japan's

globaI contribution must be in economical and technological
terns. lie be]ieves that the limits of public opinion will be

applied much more readily in the area of tnilitary expansion than
in that of economic expansion.2ro

Another political realist, Hisashi Owada, refers to the

Japanese political environnent as insufficiently
internationalist for there to be a ready acceptance of an

enhanced international role. owada makes reference to a to a

likely gap between the domestic consensus and hthat is acceptable

internationally.2rr Mike Mochizuki. also stresses the problems to
be found in having a rnarkedly di f ferent domest ic and

international political environment. In his view, the Japanese

governnent wiII inevitably find itself having to play down its
defence policy domestically so as not to provoke widespread

public opposition, while at the same time playing up its efforts
to the U.S. to maintain the laLter's willingness to defend
Japan. Mochizuki questions whether a larger military
establishnent could be politically stable in this sort of
environment, and he says that the Japanese leadership together

2 o e Kosaka, nJapan' s Role" p. I 82to ibid. p.23 and 282rt Owada, op.cit. p.25. Daniel okirnoto endorses this view and
refers to the problem of an underdeveloprnent of the
infrastructure seen necessary for a truly international role:nsecurity Policies in the U.S. and Japan" p.58.2r2 Mochizuki, op.cit. p.179
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rdith the people must decide the direction that will be taken.2r2
Apart from the military realists, the 'triLateralists' and

the political realists, there is a fourth group which must be

briefly considered. Yonosuke Nagai, a representative of this
group, argues that while Japan needs to take a more active role,
both politically and in terms of increasing its foreign econornic

aid, it should desist from any expansion in its defence rol.e.2t3
Nagai is joined by another scholar. Miyazawa Ki ichi who

advocates that Japan's passive role be continued as Japan can
make her own unique contribution as a constitutionally decreed

'special state' .210

The Japanese security debate is obviously a complex one of
many strands and many variations. There are to be found
divergences within each of the groupings discussed just as there
are similarities between writers within different groups.

Amongst the writers who advocate an expanded international
role for Japan, general agreement appears to the effect that any

such role must be undertaken within the framework established by

the Japan-U.S. securi!y arrangenents. Whether due to habit or
because of a vier{ of conmonly accepted political and economic

interests, or because of a feeling of insularity and insecurity,
or perhaps because of a combination of all three, there t{as no

serious discussion of Japan adopting an independent world role.

2r3 Quoted in Kenneth B. Pyle, op.cit. p.20: Nagai is quoted asreferring to the naintenance of a 'moratorium state' on defencepolicy which he believes is even more appropriate in a world
doninated by nuclear rdeapons.

2 r I ibid.
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within the ranks of the military realists who sought an

increase in Japan's defence capability, there was a difference
of opinion over whether any expanded international role should

be on a global or regional basis. Division also appeared over
whether Japan should increase its capability to such an extent
as to be able to defend itself or whether it should only acquire
sufficient forces as to be able to hold off an enemy until the
U.S. came to the rescue.

The political realists, likewise do not present themselves

as a unified bloc. Obvious divisions of opinion appeared over
the enphasis that should be given to any 'shared responsibility'
with the west.ern industrial democracies. As welI, differences
surfaced over the weight to be attached to the donestic and

poJ.itical constraints upon Japan adopting an enhanced

international role and whether the domestic political
environment was at all conducive to such a development.

The extent to which the U.S. could influence Japanese

dornestic political opinion in favour of Japan adopting an

enhanced international role nith a concomitant defence build-up
appears limited. while political realists, as expected, caIled
attention to the need for the Americans to be rnore subtle and

persuasive in making their reguestsr even the military realists,
who generally endorse the U.S. ca).1s, expressed concern over
the lack of specificity and consistency in what the Anericans
were saying.

The Japanese security policy debate and the discussion of
an enhanced international role for JaDan are still in their
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formative stages and nuch uncertainty remains as Lo the
direction which Japan should take. Even greater uncertainty and

hence controversy exists over how passionately Japan should
embrace a new international role once it has embarked in that
direction

The Japanese security policy debate is unfortunately
plagued by generality. Writers and adherents of particular
positions are reluctant to specify ways in which Japan should or
could enhance its role, either regionally or as part of a global
Anerican strategic policy. The military realists appear to have

embraced the Reagan Administration's specific requests, but the
political realists and other groups are reluctant !o advocate
uneguivocal acceptance of these direct tasks for Japan's defence
forces. This reluctance seens to be based not so much on how

much defence spending would need to be increased to meet these
requests, but on a fear that acceptance of the tasks themselves
may lead to a rapid militarisation of Japan.

In recent years, the U.S. has made no secret of its
heightened concern over what i! sees as a global Soviet threat.
An equalJ.y public fact is the eagerness rrith which the U.S. has
pursued the issue of increasing alIied defence contributions,
both globally as well as regionally. .Iust as the Americans have

tended to see power in terms of military capability, so the
allied contributions they have sought have been predominantly
urilitary. It may indeed be the case that in order to gain some

increase in aIIied contributions, the Americans have felt it
necessary to ask for much more than they believed would be
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forthcomi ng .

These calI.s for increased defence efforts fron its altries
have in fact been part of a rnuch larger ilebate in the U.S. This
debate, over a strategic policy to secure and maintain U.S. and
allied interests, has exposed arguments as to the rol-e rrhich
allies should perform in the rcommon defence'. The foltowing
chapter nilL discuss the chief arguments in this debate with
particular reference to the Northeast Aslan region and to the
contrlbutions sought from Japan to secure U,S. and allieil
interest6 in that region.



IV. THE UNITED STATES STRATEGIC PqLICY DEBATE & JAPAN

Many prominent strategic thinkers have made reference 1n

recent years to what they see as the failure of the Uniled
States to develop a coherent and effective strategic policy. If
strategy can be defined "as a set of guiding principles by which
means are related to ends"2r5 then many have argued that the
U.S. has no strategic policy to bridge the gap between the
U.S.'s commitments and its declining military power.215

Samuel Huntington2rT and PauI Nitze218 have both argued
that U.S. strategic thinking of the 1970s has been dominated by

the ideas of yesteryear when the U.S. enjoyed nuclear
superiority and before the Soviet Union had rnassively built up

its conventional military forces. The nuclear deterrent remains
important today, but there have been increasi.ng calls for the
development of the U.S. 's conventional military as wel-l as

nonmil itary capabilities.
The emphasis upon conventional forces and the giving of

high priority to the alLocation of resources to their
developnent is linked to the issue of the direct involvement of
allies in the execution of a global and regional U.S. strategic

Thompson (ed. ), ty in the 'l 980s: From

2 I 5 Carl H. Builder, Comnentary to The California Serninar onInternational security and roreiqn poli@2t d Strat6gy: putt"rns,
Problems and Prescriptions" in Naval War CoIIeqe Review(September/October 1 983) p.5217 Samuel P. Huntington (ed. ), The Strateqic Imperative(Cambridge, Mass.: 1982) p.32r8 Paul H. Nitze, nPolicy and Strategy from t{eakness" in w.Scott
Strenqth (San FranEfsco :
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policy. Even the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff appear to stress
the importance of the deployment of conventional forces and the

cooperation of al-Iies. In a recent statement they said:

"The effectiveness of the U.S. strategy depends not
only on a system of forward-deployed forces but also
on cLose cooperation with regional aIIies.. ..theseal1ies provide basing and overflight rights, facility
arrangernents and support personnel to assist U.S.
forces."2rs

while the rhetoric has shifted to attaching greater
importance to both the development of conventional forces and

the involvement of alIies, the execution of U.S. global
strategic policy, or rather what passes for policy, indicates
that attention has been to the first but not so much to the
second of these tiro issues.

1n general terrns, U.S. strategic 'policy' toward Northeast
Asia through the ,|970s and into the 'l980s, was marked by two

developments: first the withdrawal and then the reaffirmation of
the U.S. commitment to the region's security. These genera).

policy shifts were direct reflections of the American domestic
mood and the varying ]evels of concern over the threat potential
of its chief adversary, the Soviet Union. They eere not
prompted by any concern for America's allies.

This chapter will initially examine those policies the U.S.
has pursued tovrards Northeast Asia over this period, srhether as

a regional or part of a global strategic policy. This brief

2re Joint chiefs of staff, U.s.
Congress on Military PostF Military SLrateqy Report to U.S.for FY 1985 p.42
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discussion wilI concentrate on the 'strategic designs' of the
U.S. Adrninistrations of the period as they attempted to meet

nhat they saw as Iikely global and regional threats to the
securi!y of U.S. interests.
A. RECENT U.S. ADMINISTRATIONS' STRATEGIC POLICIES FOR

NORTHEAST ASIA

American security policy toward Northeast Asia in the early
.|970s was dominated by efforts to extricate the U.S. from the
Vietnam war. Aware of the loss of nuclear superiority and

responding to "appropriate perceptions of power in the absence
of sufficient actual military force", 22o president Nixon
announced the Guam Doctrine. This heralded the rnilitary
retrenchment,/political engagement policy that rras to dominate
U.S. po)-icy torvards East Asia in the early 1970s. In essence,
it called for self-help from America's allies to deter threats
below the nuclear leveI. The Nixon Doctrine, while permitting
U.S. policy to remain premised on the postwar policy of
containment and forward deployment of forces, sought to preserve
the U.S.'s international status intact, but at a reduced cost.
While the U.S. may have had no intention of disavowing American
interests in Asia, the policy contained an inherenr
contradiction. As Richard Sneider states:

". . . it raised doubts as to u.s. willingness to fulfildefense commitments for nations unwilling to helpthemselves. As a prod to the Asian nations, there wasa deliberate, calculated arnbiguity hrith respect to

22o EarI Ravenal, op.cit. p.147
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U,S. preparedness to live up to its commitments."22t

Despite the premise in the Doctrine that "geography makes

Ithe U.S.] an Asian power",222 t}j.e Doctrine clearly appeared to
America's Asian alIies as evidence of its 'Europe first'
strategic outlook. Even the second aspect of Nixon's strategic
policy, the balancing of China against the Soviet Union could be

viewed as a means of drawing some of the Soviets' forces away

from the European theatre.
With the Nixon breakthrough to China in 1972, the U.S.

found itself able to redesign its strategy from one prenised on

the fighting of 'two and a half wars' simultaneously to one

based on only fighting 'one and a half wars'. America's policy
advocated the development and deploynent of a conventional force
capable of fighting a major hrar on the'Central Front' in Europe

against the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies, and a minor

'half war' simultaneously elsewhere in the world, possibly in
Asia.

The Ford Adrninistration of. 1974- 1977 continued the Nixon

Adninistration's policy of calling upon the aIlies to help
themselves. This Administration reaffirmed former Defense

Secretary Laird's 'total force' concept which emphasized

nilitary assistance to al1ies so as to expand their own

capabiIity.223 Ford did, howeverr at.tempt to assuage sone Asian
concerns nith the promulgation of his 1975 'Pacific Doctrine'.

22r Richard L. Sneider, op.cit. p.53 at 65222 Richard H. Solonon, "American Defense Planning andSecurity: PoIicy Choices for a Tine of Transitionn in
H.SoIomon (ed. ) op.cit. D.3223 Yuan-Ii wu, opFp.ir-ra

As ian
Richard
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WhiIe this'doctrine'emphasized U.s. ties h'ith its aIIies in
the region, it failed to present the sort of change of policy
reguired to remove the anxieties caused by the earlier Nixon
declaration.22{

The Nixon-Ford-Kissinger strategy of retrenchment, while
compromised by the collapse of detente and the Soviet military
build-up, hras continued and in fact intensified in the early
years of the Carter Administration. For example, soon after
taking office, Carter called for the phased withdrawal of U.S.
troops in South Korea over a period of four to five years.22s As

with the Nixon'shocks' of 1971, Carter did not believe it lras

necessary to consult with alIies. especially Japan, before
naking such an announcenent. Like the Nixon 'shocks' , the
Carter move resulted in intense feelings of anxiety throughout
Japan.

As with the two previous Adminiscrations, the Carter
Administration did not expect Japan to play a bigger military
role in Asia and cal1s for increased defense expenditure were

sinply so "Japan should have a balanced force that could support
the American military commitment in IEast Asia].il226 The

emphasis upon aIlied contributions and encouragement for them to
be self-sustaining, continued through the early Carter years
until a series of crises prompted the Administration to change

2 2 4 Richard H. Solomon (ed. ) ,225 George P. Jan, nThe United
Sarkesian (ed.), Defense

^^ ^i| ^ 2Y.l:-::_:_:_: v . JStates, China and Japann in Sam
PolicFirst Years (Boulder, eoloi, ,r-iETti;--F;28e I t9r9t p.

Presi
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its policy and call for an overall increase in U.S. military
forces. The Soviet Union's inf,ervention in Ethiopia in 1977 ,

the Soviet treaty rrith vietnarn in 1978, the 1979 Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan and the Iranian hostage affair of the same year,
encouraged a view within the Administration that there was a

Soviet global threat which required the closure of the gap

between U.S. power and interests.
In line with a reversal of the decade-Iong decline in real

defense expenditures, Carter announced in January 1980,227 that
the U.S. would fight, if necessary, to preserve its access to
the Middle East.2'z8 While the U.S. continued to caII on allies
to support its security efforts in the tliddle East and

elsewhere, this change of policy was based on the deployment and

forward projection of U.S. forces alone (primarily naval), and

did not call for a multilateral force to be established. As

EarI Ravenal notes, in Iikening this Doctrine to America's
strategic policy of the 1950s, it was!

nplanning for more sufficient direct U.S. inputs,seeking'reaL' aIIies,...establishing regional basesfor the deployment of American forces, and generally
discounting local friendly capabilities. "2 2 e

The effect of the inplementation of this
a cause for concern for America's al1ies

227 State of the Union Address to the U.S.226 The 'carter Doctrine' stated that "anforce to gain control of the Persianregarded as an assault on the vital
States. . . "

2 2 e EarI Ravenal, op.cit. p. I 48

policy has in fact been

in Northeast Asia. As

Congre ss .
attempt by any outsideGulf region will beinterests of the United
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the U.S. Commander-in-Chief of Pacific Forces has testified,
one carrier battle group has been deployed from the Asia-pacific
region to the Arabian GuIf and there is a contjnuing requirement
to support the Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force (RDJTF) in
Southriest Asia in a contingency. " to

The focus of the Carter Administration remained primarily
on the European theatre. For example, Defense Secretary Brown

was reported in 1978 as saying the "defense budget first places
particular emphasis on weapons systems in support of the Nato
alliance. "23 I The Adninistration continued to endorse the "one-
and-one half wars" concept but modified it to improve the combat

capacity of Nato and to provide for a Rapid Deploynent
Force(RDF) to cope with contingencies, particularly in the
MiddLe East and Persian Gulf. Officials were quoted as saying
that the Adninistration had abandoned the 'swing strategy, 2 3 2

because of the .need to increase Arnerican naval presence in the
Indian Ocean along with countering the Soviet military bulld-up
in East Asia.233 Statements that the U.S. would consider
shifting Pacific-based forces to the Indian Ocean and the
Persian Gulf rather than to western Europe were of Iittle

23o Admiral Robert L.J. Long, Testimony before the U.S.Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services, Militarv Posture
Hearinqs 1982 DD1000-100123]-TfUE;;d Burt;-"U.S. Defense Debate Arises Over whether Focuson Europe Neglects Other Areas" in Th! lleLlork Times March 24,
I 978 p.A3232 This strategy, originating in the 1950s, prescribed thatforces would be swung from the Pacific to the European theatreshould the need arise.233 Richard Burt, "U.S. Strategy Focus Shifting from Europe toPacific" in ibid. May 25,1980 p.3
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comfort to America's allies in East Asia, for in either case

they represented the retrenchrnent of U.S. power and commitment

in their region.23c
United States strategic policy under the Reagan

Adrninistration, while premised on the same threat perception as

the Carter Administration, of 1979-1980, appears to have

departed fron a policy of containment and has sought to blend
deterrent and combative (warfighting) strategies into one

posture. This Administration's 'war-widening' strategy
prescribes a disproportionate response by the U.S. which goes

beyond mere direct defence and displays a potential to escalate
any conflict.23s This policy is captured in Defense Secretary

Caspar W. }leinberger's first Defense Posture Statenent:

"..even if the enemy attacked at only one place, we
might choose not to restrict ourselves to meeting
aggression on his own immediate front. . .A wartime
strategy that confronts the enemy, were he to attack,with the risk of our counteroffensive against his
vulnerable points strengthens deterrence and serves
the defensive peacetime strategy. n236

The Reagan Administration, while endorsing the Carter
Doctrine, has called for what some critics refer to as arthree-

234 one Pentagon official ras quoted, at the time, as saying thatnwe nay have to keep our forces in the Pacific, nove then into
the Indian Ocean or send them to western Europe. It will depend
on the circunstances." Refer Richard Burt, ibid.233 Joshua M. Epstein, "Horizontal Escalation3Sour Notes of a
Recurrent Themen in International Security Vol.8 No.3 (winter
1983-84) p.19; .:ffiting hrith unreality:
Reagan's Military Strategy' in ibid. p.3235 Annual ReDort to the U.S. Conqress for Fiscal Year 1983(waSTiEToil^Df,. : I 982) p.I-l 6, !-17
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and-one-half war' strategy in which, in the words of Secretary
Weinberger, ",..our long-range goal is to be capable of
defending all theaters sinultaneously. "2 3 7 The strategy's
emphasis is on counteroffensives against the Soviet Union's
'vulnerable points', and in recognizing a gap between strategy
and capability, it attempts to fiIl that gap by calling for the
developnent of a 500 ship, I 5 carrier battle group navy.2 3 8

According to Navy Secretary John Lehman, the U.S. Navy will
seek to'prevail' simultaneously over. the combined military
threats of its adversaries in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian
Oceans and in the Norwegian Sea.23e Pentagon officials have been

quoted as saying that this increase in naval strength is
necessary because the U.S. needs to place greater emphasis on

protecting the sea lanes and in meeting the Soviet threat in
regions (such as the Persian Gulf) which are far from American

military bases.2ro
In envisaging a protracted non-nuclear war, this policy of

'space-time escalation' $ould, with its naval emphasis, mean

that the U.S. would take the war to the enemy by striking with
overwhelming conventional force at the Soviet Union.2r I This
policy appears to ignore the geostrategic advantage the Soviet

237 ibid. D. III-9123s -T6-an extent, this does represent a continuation of a CarterAdrninistration policy of having a carrier-centered navy.
2 3e John Lehnan Jr.,Testimony before the U.S.Congress. House.

Armed Services Committee, Militarv Posture Hearinqs 1982 97th
Congress, 2nd Session, pp. 551=3-52-2'o George C. wilson, nIn Policy Shifts, Pentagon Seeks Naval
Supremacy" in washinqton Post December 14, 1981, p.A1

2 r r berald- C?t" (Lexington,
Mass.: 1984) p.104
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Union has in any conventional ground war around the Eurasian

rimland. Not only does the Soviet Union have preponderant
military power on the Eurasian Iandmass, but it could also move

its forces from one front to another more quickly than the

U.s.242 If the U.S. was unable to divert the Soviets to other
front.s, then it nay welI find itself with the problem of having
to choose between hurniliation and nuclear escalation.2a3

Despite its arguments to the contrary, the Reagan

Administration has accepted some of the 'strategic baggage' of
its predecessor. It has endorsed the swing policy for Pacific-
based forces and has placed heavy emphasis on the enhancement of
the RDF, particularly for use in the volatile Southvrest Asian
region. As for its East Asian allies, and in particular Japan,

the Reagan Administration appears to embrace a strategic policy
which requires Iittle in terms of direct contributions to g1oba1

security but much in terms of its role nithin the Northeast
Asian region. In contrast to its predecessors erho simply
requested increased defence contributions, it has assigned
particular nissions (such as sea lane and air space surveillance
and control of the straits) to Japan.

The Reagan policy has rejected the feasibility of coalition
defence and has opted for a more unilateralist,/maritime based

strategy. Essentially, aIIies are to perforn enhanced self-
defence and regional security, roles which will a1low U.S.

242 Jeffrey Record, nA 3-War Strategy" in washinqton Post March
22,19822r3 Joshua Epstein, op.cit. p.26
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forces to move from one region to another to meet particular
contingencies. Members of the Administration may well refer to
allies joining together in a comrnon defence causer but the
aIlies appear to have been left wondering exactly h'hat that
entails2 a a

If the Nixon, Ford and Carter Adninistrations can be said
to have endorsed a policy of containment, and with that, an

acknowledgment of a direct security role for its allies, then
the inplementation of that policy did not meet its objectives:
the Soviet Union was not 'contained' and the allies were not
brought into a cooperative security arrangement h'ith the United
States. The Reagan Administration gives no pretense of
involving aIl-ies as integral components of any strategic design,
and while calling for greater sharing of the defence burden by

the alIies, appears to accord them the role of convenient
facilitaLors of the forward-deployment of exclusively U.S.
forces. A discussion of the unilateralist/rnaritime suprenacy

argument, which has found rnuch favour with the present
Administration, will serve as an introduction to the continuing
U.S. strategic policy debate.

2rr Richard Ha1loran,Responsibility For Its
I 981 p.A7

"Weinberger Urges Japan to
Defensen in The New York Times

take MoreApril 29,
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B. THE UNILATERALIST/MARITIME SUPREMACY ARGWENT

The unilateralist/rnaritime supremacy argument draws

extensively on former Adrniral and historian Alfred Thayer Mahan.

Mahan saw the sea as 'a gre4t highway' and advanced the thesis
of the strategic advantage of sea power.2!s He believed that no

nation could be a great power unless it made effective use of
the sea, for both commercial and military purposes.2r6 John F.
Lehman, current U.S. Navy Secretary, is much influenced by

Mahan. In Mahanian terms, he argues that "a navy must airn first
and always at depriving an opponent of sea movement in its
broadest sense."2r7 In calling for a countervailing strategy
which wiII give the U.S. 'command of the seasr, Lehman bel-ieves
this can be achieved by neans of a mobile and flexible navaL

force adopting a warfighting rather than a defensive, posture.
Lehman, the chief proponent of the unilateralist,/maritime

supremacy argument, has stressed the necessity of a forward
maritime defence for the U.S. In testimony before the House

Armed Services Committee, he has stated that such forces are
necessary to draw down eneny forces in order to prevent then
concen!rating and posing an even greater threat to U.S.
security interests.2r8 The role and contributions of aIIies is

24s A. T. Mahan, The Influence of Seapower upon History 1660-
1783 (London : t965)TEEIT------]-2rEEdIey Bufl,.nSea Powir and PoIitical Inf luencen in AdgLpli
Papers No.l22 (Spring 1975) p,1 aE 2207-36FT F. Lehman tr], 'nebiith of a u.s. Naval strategyn in
9trateqic Review vol.8 (Summer'1981) p.9 at ll2rr--JoIn---F.-IEhman Jr., Testirnony- bef ore the U.S.Congress.- lronn r. Lenman .Jr., 'r'estlnony Detore the u.s.congress.House. Armed Services Committee, Military posture Hearinqs 1982
p.554
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stressed by Lehrnan, but he fails to point out exactly what would
be required by America's alLies under such a strategy and what
would be their contributions to "actual warfighting
capability,"2re The strategy itself is premised on the use of
U.S. forces exclusively and one can only assume that what would
be required of allies would be in the naturb of their own

enhanced self-defence and in the provision of bases and
facilities for the U.S.'s forward-deployed forces.

Lehman views this proposal in global terms and believes
that the reality of the Soviet threat rnakes the design of a

global strategy a necessity. As he has been recently quoted as
saying, the rapid growth of Soviet naval power has "eliminated
the option of planning for a regionally J.imited naval war with
the Soviet Union.n2so As a global strategy which aims at the use
of naval power to enforce a balance of power with its chief
adversary, which controls the ,heartla.nd' of Eurasia, it maxes
Iittle reference to any part to be played by allies who occupy
the rimland. It appears that, at most, these allies are
expected to play an indirect role through the instrument of
their alliances hrith the United States.

In recent years, a number of variations to the
unilateralist,/maritime supremacy argument have appeared. On trro
principal counts, these variations depart from the line of
argument advanced by Lehrnan: on the i ssue of the nost
appropriate force structure, and on the role to be ascribed to

2fe John F. Lehnan Jr., op.cit. p.12250 The New york Times epril t 1, 19Bz
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America's principal aIIies in particular regions.
Jeffrey Record criticizes the strategy advocated by

Weinberger and Lehman for encouraging horizontal escalation of
any conflict betneen the U.S. and the Soviet Union. He

expresses concern that the addition of a 3 carrier battle group,
as proposed by Lehman, would not meet the requirements of a

prolonged multifront war, as envisaged by that strategy. In his
view, the gap between U.S. military comnitments and

capabilities would in fact be widened.2 3r

Record also advocates a maritime-oriented strategy which

calls for a larger navy of between 500 and 800 ships. However,

as distinct from Lehnan, he recommends investment in snaller,
less expensive, vessels rather than in the construction of
aircraft carriers. Emphasis is also placed upon the development
of a smaIler, more tactically capable sea-based intervention
force !o replace the RDF. 252 In his view, the U.S. should
have a force structure which both exploits Anerica's seapower

advantage and is designed towards meeting non-Nato
contingencies. llhile accepting a need for substantial ground

forces in this stucture, Record believes that a new maritime-
based strategy should avoid ilarge-scale sustained inland conbat

on the Eurasian landmass against first-line Soviet forces."2s3
Rear Admiral Robert Hanks(ret.) also advocates a maritine

23|JeffreyRecord,nA3-lIarstrate9ynin@.!March
22, 1982 p.A15: Record refers to a statement by Undersecretaryof Defense Ikle which notes the possible widening of this gap.2s2 Robert J. Hanks and Jeffrey Record, U.s. Strateqv at the
Crqssroads: Two views (Canbridge, Mass.: 1982) p.35

2 5T--iEfEl-l-3;-
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strategy. Hanks is critical of the Reagan Administration's
defence funding and says that while it appears to recognize a

maritime imperative, it is too ambiguous to represent a

fundamental shift in strategy. He calls for a strategy and an

accompanying force structure which will enable the U.S. to
protect its vital interests in parts of the world other than
just those in Western Europe. He proposes a force structure
which places heavy emphasis on "high performance aircraft
Iaunched from sea-based platforms.."25a These sea-based
platforms, his supercarriers, should have Iarge docks and be

nuclear-powered. while the supercarriers form the core of any
enhanced force-projection capability, Hanks also argues for an

increase in the number of frigates. These frigates, so he says,
are "idea1ly suited for...the Iow threat areas..and for
antisubmarine protection of the sea lanes..n.2s5 In essence,
Hanks' variant calls for the developnent of a force which would
enable the U.S. to effectively intervene in a particular region
when necessary, rather than seek any form of sea control.
Mobility and sustainability appear to be ttre tuo key criteria
upon which Hanks would base his force. Believing foreign bases

to be politically too precarious, he argues that the super-
carriers give the U.S. assured platforms fron which to project
its tactical air force.2s5

25r Robert J. Hanks ibid. D.55255 ibid. p.67255 -fEf-d. - p.64: In the volatile Southnest Asian region, Hankscites Onan, Somalia and Kenya as giving access which cannot be
assured in tirnes of crisis.
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Admiral Stansfield Turner and George Thibault have jointly
attacked Hanks' advocacy of the large-scale aircraft carrier.
They have argued that 'there is not an overwhelming requirement
for large carriers to perform the air superiority rolen2s7 and

that nfor simple survival our naval. forces must be distributed
over more ships."258 In their view, the supercarriers are
vulnerable and too expensive and they recommend that rather than

having a few supercarriers, the investment be made in a greater

nunber of smaller carriers.
Turner and Thibault's maritime-based strategy is tor sea

control and, for them, manoeuvrability is nore important than
firepower in any force structure that is developed.2se Sea

control is seen as essential to give the U.S. the "capability
for forcible entryr'because of the uncertainty as to where the

U.S. will next need to turn to protect its interests. Like
Robert Hanks, they discount foreign bases as being too
unreliable for future missions of intervention. Turner has

argued elsewhere that against a multithreat scenario (which he

believes to exist), U.S. military preparations must be nore

flexible than can be provided by fixeil bases with their
prepositioned forces. 2 6o

The authors pay close attention to Third tlorld

237 stansfield Turner and George -Thibault, nPreparing for the
Unexpected: The Need for a New Military Strategyn in ForeiqnAffairs VoI.51 (FaIl 1982) p.122 aE 130

2 srf-ETti- D. 12625t In surnmiry, their strategy calls for forces for sea control,
amphibious force projection and foIlow-on ground and air forces.25o Stansfield Turner, "Toward a New Defense Strategy" in The New
York Times May 1 0, l 98 l p.VI 1 5
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contingencies and stress the need to restructure the Marine
Corps and to regroup che amphibious landing crait into smaller
groups; to improve the airlift capability; and to restructure
the army and air force so as to make them more flexible and
manoeuvrable for "worldwide intervention". 2 5r

Just as foreign bases are not given a prominen! role by

these authors, so too do they ascribe littIe importance to
America's allies. While Turner has argued that the aIlies
should be encouraged to contribute to a quick-reaction force, he

and Thibault believe that "our declaring an intent to shift over
time to a maritime strategy...could provide the impetus to the
Europeans to take their responsibilities more seriously". They

are, of course, addressing their version of a naritime
strategy.252 Implicit in this suggestion is a policy of
retrenchnent of American forces in western Europe. One must be

somewhat skeptical about hoh' such a policy wiIl necessarily
impel its Nato aIIies to enhance their military capabilities.
The sane could be said, with even greater force, about Japan.
Irr the absence of specific details as to how allies wilL
supplement U.S. forces, one must conclude that the authors do

not believe the allies play any effective role in their
strategic policy.

Not alI proponents of a maritime-based strategy believe
that foreign bases are unreliable, if necessary at alI. Admiral
Harry Train, Nato Comnander for the Atlantic, has been quoted as

2 5 | Turner
2 6 2 ibid.

and Thibault, op,cit
n I ??

p.r30



saying that for intervention
necessary:

1n the Third world, bases are

"For a credible deterrent, we've got to have the base
and we've got to have the ability to expand the forces
there rapidly from the U.S. or from Europe."263

The proponent of a rnaritime-based strategy who comes

closest to advocating a role for America's allies in such a

strategy is Admiral Robert L.J. Long, U.S. Commander-in-Chief
Pacific. He argues, in general terms, of the need for the
collective resolve of the U.S. and its allies in the East
Asian- Pacific region to counter what he sees as numerous

separate challenges in the region. 2 6 | whil.e Long refers to
improvements in U.S.-Japan bilateral planning and the
instigation of conbined military exercises, increases in Japan's
cost-sharing of U.S. bases, and its provision of economic

assistance to other countries,255 he does not indicate hon Japan
would play more than a general facilitating role in any U.S.
strategy. His statenent that "we are dependent on support from

our friends and alliesn rings hol1ow when one realizes that
there is no direct role required of allies in the "rnultinational
strategyr of which he speaks.255

253 Drew Middleton, nNavy's PIight: Too Many Seas to Cover" in The
New York Times Februaiy 1, 1981 p.3: irain is also quotedE
strEEsfig-fhrimportance of having -Iand-based f orces- in the
Persian Gulf.25r Admiral Robert L.J. Long, Testimony before the U.S.Congress.House. Arned Services Committee, Militarv Posture Hearinqs l98l
h AaA

z s3 i6i6. p. I oo3266 ibid. p.1002
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The unilateralist/maritime supremacy policy, as advocated

by Navy Secretary Lehman and others in the Reagan

Administration, ascribes littIe if any role for America's
allies. The U.S. is seen primarily as a naval power and this
policy lays heavy emphasis on force projection around the
periphery of the Eurasian landmass.

Japan, as an nisland nation" on the periphery of the
Eurasian landmass would seem to be a prime candidate for
assisting the U.S. in the projection of force on to and around
the landmass. However, the Lehman policy fails to spell out
tasks required of America's aIIies beyond their being simple

facilitators of U.S. power projection. The only reference to
Japan performing a role in such a strategy is rnerely in terms of
it providing for its own defence and in the sharing of the cost
of U.S. bases on its territory. Other variants of this policy
ascribe no role to the U.S.'s allies and view them as unreliable
in the execut ion of any global strategy. Where a

unilateralist,/maritine supremacy policy does refer to the
importance of the aIIies, there is no accompanying reference to
a specific and direct role in the strategy to indicate what the

"allied contributions" might be.

C. THE COALITION,/DEFENCE ARGIfiENT

The coalition defence

debate, found greater
Adninistrations than with
contrast to the previous

argunent, the other side of the
favour with the Nixon and Carter

the current Admini strat ion. I n

argument, it calls for a direct and
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sequential application of force on the Eurasian landmass. This
application of force would be done primarily through the use of
U.S. ground forces.267 while this description of the argument
may non be someh'hat dated and appear a little simplistic, the
current. coalition defence strategy does in fact view its central
objective as being the maintenance of effective capabiJ-ities on

Iand,
The chief proponent of a coalition defence strategy is

Robert W. Komer, Defense Undersecretary for Policy in the
Carter Adninistration. Komer has caIIed for priority to be

given to a collective effort based on coalition conventional
burden-sharing.268 In rejecting what he calls the'ambitious
st.rategy' of the Reagan Adninistration, Koner believes that for
a deterrent strategy to be viable, America's alliances must be

rejuvenated and it must be based upon a coalition defdnse
posture on the Eurasian periphery.25e

Komer acknowledges the reality of the U.S. geopolitical
position as an island nation and accepts the need to acquire
maritime supremacy. However, he says this can only be achieved
through the development of a naval force which aims at sea
control rather than offensive force projection against the
Soviet Union.27o In his view, the presently existing twelve

267 John M. ColIins, Grand Strateqy (Annapolis, Maryland: 19?3)p.15.258 Robert W. Koner, "Maritime Strategy v Coalition Defense" inForeiqn Affairs vol.50 No.5 (Sumner 1982) p.1127,5r--i5Ja;-E:llJ3
27 o Robert w. Komer, teqv or Coalition(Cambridge, Mass.: 1984)
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modern carrier battre groups wourd be a sufficient naval force
for his defensive 'sea conLrol' mission.2 z1

In arguing against the Reagan Administration's stress on
offensive carrier operations against 1and targetsr Komer refers
to the Soviet Union's geopoJ.itical advantages as a Iand power
with its internar lines of communication and t.he ability to
change its theatre of operations more rapidly than the U.S. He

believes that the only strategy to counter this effectively is a

sequential one based on a force structure which emphasises
manoeuvrability over firepower.272 For exampLe, Komer says that
simpLy "bottling up the Soviet pacific Fleet and a few carrier
strikes at Soviet naval bases could not seriously damage Soviet
nar potential'. To effectively challenge Soviet porrer
projection the U.S. must be able to swing forces from one area
to another to meet particular contingencies. This would
involve, as nith the unilateral-ist/ maritime supremacists, the
flexible use of sea and air power rather than ground forces.
However, where Komer differs from them is in his argument that
these forces be seen as complementary to the ground forces which
are reguired to protect the U.S.'s core interests outside the
Western hemisphere: Japan, and especially, Western Europe. In
like tone, General Donn Starry of the U.S. Army, has criticized
the Reagan Administration's force expansion plans and says that
"...by enphasizing warships, Marines and Army airborne forces at

271 In Komer's opinion, additional aircraft carriers would starvethe other arned services: ibid. D.58272 ibid. p.53
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the expense of current developments, they could end up

sacrificing the U.S. military control in Europe and South

Korea."273
The other prong of the coalition defence strategy is its

advocacy of a policy placing high priority on the contributions
of aIIies in the common defence. Komer sees U.S. reference to
its allies as both necessary and desirable.2Tu Due to what he

sees as the presently inadequate U.S. defensive capabilities'
the addition of aIIied contributions would be necessary in order

to gain greater conventional strength at politically acceptable
cost. As well, because of the fact that many areas "Iying under

the Soviet threat' are important to America's allies' they

should be contributing to a system of collective defence, as of

right.275
The aIIied contributions that Komer has in mind include the

provis'ion of greater logistics and other host nation support of

U.S. forces; the payment of all peacetime stationing costs of

U.S. forward-deployed forces. In the case of Japan, Koner says

that it should take ful1 responsibility for ground and air
defence as weII as protection of the nearby sea lanes to a range

of 1000 miles.276
while Robert Koner sees definite advantages in the

coalition defence approach, including the expansion of the

273 George c.
Superiority"

27 4 Robert w.
275 ilriA ^ ?1
2 7 5 TT'l;- l- oo:

Wilson, "In Policy Shift, Pentagon Seeks Naval
Post December 14, 1981 p.Al

Itime Strateqy or ')
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collective U.S. and aIIied defence effort, the rationalisatton
of def ence mi ss ions, and cooperat ion on research and

development, he recognizes a number of critical fIaws. In
particular, he believes that a coalition posture has yet to be

developed which could be implemented at "poIiticaIIy acceptable
cost" to either the U.S. or its allies.277 7s wel1, the allies
are yet to realize, so he says, the need for a strong
conventional deterren!. Such a posture must also contend with
the powerful forces of nationalism which advocate individual
national forces.278

The coalition defence strategy finds both military and

civilian support in the United States. In recent testinony
before the Senate Armed Services Committee, Adrniral J.T. Howe

argued that the U.S. did not. have the choice of "going it
alone".27s In supporting the argument of aLlied contributions in
supplementation rather than in substitution of U.S. forces, he

said that, as to Japan, the "setting of an end strength for U.S.
forces...wouId...be unfortunate."2so Likewise, Admiral Harry
Train, Nato Atlantic Commander has been quoted as stressing the
importance of allied bases and the positioning of U.S. army

units in critical areas.2 8r

Haro1d Brown, the forner U.S. Secretary of Defense, cal1s

277 ibid. e.77zza ff,ifr ;.sa27e Emi;al J.T.Howe, Testimony before the U.S.Congress. Senate.
Armed Services Committee. Hearings, Internationalsecurity
Issues (Washington, D.C.: l98l ) p.23

2 8!--fEid. o.252a1 Drew i{iddleton, "Navy's Plight: Too Many seas to Cover",
op.cit. p.3
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for a coalition strategy which would emphasise manoevrability
and flexibility. While rejecting the idea of any major increase

in U.S. forces in the East Asian region, Brown believes that
Japan and the U.S. must decide on what constitutes a nfair

division of responsibility" in the region.282 He considers that
the present division of security responsibilities as unrealistic
and unhealthy and argues that Japan must take responsibility for
those nfunctional and geographic areas most immediate to its
needs " . 2 8 3

Anolher writer to endorse the coalitionist strategy is
Philip van Slyck. while referring to America's ultimate
responsibility for maintaining the gIobaI porrer balance, van

SIyck advocates the establishment of an nopen-ended machinery

for closer continuing consultation and contingency pl-anning"
between America's principaJ, aI1ies,28a This proposal is
predicated on the existence of both the "capacity and the will
(of the allies) to expand and project contributions to the

common defense." As to Japan, van Slyck argues that it has

already accepted certain special obligations such as the
provision of external assistance to aid in the economic

modernisation programs being undertaken in China, South Korea

and the ASEAN countries. 2 I 5

2e2 Harold Bronn, Thinkinq About National securitv (Boulder,
Colorado: 1983) p.1402a3 ibid. p.131 Brown refers to air defence, ASw, and controL of
the nearby air space and seas as well as 1000 miles of the sea
lanes of conmunication.28r PhiIip van Slyck, Strateqies for the 1980s (Westport, Conn.:
1981) p.89285 ibid. D.86
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While Van Slyck envisages a series of bilateral alliances
rather than the establishment of a grand alliance, other writers
do see the possibility of setting up such a grand alliance
between the U.S., the Nato countries .and Japan. F9r example,
the Atlantic Vlorking Group calls on the U.S. and all allies
(who have the military and political capability) to immediately
strengthen their defence capabilities so that U.S, forces could
be deployed to critical areas such as the Middle East.285 This
Group considers this ' indirect' allied contributions option to
be the most feasible but also advocates a 'direct contributions'
option as a means of implementing a multitheatre strategy.
Under the exercise of this option, the Group envisages the
deployment of a multilateral force to critical areas of the
worId. 2 I 7

In recent years, criticisms of both the
unilateralist/maritine supremacy and coalition defence
strategies have appeared in the United States. One example is
the article by Dunn and Staudenmaier who have proposed an

alternative to the above two schools. It is their view that
both schools risk nuclear escalation: the unilateralist,/maritine
supremacy school by adopting a war-widening posturei and the
coalition defence school by threatening the use of nuclear
weapons to compensate for a lack of adequate or appropriate

2as U. Alexis Johnson, et al. (eds. ) , The Common SecurityInterests of Japan, the United States and Nat6-------ldiT'5?iEe
tlass. : T96T-I-D:15

2 s 7 ibid.
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conventional forces( the 'trip wire').
The alternative which Dunn and Staudenmaier present 1s

based upon the maintenance of superpower conflict avoidance.

They advocate transferring defence funds from western Europe to

a strategically mobile force with Third world nissions.
Signalling a close resemblance to the coalition defence

strategy, of which they rrould not approve, the authors call for
a clear distinction between Arnerica's vital and secondary

inLerests and for the adoption of a coalition warfare

^^--^-^L 2 8 8aPPr voL rr.

As to Japarr, Dunn and Staudenmaier specify tha! their
approach would mean that Japan would be required to play a

greater defence role. Once Japan had accepted greater

responsibility, the U.S. would be able, emphasising sea control
rather than maritime suprenacy, to swing its forces in that
region and in the Pacific across to meet particular
contingencies2 8 e

There are to be found in this alternative proposal many

similarities with Robert Komer's coalition defence strategy.
Both advocate enhanced strategic mobility forces; both call for
sea control rather than maritime supremacy; and both emphasise

the use of allies in rneeting threats to the security of the

U.S. 's global interests. However, one should not overlook the

differences in approach: Komer advocates a 'balanced force

288 Keith A. Dunn and willian o. Staudenmaier, nstrategy for
Survivaln in Foreiqn PoIicv No.52 (FalI, 1983) p.22 at 38-3928e ibid. D.40-
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structure' as the means by which the U.S. adequatel.y protects
its interests and those of its allies, while Dunn and

Staudenmaier see the development of a feasible, suitable and

acceptable strategy coming from an emphasis not on the force
structure but on the political ends to be achieved.2eo

Accepting that the U,S. has limited resources, Dunn and

Staudenrnaier's strategy calls on the U.S. to clearly
distinguish between vital and other interests and avoid both
superpower confrontation and conflict escalation unless a vital
interest impels such a policy.2erIt is a policy which draws
from both of the other schools and calls for a blending of both
force structures in such a fashion as to encourage mobility and

flexibility. Nucl,ear deterrence is an important part of the
strategy, but the authors fail to clarify just exactly where and

when reliance 'shifts from non-nuclear to nuclear deterrence.
The strategy's hybrid quality may well be one of its appealing
char.act.eristics but, at the same time, it reflects an obvious
uncertainty about the global policy and concomitant force
structure that should be adopted.

Another broad criticism of the chief policy arguments of
the debate is given by Michael VLahos. In his view, the
construction of the debate into opposing canps of nextreme

schools of thought' is specious and produces a misleading

2eo These differences are exposed in an exchange of
between Dunn and Staudennaier and Komer: Foreiqn Policv
| 983-84 ) pp. I 76- t782erop.cit. p.40

Ietters
(wi nter
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choice.2e2 vlahos gives general support to the coalition defence

approach ano argues that while the U.S. must direct its
attention away from vlestern Europe, the U.S. must not withdraw

aII its standing forces fron Nato.

In vlahos' opinion, the essential need that must be

addressed in designing a strategy for the U.S. is that no

region of the world be abandoned. In order to meet this need,

he argues that the armed services must be integrated in such a

way as to provide a ncombined-arms arrny with global
mobiIity."2e3

whet.her one focusses on the unilateralist,/maritime
supremacy argurtent or any of its variants or for that matter the

coalition defence appraoch, one rarely finds reference to
specific tasks or missions for aIlies to perform hrithin the

execution of that policy. This may well be by deliberate design
in the case of the former school but in the case of the
coalition defence argument. one wonders rrhether the proponents

are sufficiently concerned with the feasibility and suitability
of the specific tasks and missions that could be assigned to the

U.S.'s allies. A brief examination of certain tasks and

missions, either already being performed or recently requested
of Japan, will follow.

2t2 Michael vlahos, nMaritine strategy versus Continental
commitment" in orbis (ral1 1982) p.583 at 5872es ibid. p.S8B 

-
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D. PROPOSED JAPANESE MISSIONS WITHIN AN AMERICAN STRATEGIC

POLI CY

The most important task which various U.S. strategic
thinkers and practitioners seek from Japan is the protection of
the sea lanes of communication which extend to the east and west
of Japan's home islands. In I 981 . prime Minister Suzuki
suggested t.hat Japan would provide nnaval protection for a

perimeter of several hundred miles around Japan and in
conimercial sea Ianes extending 1,000 nautical niles from the
shorelinen.2 e ! Current prime Minister Nakasone has also
suggested that Japan's SDF undertake such a task. However,
prominent Japanese scholars have pointed out that Japan's SDF is
incapable of perforning such a task on its own and wiII require
the assistance of the U.S.2e5

The major threats to the sea lanes of conmunication would
probably come fron subnarines and aircraft, and on both counts,
the SDF would be in some difficulty in attenpting to meet such
threats. The Japanese National Defense program Outline of 1976

only called for the possession of one combat-ready escort
f1otil1a to undertake a sea lanes of communication mission.
Given the distances involved, both American and Japanese writers
concede the difficulty of providing such protection against
submarines, even in peacetine.2e6 As to countering air attacks,

2er Quoted in The New York Times May 9, 19812e5 okuniya uaETiFEl-oplETEl.tSl and yonosuke Nagai, guoted in
Osamu Kaihara, op.cit. p.552e6 Paul Nitze, -Securini the Seas op.cit. p.313; and OsamuKaihara, op.cit. p.jJ-
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most Japanese destroyers do not carry the air defence

capabilities essential to resist air attacks on convoys' As

we1I, there are no Japanese aircraft vrith the long-range

capabilities to cover the distances required.2eT It should also

be noted that the Japanese do not have any contingency plans for
providing merchant ships with self-defence and mobilization
capabilities which one study has suggested as the most effective
means of protecting convoys in times of war.2eB

The blockade of the three Japanese controlled straits

bethreen the Sea of Japan and the western Pacific ocean has also

been suggested as a nission for the Japanese to perform in times

oi U.S.-Soviet Union confrontation. Apart from probable

domestic Japanese protests at such action, the rnilitary force

does not seern to be adequate to perform the task. The present

Japanese surveillance and minesweeping capability of the sDF

consists of only one division of three submarines in each of the

three straits.2ee
According to a recent U.s. repor!, the Japanese force

operating in the straits would need to be doubled if it was to
survey adequately all naval traffic passing through the

straits.3oo while the Japanese Defense Agency appears keen to

improve the SDF's mining capabilities and to block the stralts

2 e 7 Mike M. Mochizuki and Michael Nacht, op.cit. p. 1 33
2e8 The Atlantic Council working Group: PauI Nitze et aI., op.

^i+ n ?tA
2 e3-This division

helicopters and two3oo Report of u.s.
Congress, !

i s accompan ied by ant i submar ine warfare
minesweeper f lotiIIas.
Arms Control and Disarmanent Agency to U.S.

Northeast esia (Wash ngton,
ibution to Militar
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should circunstances demand it, it appears just as eager to
ensure t.hat such action is only done with the cooperation of the
U.S., and then only after Japanese territory has been

attacked.3o I

The importance of the task of blocking the straits very
much depends upon what proportion of the Soviet pacific Fleet
becomes 'bottled up! in the Sea of Japan at the beginning of
hostilities.3o2 Japanese reluctance to commit themselves too
strongly on this issue is no doubt the product of both a fear of
Soviet reprisals and a fear of being drawn into expanding its
Maritime SDF beyond what it considers its prine mission of
defending the sea approaches and coastal rraters of Japan.

Regardless of which policy argument cones to dominate U.S.
strategy, the U.S. would seek to have Japan increase its share
of the costs of the U.S. bases and facilities presently on

Japanese territory. Should hostilities break out betneen the
U.S. and the Soviet Union, these bases would, understandably,
take on added importance in aiding the projection of U.S. force
in the region as well as contribute to the security of Japan

itself. For both reasons, but particularly for the latter
reason, American nriters have called on Japan to enhance its
financial contributions to the running of the bases in
peacetine.3o3

3or Mike M. Mochizuki and Michael Nacht, op.cit.
3 o 2 Se i ichi ro on i shi , nJapan' s Sel f-Defense

Capabilities" in U.Alexis Johnson et.aI. (eds.3o3 willian R. Feeney, "The Pacific Basing
Security" in William T. Tow and William R.(r982) p.171

p.133
Requi rernents &), op.cit. p.160
System & U.S.
Feeney, (eds. ),
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The value of these bases and facilities to the U.S. cannot

be overestimated. Not only do they substantially reduce

America's 'reaction time' and the costs of bringing in avail,able
assets, but they permit the U.S. to undertake conveniently,
missions in eilher the western Pacific or in Southeast Asia. As

wel1, Japan's proxinity to the Asian mainland and to the Korean

Peninsula in particular is very useful for the projection of
either air power or the uplift of U.S. grouird forces. The

Japanese role in this regard would only be a facilitating one,

but a critical one aII the same.

For the Japanese. the U.S. bases and facilities may weII
be evidence of a U.S. commitment to their security, but they

also hold a dual vulnerability in the minds of these people.
They represent the Japanese ' repayment' for the Arnerican

security guarantee as weII as make Japan a potential target of
Soviet aggression. For either reason, Japanese public opinion
nay well seek, particularly in a tine of crisis, to linit if not

end the current basing arrangements. I f these current
arrangements are to renain substantially unaltered, then the
U.S. needs to recognize that Japan's provision of them and

contributions to their naintenance is essentially a trade-off
against taking greater responsibility for its own defence.

The coalition defence strategists argue that Japan could
take responsibilty for regional security in Northeast Asia. If
this were done, so the policy goes, then U.S. forces could be

freed and shifted to more urgent theatres of operation. Quite
obviously, for Japan to adopt such a role there would need to be
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a substantial buird-up of its sDF. In particurar, the Japanese
would have to give attention to developing a force to perform
counterforce missions. Realistically, the likelihood of Ehe
Japanese adopting such a defence posture, in the short or medium
term, is very low indeed. The presence of the U.S. forces in
the region, the public mood which gives only qualified supporr
to the SDF, and the low Japanese estimation of a Soviet threat
all argue against the adoption of this role. Former U.S.
Defense secretary Brown can argue that the Japanese shourd make
a "series of miritary improvements" in the event of u.s. forces
in Northeast Asia being sent elsewhere,3or but the logical
extension of the argument must be that for Japan to so improve
its SDF, it wouLd be inviting the use of this variation of the
'swing strategy, by the U.S.

This brief examination of some of the important roles and
rnissions that have been presented in the U.S. debate has
revealed that the U.S. will face problems, in some cases aimosE
insurmountable ones, in having the Japanese adopt them in any
effective fashion. The Americans cannot simply present the
Japanese with a list of tasks that it wants undertaken and
expect that its sDF wirL be automaticarry improved to meet these
demands. such an expectation would be failing to take accoun!
of the nature of the Japanese domestic politicar environnent and
the impact that it has had and will continue to have on Japanese
security policy-making.

3of Harold Brown, op.cit. p.122
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The focus of this chapter has been upon the continuing
debate over a U.S. strateqic policy and the role that allies
such as Japan are expected to perforn in the execuLion of that
policy. Understandably, the missions and tasks . expected of
aIlies have concentrated on nilitary contributions. Any non-
military contributions that Japan may make, such as in the areas
of economics or diplomacy have either been dismissed as

ancillary or ignored in t,he American policy arguments. Japan's

policy of military restraint and its contributions to economic

stability. while lauded in some American quarters,3o5 have gone

Iargely ignored by the debate.
E. THE AMERICAN DEBATE ASSESSED

Protagonists h'ithin the debate have been keen to expose

what lhey perceive as differences between their proposals and

those of others. There is, however, a good deal of common

ground between the arguments and both reveal similar failings of

analys i s.

The unilateralist,/maritime variants are more concerned with
how the U.S. will be able to project its power most

effectively, either around the rimlands of Eurasia or flexibly
inlo troublesone regions. This would be done almost exclusively
with American forces which would rely heavily upon their naval

components. AIIies are either ignored or discounted into a

facilitating role. U.S. bases on aIlied territory are viewed

3o5 Report of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmanent Agency to the
Senate Foreign Relations Conmittee, op.cit.
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as no more than staging points for u.s. forces.
The coalition defence variants give greater nention of the

role allies can play as integral cornponents of a U.S. strategic
policy. Honever, proponents of this policy, as a rule, do noE

move beyond generalities to document specific tasks and missions
for allies. The specific tasks ascribed to Japan are designed
to relieve U.S. forces of these missions rather than to give
Japan a direct role within a U.S. strategic policy. Only one
argument refers to the direct contributions of the allies to a

multilateral force, The coalitionists' mix of forces appears,
at least on the surface, to be a more sensible alternative to
the unilateralists' concentration on the navy. Their calI for a

naval force that would be sufficient for defensive 'sea control,
is seen as complementary to a need for U.S. ground forces to
protect the 'core' interests (that is, non-western Hemisphere)
of Western Europe and Japan.

The unilateralist/maritime supremacy argument ernphasises
rnanoeuvrability over firepower. The Lehman variant, which
favours large aircraft carriers as the central component of a

flexible battle group, aims at the projection of U.S. power
from the sea rather than from fixed land bases. Seeking to
strike the Soviet Union anywhere and everywhere where they are
vulnerable, these proponents believe that crises $iII most
likely occur away from the European theatre. The coalition
defence argument also places importance on the need to have a

flexible and mobile force. However, its focus is on, what one
supporter called, geopolitical strength rather than geopolitical
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priority.3os rts basic postulate is that it is both necessary

and desirable that the U.S. develop a strategy that
wholeheartedly enbraces its aIIies.

Both sides of the debate agree that U.S. commitments are
outpacing its resources to meet thern and that this is occurring
at an accelerating rate. As to the role that allies can perform
in the implementation of the policy, the two main arguments are

based on guiLe different assumptions: the unilateralists believe

that allies are unreliable and are susceptible to accomnodation

to the Soviet Unioni while the coalition defence proponents view
the aIIies as potentially effective partners in a global defence
design. In the latter's view, the allies sirnply reguire greater

U.S. sensitivity to their needs and better alLiance managernent.

Given their assumptions, the unilateralists prescribe and

expect no aIlied involvement in a U.S, global strategy.
Principal allies are considered to be tentativel.y reliable to
the extent that they can provide staging points for U.S.

forward-deployed forces. The coalitionists, sonewhat nore

optirnistic about potential al1ied contributions, believe that a

cooperative security franework of direct aIIied defence

contributions can be erected.
The two sides of the debate differ narkedly on where they

consider the focus of U.S. forces should be: the unilateralists
on the 'arc of crisis' in Southwest Asia, and the coalitionists
on continental Europe. However, one should not make too nuch of

3o5 Michael VJ.ahos, op.cit. p.587
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this for they both lay some emphasis on the mobility and
flexibility of American forces and recognize the need to check
what is comnonly seen as Soviet expansion on and around the
Eurasian landmass. If one is to discover a philosophical
difference between the two arguments, then perhaps one should
look to the unilateralist,/maritime supremacists' rejection of a

containment policy in favour of a more offensive countervailinq
posture.

In the force structure that each proposes, there is a

significant area of overlap. Both lay some emphasis on

manoeuvrability and caII for the enhancement of a flexible and

mobile force to be used in particular contingencies. Both
believe that sea power provides America,s greatest military
potential but disagree as to what proportion of defence
resources should be devoted to America's naval forces. There
are, however, important differences in the force structures
advocated and these relate to both the apportionment of
resources anongst the services and betrreen the various theatres
of operation. The unilateralists, !rith their emphasis on the
navy, seek to have resources shifted to augnent forces around
the rimlands, and particularly those in Southwest Asia. The

coalitionists, on the other hand, call for a mix of forces and

for the enphasis to remain on land-based forces in Wescern
Europe, particularly, and in East Asia.

The discussion of the debate over a U.S. strategic policy
has essentially been about its global policy. The reality of
America's world role demands that any policy for Northeast Asia
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be considered a subset of a global policy. As ne have seen, a

global strategic policy is not onty about devising a plan to
protect security interests and to deter or meet potential
threats, but also invoLves establishing a force structure that
is both appropriate to the plan and economically and politically
feasible. On a regional basis, a superponer is naturally
concerned that alIies perforrn roles that are capable of
effective integration into its gIobaI plan. Japan in Northeast

Asia would be no exception.
I f the strategic debate has revealed anything about

possible roles that Japan could perform in its region, it is
that the proponents of the various policy arquments find it
difficult, and perhaps inappropriate to specify the sorts of
functions that they expect their allies to perform, be they

within an alliance structure or simply as security partners of
the United states. with respect to Japan, where specific tasks
or missions have been mentioned, there has obviously been little
effort made to exanine the feasibility of these proposals or to
appreciate the potential resistance that they will face from

within the Japanese conmunity. As one looks beyond these

specific tasks and seeks to understand the broader issue of the

nature of Japan's future international roIe, we find ourselves
considering the impact of the American strategic debate upon the

Japanese security policy debate,.and to a much lesser extent,
the possible influence of the latter debate upon the former. In
the course of concluding, this interaction and its ranifications
will be considered.
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V. CONCLUSION

The Japan-United States security relationship, like a1l
others, has both formal and informal characteristics. WhiIe
reference has been made to the Mutual Securi!y and Cooperation
Treaty between the two countries, Lhis paper is more concerned
with the dynamic and infornal processes of the relationship.
This 'alliance' can be understood in terms of the changrng
politicaL relationship between the two countries as they seek to
aggregate their power and increase their security while
retaining their autonomy and individuaJ.ity. In seeking to
understand the nature of this dynamic relationship, this paper
has examined three issues: the threat perceptions within both
countries; the ongoing domestic debate over the security policy
that Japan should adopt; and the American debate over a

strategic policy, both gIobaIIy and for the Northeast Asian
regi on .

In general terms, while ignoring their own qualitative
force improvements, the Americans have emphasized those
quantitative improvements of the Soviet Union. An apparent
tendency also exists for the Americans to expand the notion of
'threat' and to view the Soviet Union as taking advantage of
instabilit.y in various regions of the world, and especially the
Third World, As a product of its own global view and perceived
responsibilities, the Americans argue that the Soviet Union's
force inprovements in Northeast Asia are part of a global build-
up and an extension of their political contest for worldwide
influence. For the Anericans, the issue is not whether the
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Soviet military build-up constitutes a threat, but rather what

is the nature and extent of that threat.
Japanese opinion, on the other hand, appears more obviously

divided. There are those who support the American position,
represented by the 'military realists' and the 'gaullists', and

those, represented by the 'political realists', who hold that it
is not sufficient that the Soviet Union merely hold the military
capability to pose a threat, but that there must be some

evidence of an intention to use that capability to harm Japan

and its interests. The issue of the Soviet occupation of the

KuriIe islands is an exception in so far as leading groups in
Japan have argued that while it does not necessarily constitute
a threat, it is evidence of some malevolent intent of the Soviet
Union towards Japan.

Another Japanese view, and one apparently Iosing favour
with the Japanese public, is that represented by the 'unarmed

neutralists' which holds that the Soviet Union does not

constitute a threat to the Japanese and that it is the

'alliance' with the U.s. that places Japan at risk. Prevailing
opinion appears to call for a balanced view of Soviet military
threat potential in Northeast Asia against its geostrategic
limitations. UnIike the Americans, the Japanese are not as

prepared to translate Soviet military power into a threat to
Japanese security. This is despite the fact that official
Soviet opinion would appear to view the Japan-U.S. Treaty and

any increase in Japan's military capability as a threat to the
Soviet Union and its interests.
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The nature of the changing Japan-U. S. security
relationship is to be found, not merely in analysing responses
to external stimuli, such as the regional and globaL soviet
military build-up, bu! also in examining changes in the domestic
political attitudes in each country. In assessing the
likelihood of Japan adopting a more assertive regionat security
role, reference has been made to the cont inuing Japanese

security policy debate.
Analysis of the debate has been conducted through a

discussion of four important interlocking issues. Trro of the
four issues (Japanese views of the Treaty and Japanese responses
to U.S. calls for a military build-up) directly relate to the
Japan-U.S. security relationship. The discussion of these
issues indicated that prevailing opinion sees no reason for
Japan to adopt a defence posture independent of the existing
U.S.-Japan relationship. Honever, sharp divisions exist over
whether Japan should increase its defence spending in response
to ever more insistent Anerican denands that Japan do so.

T-he other two issues canvassed in this review of the
debate, while not directly concerned with the U.S.-Japan
security relationship, reveal much about the Japanese political
system and provide evidence of rdhy Japan has been so reluctant
to enhance its international role militarily. Japanese opinion
over what is meant by 'security' is divided. while a more

militarily-oriented view may weII be in the ascendant, the

'conprehensive' view, $ith its emphasis upon economic security
and other nonnilitary contributions, continues to hold
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substantial weight in influential Japanese circles. The outcome

of this aspect of the debate remains uncertain.
The fact that influential Japanese opinion adopts a view of

security quite at odds with that of the Americans encouraqes the

view that the mix of Japanese perceptions of their international
environment may weLl be substantially different frorn those
coming from the U.S. Should the U.S. seek to redistribute
security responsibilities between itself and Japan without an

appreciation of these different conceptual bases, then the

likety result may well be increased stress and tension in the

security relationship.
Japanese opinion is divided over what kind of security role

Japan can and should adopt. These divisions are starkly exposed

in the discussion of the internal constraints upon an enhanced

rnilitary posture. The military realists, taking their lead from

what they perceive as external pressures (ttre Soviet military
build-up and the U.S. calls for increased defence sPending)'
believe that certain domestic constraints (such as the 'peace'
constitution, the public pacifist sentiment, and fiscal
rest.raint) can and should be overcone. The political realists,
while endorsing some increase in defence spending and the
adoption of a more assertive international role, emphasise the
importance of certain domestic determinants of security policy-
making.

Political realists argue that a Japanese security policy
nust reflect the desires of the Japanese people and attempt an

accomrnodation of external and internal demands. American cal1s
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for increased defence spending must be at least partialJ.y met so

as to retain the U.S. commitment, wirile at the same tine, the
insular and pacifist sentiments within dornestic public opinion
must not be totally neglected by the policy-makers. It is not

so much that the political realists believe that security
policy-making be nade soleIy with reference to these internal
constraints as it is seen necessary to balance the internal and

external determinants of poJ-icy.

In determining the nature of Japan's future international
role, the real divisions are not over nhether Japan should
enhance its military posture but over the extent of and pace at
which it should occur. The predominant Japanese groups agree

that any future enhanced military posture must be discovered by

the Japanese people themselves and not be imposed by an external
power, such as the United States. To accept that any future
Japanese security role siII be performed within the general
paratneters of the U.S.-Japan relationship does not, in their
view, nean that the policy direction is to be dictated by U.s.
strategic and security needs.

The securily relationship between the U.S. and Japan can

no longer be viewed as a protector-client state relationship.
There is a growing body of opinion in both countries that
neither can be taken for granted and lhat if Japan is to be

delegated greater security duties, at least in its ostn region,
then its position vis-a-vis the U.S. wiIl most surely have been

enhanced. within the Japanese debate, there is no sizeable body

of opinion advocating acquiescence to American demands and local
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caIls for a defence build-up appear motivated by a sincere
belief that this is the road that Japan must inevitably take in
the interests of its own security.

That the Japan-U.S. security relationship may well be

evolving into a military alliance becomes apparent when we

review a number of recent developments. The Japanese security
debate has moved to the right and is now over the extent of
military contributions that Japan should make and how quickJ.y a

more assertive military posture should be adopted. Recent

American calls for increased defence spending have become rnore

specific and have called upon Japan to fulfil certain regional
missions. As well these calls appear to have been tempered by

an acknowledgment that Japan is in a similar security position
vis-a-vis the U.S. as its Nato aIIies: a principal aIIy with
key regional security responsibi).ities for the vlest. American
efforts to redistribute security responsibilities in Northeast
Asia through Japan have, however, encountered resistance through
the operation of Japan's Constitution and the Japan-U.S.
Treaty. To date, the Americans remain nary about pronoting any
great change in these for fear of prompting an overreaction in
Japan.

If Japan is becoming an ally of the U.S. and ceasing to be

a security client- state, then the role that is expected of it
within U.S. global and regional strategy wiIl be decided by

reference not only to its own capabilities and to its
geostrategic position, but to the relative importance that the
U.S. ascribes to its allies in the implementation of its
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strategic policy.
The examination of the U.S. strategic poticy debate has

been concerned with U.S. conventional forces and has confined
itself to an analysis of the various policy arguments presented
in the debate. It has been concerned with substantive analysis
and not wit.h the value judgments that may well underlie the
arguments that have been made.

The debate's chief policy
unilateralist,/maritime suprenacy argument and the
coalition/defence argument. Each has a number of variants and
advocates a different approach in securing America's global and
regional interests and in deterring or meeting potential
threats. However, it is necessary to distinguish the policy or
approach of each from the force structure it adopts. To use the
force structure as a guide to the policy argunent will only lead
us into generalisation and oversimplification: certain force
structures nay weIl appear similar but the policy approaches
upon which they are based may be quite different. A difference
of emphasis between sea-based and land-based forces certainly
exists, but aII arguments ascribe some importance to
manoeuvrability of deployed forces and call for a sea-based
mobile and flexible force.

The policy arguments of the debate do not exhibit
essential-ly different world views: all see a Soviet threat and
argue that the U.S. nust be able to nuster the capability to
project porer worldwide. The essential difference between the
two nain schools of thought lies in the fact that while the

arguments are the
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unilateralist/maritine supremacists see the vtorld basically in

bipolar terms, the coalition,/defence proponents believe that the

world is multipolar and the U.S. needs a feasible policy which

would include its aIIies. The former school sees the role of

aIIies as being merely facilitative of the projection of U'S'
power while the latter school sholts a greater readiness to
involve aIIies directly in the policy implementation process'

However, a word of caution is required. It is a dangerous

exercise to dran these distinctions too starkly for what we are

examining is emphasis and tendencies. what may be said for one

variant of a particular school may well not apply to another

variant of the same school. For example, to say that the

unilateralist,/maritime supremacists advocate the projection of

American power from large aircraft carriers would be applicable
to John Lehrnan Jr. and Robert Hanks but not to Jeffrey Record

or Stansfield Turner' even though aIl belong to that school.

In dismissing any direct role for the allies' the

unitateralist/rnaritime suprenacists argue for a substantial
increase in America's own force capability so that it will have

the ability to effectively challenge the Soviet Union in many

regions of the globe, sinult.aneousl^y. rmplicit in the policy

argurnent is the desire to build-up America's forces to such an

extent as to be able to overcorne those of the Soviet Union in
any particular theatre at any given tine. To thern, America's

military posture must be based upon the U.s. acquiring
sufficient geopolitical power to not merely deter the Soviet

Union but to win should the forces of each be engaged.
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The coaLition/defence proponents show a greater inclination
toward containment of the Soviet Union and, rather than seeking
to achieve escalation dominance over the Soviets, argue that the
U.S. should, by sharing the burden of collective defence with
its alLies, acquire a deterrent capability. For them, there are
sufficient military resources already existing between the U.S.
and its aIIies and emphasis should be placed upon the effective
combination and management of these resources rather than upon

augmentation. In this sense, the coalition/defence policy is a

much more conservative and orthodox one than that presented by

the unilateralists,/maritime supremacists.
Neither policy argument of the American debate advocates a

role for a1lies in the formulation of America's strategic
policy. As to the implementation of any such policy, the
unilateralists assume that the U.S. has the sole
responsibility. The assistance of America's allies is not an

integral component in the implementation of the policy but is
expected to merely nake Arnerica's deployment and projection of
it.s forces more effective. The coalition/defence proponents
argue for the direct involvement of America's allies in the
implementation of its strategic policy ascribing roles for then
which are identical in nature to those perforrned by U.S.
forces. The emphasis here is upon collective defence with a

recommendation for the integration and coordination of U.S. and

allied forces.
Regardless of which policy argument prevails, there seems

little doubt that increased pressure will be put on Japan to
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augment its defence capabilities, to adopt a more offensive
based force and to take greater responsibility for Northeast
Asian security. The strategic debate is, in essence, about
effectively matching resources to commitments and includes the
issue of whether the U.S. alone, or with its allies, will have

sufficient resources to meet the perceived threat. Even if
aIIies are not given direct and independent roles within the
adopted strategy, they will be expected to perform at least
ancillary and facilitative roles for the U.S.

Northeast Asia does not figure highly in any of the policy
arguments of the debate. The coalition,/defence proponents
admittedly see an important role for ground forces-in-place such

as at the U.S. bases and facilities in Japan, but accept that
shifting U.S. forces away from the region to meet contingencies
elsewhere is a real possibility. While alI policy arguments
recommend an increase in U.S. forces, priority Iies in theatres
of operation other than Nort.heast Asia and it is these which
wilI benefit from any increase in the forces globally deployed

by the U.S.

Japan is a consensual democracy where the involvenent of
the people in the making of the broad policy decisions is
generally promoted by the government. PubIic opinion is
inportanL on all issues and this is particularly so in the area
of security policy-making. Since the Second World war, defence
issues have been part of an ongoing domestic debate and have

become partisan political issues. A nen consensus favouring
increased defence spending and a more assertive international
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role for Japan has developed. However, the trend should not be

exaggerated and the U.S. should remain sensitive to the
divisions that continue to exist in Japanese political circles
and in Japanese society as a whole.

The U.S.-Japan relationship nay well be evolving, by

accident or design, into a nilitary alliance which wilt
encourage a more equitable division of defence responsibilities
in Northeast Asia. Honever, the U.S. Adninistration should not
presume, as the debate's protagonists appear to do, that there
is a unity of perception within the alLiance about the
international environnent and about how to protect interests
within it, Centrifugal tendencies in this 'alliance', as in
other Western alliances, could weII be aggravated by not being
directly addressed by the United States.

This paper has exarnined tro domesLic political debates
which, while not conducted within the executive or legislature
of either country, have a capacity to affect if not determine,
certain aspects of security policy-making in each country. On

the issue of the security role that Japan will perform in
Northeast Asia, the two debates find a point of intersection.
Inevitably, at this point, each debate wil.I interact nith the
other and in so doing, provoke certain responses fron
protagonists in the other debate. The debatis are still in
their formative stages and while there seems IittIe doubt that
Japan is enhancing its international role, it would be prernature
to make any predictions about the security role Japan would
perform within any U.S. strategic policy for Northeast Asia.
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l{hiIe predictions are difficult to make., it can be argued'
with sorne confiilence ' that Japan tBust develop a coherent

regionaf security policy. such a policy lnust .strlke an

'acceptable balance between Japan's doinestic constraints and the

American deqrands. To reach a point of eguilibriurn, Japan ri11
need to increase its nilitary spending and develop a defence

force capable of at least perforning those missions recently
reguested by the united states.
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by Ron Hulsken. packaging and

99. Strateglc Defenses: Concepts and Programs' Postage
by Desnond Ball.

100. Iocal Development of Defence Hardware ln
Australla,
by Stanley S. Schaetzel.

l0l. A1r Operations in Northern Australia,
by Air Marshal S.D. Evans.

0ther llonographs:
TITLE $AUST

- Controlling Australlats Ttrreat Environment:
A methodology for plannlng AustralLan defence
force development,
by J.0. Langtry and Desmond J. Bal1. 6.50

*- Naval Power ln the Indian Ocean: Threats'
81uffs and Fantasies,
by Philip Towle.

- Arms for the Poor: President Carterrs
Pollcies on Arms Transfers to the Third l,lorld,
by Grahan Kearns. 7.00

- Optl.ons for an AusErallan Defence Technnology
St rat egy,
by S.N. Gower. 7.00

- 011 and Australlars Securlty: Ihe Future Fuel
RequLrements of the Australlan Defence Force,
by I.M. Speedy. 9.00

- Australiars Overseas Trade: Strateglc
Considerations,
by W.S.G. Bateman 10.00

- Survlval l,Iater in Australia's Arid Lands,
by B.L. Kavanagh. 10.00

- Terrltorlal Power Domains, Southeast Asia'
and China: The Geo-Strategy of an Overarchlng
Masslf,

15.00by Lln Joo-Jock
- Peace Research in the 1980e,

by Andrew Mack 12.00
Plus packaglng and postage
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Proceedlnga of Conferences organl.sed by
fire Strategic and Defence Studles Centre

TITLE $AUST*- The Defence of Australla: Fundamental
New Aspects,
Ed. Robert 0'Neill*- Ttre Future of Tactical Airpower in the
Defence of Australia,
Ed. Desmond Ball.

- Ttre Strategic Nuclear Balance: an Australlan
Perspective,
Ed. Robert OrNeill. 5.00*- The Strateglc Nuclear Balance, 1975,
Ed. H.G. Gelber.

*- Insecurity! The Spread of Weapons ln the
Indian and Paclfic Oceans,
Ed. Robert OfNe111.

- Ctvil Defence and Australiars Securlty
in the Nuclear Age,
Eds. Desmond Ball and J.O. Langtry. 12.95

Plus packaging and postage

MLscellaneous Publlcatlons :

TITLE $AUST*- Australiats D,efence Resources: A Conpendlurn
of Data,
by Jolika Tie, J.O. Langtry and Roberr OrNelll.

- Defence Resources of South East Asla and the
South lrresc Paclf ic: A Cornpendlun of Data,
by Ron Huisken. 8.00

*- A Select Bibllography of Australian Mllltary
Hlstory l89l-f939,
by Jean Flelding and Robert OrNelll.

- Testimony,
by W.K. Hancock. 7 .00

Plus packaglng and postage
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Booke Recently Publlahed by
Staff Henberg of the Centre:

Ba1l, Desmond J. Polltlcs and Force Levels: The Strategic
Missile Decislons of the K.tq"-9J- i41n:!rt1"lI"j19g'

A Suitable Plece of Real Estate: American Instal-

r980.
( ed . ) Strategy and Def ence: Australlan E-g!-?Jg' George
Al1en & Unltin Ltd, Sydney, Australla' 1982.
(ed. ) The Anzac Connectlon George A11en &

Unwin, Sydney, London, Boston' 1985.
Ball-, Desmond J. and Langtry J.0. (eds.) Problems of

MobllisaElon in Defence of Australia, Phoenix Defence

Ball, Desmond Ball and Richelson, Jeffrey T., The
Tles That Blnd: Intelllgence Cooperatlon

s - the Uni ted

Canada, Australta and New . "?ealand, Allen &

Unwin, Boston' London, SYdneY, 1985.urrttrr t lve evrr t Hvrrev^. t

LangEry, J.O. and Ba1l, Desmond (eds.) A Vulnerable Countr
Clvil Resources in the Defence of Australia' s-

n with
the Strategic and Defence Studies CenEre, The Aus-
trallan National University, Canberra, 1986.

McNamara, Ernest (with Robin Ward, Desnond Ball' J.O. Langtry
and Richard Q. funew), Australlars Defence Resources:
A ComPendiun of Data, Pergamon Press Australla'
Syaney, fn cooperatlon wlth Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, AusErallan Natlonal Unlversity' 1986.

Mlllar, T.B. The East-IJest Strategic Balance, George Allen
& Unwln Ltd, London' 1981.
(ed. ) Internatlonal Security in the Squtheagt -Asian- an4
Southwest Paciflc Reglon, Universlty of Queensland@

McMl1len, Donald Hugh, (ed.) Asian PersPectlves on Inter-
nat ional Secgr:L qI' The Macrnll lan Press , London and
E;i"$fiE;IeEZ;
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OrNell-l , Robett J. Arls.trall-.a at the Crossroads: Our Cho{ces
Rlchard

Earcourt,
to the Yeai 2000, (wlth Wolfgang Kasper,
B1and1.', John Fteebairn and Douglas llo.cklng) ,
Br:ace, JovanovJ.ch, Sydney, 1980.
(ed.)New DiFectlons tn $traieglc Thlnklng, (wtth
D.M. llorner), George Allen and UnllLn ttd, 1981.(ed.) Austra.ltao lefence Po1lcy for the t980s, (nlrh
D.trl. ess, St
Luc{.a, Queensland, 1982.

* out of prlnt.
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Department of International Relations,
Research School of Pacific Studies,
The Australlan Natlonal UnlversiEy.
P.O. Box 4, CANBERRA, ACT 2601.

The Department of InternatLonal Relations publlshes and
dlstrlbutes a series of rnonographs and worklng papers
parallel to and associated wlth the Canberra Papers on
Strategy and Defence and The Strategic and Defence Studies

trers Working Papers.
Orders should be directed to the above address.

Canberra Studles ln lforld Affalrs:

NO. TITLE
l. President Carter and Foreign Po1lcy: Ttre

Costs of Virtue,
bv Coral Bell.

9AUST

7.

Contenporary Alllances,
by T.B. Millar.
Refugees: Four Polltlcal Studies,
by Mllton Osborne.
Ttre Fal1 and R:lse of the Modern
International Systen,
by F.H. Hlnsley.
Nuclear Issues: Internatlonal Control and
InternatLonal Co-operation,
by D.A.V. Fischer.
Acadenic Studles and Internatlonal Polltlcs'
(Conference Proceedlngs).
Host Countrles and Multinatlonals: Case Studies
fron Ireland, Papua New Guinea and Zambia
of Negotlatlons w"lth Mlnlng CorporatLons,
by Claran orFalrcheallaigh. 6.00

8. Ideology and Foreign Pollcy: Sone Problens
of the Reagan Mnlnistratlon,

2.

4.

5 .00

5 .00

5 .00

5.00

5.00

5.00
6.

9.
10.

by J.D.B. Mil1er.
(Reserved)
Crlses and Pollcy-Makers,
by Coral Bell.

6.00

6 .00
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NO. TITLE $AUSTll. Ethnlc MLnorltles and Australlan Foreign Pollcy,
Studles by Coral Bell, Hugh Colllns,
James Jupp and W.D. Rublnsteln 7.00

12. Australla and the European CornmunltLes ln
the 1980s,
by Alan Burnett. 10.00

13. Parliament and Forelgn Policy,
by John Kntght and W.J. Hudson 7.00

14. Multinatlonal Corporatlons and the
Po1ltical Economv of Po!'rer
by Nell Renwick 10.00
by Coral Bell. 10.00

15. Dependenc Ally: A study of Australlats
relaEions wlth the United States and the
UniEed Kingdom slnce the fall of Slngapore,

16. Australlafs MarltLme Boundarles,
by J.R.V. PrescotE. 10.00

17. South African Dilennas,
by T.B. Mlllar. 7.00

18. ForEy Years On,
by Coral Bell (ed.). 10.00

19. ASEAN and Indochina. A study ln Polltlcal
Responses , 1975-8I,
by Tim Huxley. f0.00

20. The ANZUS Alllance and New Zealand labour,
by Mlchael McKinley. 10.00

Plus packaglng and postage

Orders for the above Canberra Studies should be addressed
to BIBLIOTECH Pty Ltd, GPO Box 4, Canberra, ACT, 2601.

IJorklng Papere
NO. TITLE $AUST
l. Indochinese Refugees as a Security Al1 one price

Concern of the ASEAN states, 1975-81, 6t $2.00 plus
by Ttn lluxley. packaging and

2. US Pollcy ln the Horn of Africa Since posEage
r97 4,
by Sarnuel Makinda
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NO. TITLE $AUST
3. Economlc Interdependence and World Order: A11 one prlce

Arms and Alms, at $2.00 plus
by T.B. Mlllar. packaging and

4. Internatlonal Relations and Political postage
Economy,
by Neil Renwick.

Peace Research Centre,
Research School of Paclfic Studies,
the Australlan Natlonal Unlversity,
P0 Box 4, Canberra, ACT, 2601

NO. TITLE $AUST
PRC-WPI Australian Public Oplnlon on Natlonal A11 one

Securlty Issues, prLce at
by Davld Campbell. at $2.50

PRC-WP2 The Strategy of Non-Offensive Defencer plus
by Anders Boserup. packaglng

PRC-WP3 Arms Control in the Late 1980s, and postage
by Jaroes L. Rlchardson.

PRC-WP4 Bibllography of Theses and Unpublished
Papers on the Hlstory of the Australian
Peace Movenent,
by Malcoln Saunders.

PRC-I.IPS Why Oppose Raclsm?
by Jan PetEman.

PRC-WP6 The Conprehensive Test Ban Treaty:
A Role for Australla,
by Desnond Ball.

PRC-I.IP7 Arms Control and the US/Australlan Jolnt
Defence Facilitles: The Case of Nurrungar,
by Andrew Mack.

PRC-WP8 Women and Peace through the Po1ls,
by Carol Bacchi.
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